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ABSTRACT
Eighteenth century colonial Mexico hosted a wide number
of religious women who put quill to parchment and wrote
spiritual letters to their confessors. These texts display
impressive subversive rhetorical strategies, five of which
are the focal point of this dissertation. The three nuns
studied in this dissertation are Sor Maria Coleta de San
Jose

{7-1775),

Sor

Sebastiana

de

la

Santisima

Trinidad

(1709-1757) and Sor Maria Anna de San Ignacio (1695-1756).
Chapter
European

one

examines

foremothers

of

the

spiritual

eighteenth

and

literary

century

colonial

religious women. This chapter examines the life and letters
of

Radegund (518-587),

Hildegard

of

Bingen (1098-1179),

Catherine of Siena (13477-1380), and Saint Teresa of Avila
(1515-1582). Their writings all demonstrate early signs of
subversive rhetoric that can be detected centuries later in
the nuns' letters examined in this study.
The second chapter is divided into two sections. The
first part provides an overview of colonial Mexico with a
particular emphasis on Mexican nuns and their letters. The
second half of the chapter carves out a viable discursive

8

space for nuns' spiritual letters. This section revises and
reinterprets the colonial literary canon from a variety of
theoretical

perspectives

including

feminist

theory

and

cultural studies.
The last three chapters are each dedicated to one of
the three Mexican nuns mentioned above. Their letters are
analyzed according to the following rhetorical strategies:
1) the rhetoric of humility, 2) the description of penance,
3) the description of fasting, 4) the retelling of visions
with Christ, and 5) the retelling of visions with Saint
Teresa or the Virgin Mary.
In conclusion, due to their precarious situation as
religious women under the ever vigilant eye of a patriarchal
and misogynist society, these nuns opted

to

incorporate

these strategies within their spiritual letters. Sor Coleta,
Sor

Sebastiana

and

Sor

Maria

Anna

deliberately

placed

subversive rhetorical strategies within their letters in
order to express otherwise controversial or questionable
ideas.

9

Prologue to Research: The Mexico City Archives
I was fortunate to receive two fellowships from the
University of Arizona in order to conduct research in the
archives in Mexico City. My first visit was during the
summer of 1996. At that time I knew I wanted to write about
religious

women

and

the

epistolary

genre,

but

it

was

necessary to decide which nuns would be the focus of my
study and to find their actual letters. The month spent in
the city during 1996 was very productive. Not only did I
survey all of

the major archives including

the Archivo

General de la Nacion, El Fondo Reservado de la Biblioteca
Nacional, El Archivo Condimex, and the Archivo Franciscano,
but I also met with renowned researchers in the field such
as

Josefina

Muriel

and

Manuel

Ramos.

Josefina

Muriel

especially encouraged me to write my dissertation on nuns'
spiritual

letters,

emphasizing

the

rich

tradition

of

religious women writing letters in Mexico and the startling
lack of research in this specific area.
In addition to my preliminary investigation in Mexico
City, I traveled to Puebla. In this city I met with the
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colonial scholar Rosalva Loreto Lopez. Professor Loreto, a
history professor at the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de
Mexico, took me under her wing, and we spent an entire day
touring

the

city's

many

convents

and

discussing

the

possibilities for my dissertation. Professor Loreto also
encouraged me to continue with my project, although she
recommended that I devote the majority of my investigation
to Mexico City's archives instead of traveling to the actual
cities and convents where the nuns professed. Because of the
religious and political reforms of the last century, the
majority of Mexico's religious documents were transferred to
the Archivo General de la Nacion. Moreover, despite the fact
that some of the actual convents still exist today, they
have lost possession of practically all of their documents,
and any that are left are zealously guarded. Ironically,
these events have made the life of a colonial scholar much
easier by concentrating the documents all in one place.
After this enlightening day with Professor Loreto I
returned to Mexico City with clearer expectations. I spent
the rest of my time between the Archivo General de la Nacion
and the Biblioteca Nacional, and my many hours of searching

finally paid off: I found over two-hundred letters from two
eighteenth century Mexican nuns. I
Coleta de San Joseph's

spiritual

first discovered Sor
correspondence

in

the

Archivo General de la Nacion by weeding through their very
extensive

Inquisitorial

section

in

gallery

four.

I

photocopied her 140 letters, but when I later received the
copies I discovered

that because of the binding on the

volume, a few words were missing on each line of every other
page. Although at times one can approximate a close meaning
to these sentences, in most instances there are just enough
missing words to cause confusion. Thus, I knew I would have
to return to the archives to fill in the missing parts from
the original.
Once I had discovered Sor Coleta's letters, I spent my
last

few

days

in

the

Bitlioteca

Nacional.

Because

of

previous research by Josefina Muriel and Asuncion Lavrin, I
knew that Sor Sebastiana de la Santisima Trinidad's letters
existed in the Fondo Reservado. Yet I had a great deal of
difficulty in locating these documents. Although Muriel and
Lavrin

cited

Nacional,

the

document's

source

I could not find the exact

as

the

Biblioteca

reference to the
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manuscript. Without this information the researcher can only
rely on the library staff to find the document, a search
that can be long and frustrating. Because my time in the
city had come to an end, I realized that if I were to
continue

with

my

research

I

needed

to

return

to

both

archives to retrieve and analyze the letters.
This

opportunity

occurred

two

years

later

when

I

received the year-long Dean's Fellowship from the University
of Arizona. I decided to spend the fall semester of 1998 in
Mexico City. By this time I had also found a third nun to
add

to my

investigation: Sor

Maria Anna

Agueda de San

Ignacio. After Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz, Sor Maria Anna is
perhaps the best known nun in colonial Mexico. According to
Josefina Muriel, she is the only one of New Spanish nuns to
have her theological works published during her lifetime
(433). In addition to these spiritual texts, Sor Maria Anna
also wrote many letters to her confessors. Unlike Sor Coleta
and Sor Sebastiana, the original letters are lost and only
fragments exist in Joseph Bellido's version of her life
story. Actually, this seems to have been a common practice
of

the

time:

confessors

or

other

clergy,

in

their
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hagiographic accounts, would regularly quote directly from a
nuns' letters, many times failing to even cite the nun, and
then discard or misplace the letters after reading them.
Bellido's

biography,

however,

specifically

marks

the

fragments from Sor Maria Anna's correspondence.
Unlike my first preliminary stay in Mexico City, I knew
exactly what I was looking for and where to find it on my
second visit. I spent many hours between the Archivo General
de la Nacion and the Biblioteca Nacional transcribing the
letters into contemporary Spanish. With more time and a
little luck I did encounter a bound manuscript with sixty of
Sor Sebastiana's letters.

In addition

to

these

primary

sources, I gathered fragments of Sor Maria Anna's letters
from the Biblioteca Nacional, and I made computer scanner
copies of Joseph Bellido's biography on Sor Maria Anna and
Eugenio Valdes' biography on Sor Sebastiana. By this time I
had acquired extensive information on these two nuns, but
other than her extant letters, I did not know anything about
Sor

Coleta's

biographies

life.
or

To

research

the
on

best
her

of

my

knowledge,

letters

exist,

no
yet

fortunately I did find the Inquisition documents against Sor

Coleta and her spiritual father, Andres Quintana. Unlike
standard biographies, however, these pages do not furnish
any information on Sor Coleta's life before the convent,
although they do begin to reveal threads of the accusations
and conflicts that plagued her life once she professed.
By the time I left Mexico City I had gathered and
transcribed all of the extant letters of the three nuns. I
had also made scanner copies of Sor Maria Anna's and Sor
Sebastiana's biographies and photocopies of the Inquisition
documents

against

Sor

Coleta.

Because

of

the

lack

of

published primary and secondary sources, I never would have
been able to carry out this type of research without having
spent

a

full

semester

in

the

archives.
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INTRODUCTION
As Sidonie Smith has said, the woman writer insinuates
"...the lines of her life story through the text of the
patriarchal story" (19). Eighteenth Century Mexican Colonial
nuns, by using the epistolary genre, did exactly that. This
dissertation focuses on three such nuns. The first, Sor
Maria Coleta (1724?-1775), a Oaxacan Capuchin nun, was tried
by the Inquisition for being an alumbrada or false mystic.
She wrote 140 letters to her confessor, Andres Quintana. The
second, Sor Sebastiana de la Santisima Trinidad (1709-1757),
a Poor Clair nun from Mexico City wrote a total of sixty
letters to her spiritual father, Miguel Lozano. Many of
these depict a depressed and sad woman willing to endure any
type of self-inflicted penance in order to imitate Christ's
suffering.

And lastly, the Dominican Sor Maria Anna Agueda

de San Ignacio (1695-1756), perhaps the most famous Mexican
nun after Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz, wrote a variety of
mystical treatises, prayers and guidebooks for her fellow
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sisters that were published both before and after her death.
I use fragments of her letters published in a biography by
her confessor Joseph Bellido - unfortunately the original
manuscript of her correspondence has been lost. The order of
the analysis of these nuns' works is arbitrary - I do not
want to privilege any one's life or writing in any way.
These three Mexican religious women took up the quill
and composed
spiritual

spiritual

fathers,

not

letters to
what

their

we would

confessors

commonly

and

consider

practical correspondence. Because they lacked the freedom to
express

themselves

strategies

of

fully,

they

subversion,

resorted

which

made

to

rhetorical

their

discourse

acceptable to both the Church and the dominant patriarchal"
discourse. Since

the

Middle

Ages,

religious

women

adopted and passed down to future female writers

have
these

strategies, which include: 1) the description of corporal
penance

as

imitatio Christi;

2)

the narration

of

holy

anorexia - the term coined by Rudolph Bell in his book Holy
Anorexia3),

the description of

visions;

and

4) ,

the

^ Throughout this dissertation I will be referring to the patriarchal society both in Medieval Europe and
colonial Mexico as an social system in which power is held by and transferred through males.
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rhetorical device of captatio benevolentiae,

activated in

depictions of affected humility. The fifth strategy, which
evolved later in early modem Europe and in colonial Mexico,
refers to the nuns' explicit appeal to a female patron, such
as Saint Teresa and other women saints, to support their
writing.

Although

writing

colonial

Mexican

nuns

within

developed

a

misogynist

a

personal

society,
form

of

expression that was singularly feminine.
Except for the patent use of captatio benevolentiae^
(more commonly referred to as the rhetoric of humility), "I
am a nothing," "I do not know how to write", at first glance
the inclusion of penitential actions and visions does not
seem like an actual rhetorical strategy. Nevertheless, nuns
learned to weave their experiences into their writing style
in a consistent manner and use them as rhetorical motifs.
They felt obliged to explain and even to justify themselves

According to Ernst Robert Curtius. the tradition of captatio benevolentiae or affected modesty has been
a constant in European literature since the Middle Ages. He explains that; *in his exordium it behooved
the orator to put his hearers in a &vorable, attentive, and tractable state of mind. How do this? First,
through a modest presence. But one has to draw attention to this modesty oneself. Thus it becomes
affected" (83). The common way to capture the benevolent will of the hearer was to belittle oneself
through repeated protests of self-deprecation - the type of captatio benevolentiae used by Mexican nuns
and refered to throughout this dissertation. In addition to these apologetic remarks, Curtius lists other
forms of *'modesty topoi," such as the disclaimer that they are only writing because of the insistence or
request of a friend or superior, or that they hope that the reader will be spared undue boredom (83-85).
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for expressing personal thoughts and feelings, especially
those that might present a threat to male ecclesiastical
authorities. Of course, the act of experiencing a vision or
inflicting self-flagellation does not constitute rhetoric in
itself. Instead, it is the act of putting pen to paper and
consciously

(or

at

least

semi-consciously)

deciding

to

express and reveal this behavior in order to achieve a
particular goal, such as the justification of conduct and
ideas, that allows the nun to translate penance and visions
into rhetoric.
Today, scholars who study the colonial epistolary genre
have detected in those texts not only the strategies of
early medieval authors such as Hildegard of Bingen, but also
(and

predominantly

including
Avila.

In

literary

so)

the

influence

of

Saint Catherine of Siena and
addition

to

foremothers,

revealing
these

the

letters

later

writers,

Saint Teresa of

influence

of

such

demonstrate

the

complexity of a colonial woman's life, the convent being one
of the few places where the patriarchal system allowed her
to engage in both reading and writing. They detail the nun's
daily schedule, her past, what books she read, what she did
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and

did

not

eat,

her

mortifications,

her

visions, her

relationships with fellow nuns and, most importantly, her
connection to her spiritual father, the addressee in her
letters.
By weaving repeated rhetorical strategies into their
tapestry of styles, such as a seemingly excessive use of
humility or the invocation of Holy figures (Jesus and other
saints), women religious were able to create their own form
of subversive expression within a misogynist system. The
letters of eighteenth century nuns are textured with various
threads of "acceptable" and subtly resistant discourse. In
one paragraph, for example, the nun could

describe her

existence as a complete failure, but in the next she might
rejoice in the fact that not only do Jesus and the Virgin
Mary favor her, but so does Saint Teresa. She might discuss
her complete obedience to her confessor, but then complain
about previous spiritual fathers and their lack of judgment
and

understanding

of

her

particular

needs.

In

other

instances, these texts can adopt what could appear to the
contemporary reader as a sensual or even sexual tone. In the
description of her visions, at times the nun graphically
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depicts her intimate relationship with Christ, her Divine
Husband. In one letter, for example, Sor Coleta the Oaxacan
mystic describes such a suggestive experience: "... luego me
descubrio sus llagas ... y me decia: bebe a tu gusto, y con
sosiego, asi estuve un poco y me decia: mirame, tuyas son,
besalas."

These

images

of

the

religious

woman

kissing

Christ's wounds or holding Him in her arms can subtly
undermine the confessor's role as intercessor between the
nun and God. Suddenly the Bride of Christ bypasses this male
ecclesiastical authority and by doing so she emphasizes her
role

as

his divine

wife.

No

matter

how

much

power

a

confessor can harbor, he will never share Christ's spiritual
bed, as it were. In addition to these intimate scenes, often
these nuns would validate their discourse by claiming direct
approval from God or the Virgin Mary. With that divine
sanction, any question on the confessor's part would be an
offense to God and His Holy Mother. This strategy, however,
proved to be risky at times, since the nun's letters could
be handed over to the Inquisition and scrutinized for signs
of false visions and heretical language.
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What

motivated

Mexican

nuns

to

incorporate

these

rhetorical tactics into their spiritual letters? Whether it
was fear of the Inquisition or of a reprimand from their
confessor, these Mexican nuns used this rhetorical tradition
passed down through the generations. This does not take away
from the fact that in most cases the religious woman truly
believed that she needed to imitate Christ's suffering, or
that she did receive visions from God

or

Saint Teresa

authorizing her to write. Yet, when physically documenting
these

experiences

advantage

of

the

on

paper

the

time-honored

religious

tradition

woman

of

took

rhetorical

strategies evident in her foremothers' writings in order to
express her own thoughts. The Mexican nun learned how to
intertwine

her

own

ideas

with

prescribed

formulas

of

obedience and accepted religious doctrine. While professing
her "santa obediencia," she also manipulated accepted forms
of

discourse

and

therefore

incorporated

a

form

of

"subversive obedience" into her spiritual letters.
The complexity of these letters is precisely what makes
their analysis so essential. Some critics maintain that such
marginal texts are inferior and possess neither

literary
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nor cultural value. My thesis propounds, nevertheless, that
the recovery

and

contrary. The

writers

incorporating
techniques
constituted
discourse,

close

into
one

study

manipulated

rhetorical
their
of

of

own

the

such

texts

patriarchal

prove

discourse,

strategies

and

style.

epistolary

few

The

accepted

forms

the

subversive

of

genre

written

and within these confines, nuns succeeded in

expressing themselves.
In recent years the areas of cultural studies and Postcolonial theory have seriously questioned the validity of
the colonial literary canon. Scholars such as Walter Mignolo
and Elizabeth Boone have abandoned the traditional use of
the term "literature" altogether in favor of other terms
such

as

colonial

discourse

or

colonial

semiosis.

Furthermore, they have suggested the new classifications of
graphic, oral and tactile production to encompass the varied
discourse

produced

during

the colonial

period.

Although

Mexican nuns used a more traditional form of expression the written word - the marginalization of their texts also
reveals the need to reclaim their writings as a valid part
of Latin American discourse. I hope that the study of the
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letters of these three Mexican nuns serves as a steppingstone to additional research into women's epistolary and
autobiographical works.
In addition to the revision of the colonial literary
canon, the following five chapters constitute my search for
the "feminine voice" of these three colonial Mexican nuns. I
do

not

embrace

an

essentialist

maintain that colonial women were

viewpoint,
predestined

that

would

to

use a

certain style because of their gender, rather, I contend
that they were forced by tradition and circumstances to seek
out patent and time-honored discursive techniques. Their
conscious deployment of these strategies in order to express
questionable or alternative ideas reflects their style of
subversive obedience.

Although the primary focus of my

dissertation is to analyze each one of their subversive
rhetorical strategies, at the same time I do not wish to
discount automatically the true belief and spirituality of
these religious women. By the end of this dissertation I
hope to demonstrate that their astute use of discursive
tactics does not diminish their sincere desire to follow in
Christ's footsteps.
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Chapter 1. Origins

Despite

structural

and

thematic

differences,

early-

letters from Antiquity and even the Middle Ages do share
some common roots

with

the spiritual

correspondence

of

colonial Mexican nuns, especially their tradition in oral
culture. In chapter I will briefly overview the different
types of missives that have evolved throughout the centuries
in order to trace their development and to identify certain
patterns and techniques evident in colonial nuns' spiritual
correspondence. By no means am I trying to equate Homer's
fictional

letters

or Cicero's philosophical

ones

to

be

exactly like these of Sor Maria Anna, Sor Sebastiana or Sor
Coleta, but without a doubt, their texts have evolved from
these early traditions and to ignore them would be to tell
half only the story.
This chapter. Origins,

is divided into a series of

sections. The first part briefly reviews the roots of the
epistolary genre in the Ancient World and then in the Middle
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Ages. The Greeks and the Romans composed the first written
letters of Western civilization as we know them today, and
their contributions set the rhetorical framework for future
missives. Authors in the medieval period drew from these
founding texts and designed their own style of

letters

called the Ars dictaminis.
The second part of the chapter expounds the origins of
the epistolary genre written by women. In this section I
trace the image of woman as a writer from antiquity through
the Renaissance. Because of their limited or non-existent
access to a formal education, women's letters differed from
those of men. Although remnants of the ancient rhetoric and
the Ars dictaminis influenced these women, their letters
employ

their own rhetoric and strategies.

The last part of this chapter analyzes the epistolary
styles of Radegund, Hildegard of Bingen, Catherine of Siena,
and Saint Teresa, among others. These literary foremothers
provide the groundwork for Mexican colonial nuns and their
letters.
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Brief Overview of the Epistolary Genre

Other than a few earlier examples of manuscripts, such
as a 1500 BC Sumerian document addressed to Nonna, the moon
goddess, the history of the letter writing genre in the
Western Tradition is relatively recent. One of our first
indications of the epistolary genre appear not as standard
letters, but in fictional works of Ancient Greece. In the
Iliad.

for

example.

Homer

intersperses

the

act

of

correspondence into his epic poem of the siege of Troy. In
addition to Homer's work of fiction, other Greeks composed
missives.

Aristotle

incorporated

letters

into

his

philosophical and political works, and probably consulted
epistolary manuals, whose manuscripts have been lost.
The Romans also appropriated the art of letter writing
from the Greeks, as they did with much of their culture.
They extended the Greek tradition of epistolary manuals, and
developed many of their own. Between III BC and III AD
epistolary manuals such as De elocutione (anonymous), De
epistulis

by Filostrato de Lemnos and Ars rhetorica by
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Julio Victor presented more than 2i different types of
letters (Trueba 21-28).
Perhaps the most important epistolary style to come out
of the Roman age, however, was developed by Cicero. His
work, De Inventions, dealt directly with the formal parts
that a
sections

letter should
including:

include.

He delineated

rhetorical

(greeting) ,

exordium

salutatio

(introduction), narratio (background information), divisio
(statement of parts), confirmatio (proof), refutatio (attack
against

an

opponent's

argument),

and

peroratio

(the

conclusion). Medieval rhetorical manuals later drew directly
from these parts, as will be analyzed later on in this
study. Despite Cicero's exposition of rhetorical sections of
a letter he emphasized the importance of correspondence for
familiar use, and defined the missive as a written personal
message sent between two or more parties (Murphy xvi).
In addition to the multiple types of letters employed
by the Greeks and the Romans, the Biblical epistle emerged
within the genre as an influential spiritual medium. A
variety of religious figures, including Paul, James, Peter,
and even Judas wrote epistles to convey moral and personal
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messages. Although the majority of their epistles are long
messages,

(or

even

sermons),

addressed

to

groups

of

religious followers, they follow many of the same structural
elements of a personal letter, for instance, the salutatio
and the exordia (Trueba 19).

The Middle Ages

Ars dictaminis
In eleventh-century Italy the Benedictine monk, Alberic
of Monte Cassino, elaborated a new version of the art of
letter writing. This formula, Ars dictaminis, broke away
from

some

of

the

well

established

epistolary

styles

developed during Antiquity. Alberic composed his influential
work.

Radium

dictaminis,

(sometimes

known

as

Flares

rhetorici), in 1087. His epistolary model, analogous

to

Cicero's parts of speech, sets forth a concise and practical
guide to follow when writing a letter.
Less than two-hundred years later an anonymous author
from the City of Bologna drew from Alberic's ideas and
created an even more concise five part model called Rationes
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dictandi (1135)^ . Medieval rhetoric ignored the personal
aspect of letters emphasized in the Ancient World,

and

instead focused on adhering to strict guidelines. Much care
was taken to teach young scholars pre-established formulas,
such as set greetings and conclusions, so that many missives
written during this time are repetitive and tedious to a
twentieth century perspective (Murphy xvi).
These

rhetorical

formulas

hinder

the

contemporary

reader from finding the hidden agenda (if indeed one exists)
of the author. Medieval letter writing often depended on
such strategies because of the lack of privacy of the age.
These

documents

passed

from

authors

to

scribes,

to

messengers, to recipients, and privacy was inconceivable. In
many cases the average medieval author did not just write
and send off a casual letter; instead, their texts were
constantly revised and rewritten. Giles Constable describes
the revision of missives as:
...at any stage in its history from the original
dictation up to its incorporation into the final

^ This rhetorical manual clearly maps out five standard steps to writing a letter, salutatio, a fcrmal
greeting, captatio benevolentiae, the seeking of goodwill, narratio, a statement of purpose, pe'itio, the
argument, and conclvsio, the conclusion (Murphy xv, xvi). This model then became the requiied format
taught in universities throughout Europe.
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collection

or other

form

where

it

could

rest

secure from the hands of would-be improvers. These
included not only the author but also scribes,
secretaries, and even the recipients of letters,
who were considered to own the texts of letters
sent to them... (51)
The public nature of the epistolary process makes the
identity of the individual author of any medieval letter
questionable.

Nevertheless,

or

perhaps

because

of

this

anonymity, a wide variety of themes and even styles were
considered
concise

acceptable.

message,

revealing

a

Some

following

singularity

authors
the

of

opted

prescribed
purpose

for

a

short

rhetoric,

(more

common

but
to

contemporary letters), while others employed the genre as
prefaces
treatises.

to

more

serious

Notwithstanding

works
the

such

as

rigidness

sermons
of

the

and
Ars

dictaminis, medieval writers chose the epistolary genre in
order

to

express

the

extremely

varied

subject

matter

pertinent to their day. Some noble and religious medieval
women also opted to write letters, but for a different set
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of reasons and circumstances which will be analyzed in the
following section.

Religious Women Writing Letters in Medieval Europe and Early Modern
Spain

In her anthology, Medieval Women Writers. Katharina
Wilson analyzes the role of religious women from the early
to the late Middle Ages. Her study helps us understand the
variety of circumstances that influenced female writers and
why these works differ from those of male authors. According
to her study, throughout this period women progressively
lost the religious and scholarly freedom they had enjoyed
before. During the first four hundred years after Christ's
birth,

women

prominence; they

had

experienced

assisted

the

widespread

Apostles,

spread

religious
the

new

faith, suffered martyrdom, and in the Gnostic sects were
allowed

to

preach

and

educate.

In

the

centuries

that

followed (until the eighth and ninth) women held important
religious roles as abbesses in convents, and sometimes even
ruled joint monasteries for men and women. However, women
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gradually lost their power from the eighth century onward.
Male authorities seized control of convents and eventually
abolished

double

Church fathers'*

monasteries

(Petroff

x-xx).

The

early

and especially Pauline doctrine dominated

the religious and political climate. Paul affirms:
Let your women keep silence in the churches: for
it is not permitted unto them to speak; but they
are commanded to be under obedience, as also saith
the law. And if they will learn anything, let them
ask their husbands at home: for it is a shame for
women to speak in church (1 Cor 14:34-37).
Paul's affirmations that women should keep silent altered
not only the view that women should be prohibited from
preaching but it also inhibited the acceptance of women as
writers. Jo Ann McNamara affirms this view: "Every preacher,
confessor, and didactic writer taught women that God loved

^ In "Paradox in the Medieval Gender Doctrine of Head and Body" Alcuin Blamires traces the repeated
hierarchical gender doctrine in many biblical passages from the Epistles, the Ephesians and the
Corinthians. Church Others including Bonaventure and Aquinas continued this misogynist doctrine that
promoted the analogy of men as "head" and women as "body." This patristic slogan sustained male
primacy and excluded "...women from authoritative functions whether in the public domain (the right to
teach, baptize, etc.) or in the private domain (the power to make autonomous decisions or autonomous
vows)"( 13).
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nothing but silence and abject humility from his feminine
creatures" (The Rhetoric 9).
Over

time

women

developed

strategies

to

express

themselves despite these discriminations. The description of
mystical

experiences

became

one

of

the

most

important

spiritual and textual strategies for many women. Petroff
defines mysticism as "the direct experience of the real, an
unmediated experience with God." She explains that through
"unmediated"

mysticism

the

visionary

could

bypass

the

cleric's earthly authority. Consequently, a woman could then
find a justification for her writing: that she served as an
instrument of the creator (Body and Soul 4). God granted the
medieval mystic authority through her visions, and some
women such as Hildegard of Bingen and Catherine of Siena
directly

utilized

divine

approval

to

advise

and

even

criticize important male figures in their letters.
Although some female mystics never professed as nuns,
many professed in medieval convents probably because of the
advantages of these spiritual communities: "... the world of
the cloister, however restrictive its confines may seem to
us, for these young women was alive with excitement" (Bell
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54). The convent not only provided women a refuge from the
constraints of marriage including "a cell of one's own" and
privacy, but it also granted the mystic a place of learning.
She

had

access

to

books,

female

teachers,

ideas,

and

leadership; in essence, an environment that furnished her
the space and time to transform her visions into written
words.
Nevertheless, women were always excluded from public
(male) spheres of higher learning, such as universities.
Thus men found it easy to scorn women for their laclc of
"official" education. Furthermore, medieval women did not
study the art of letter writing as most learned men of their
times. On the whole, their letters only adhere loosely or
not at all to the five formal steps of the Ars dictaminis as
did those of their male counterparts since it was taught as
part of university curricula. Yet, the very fact that they
did not comply with the precepts of the standardized genre
gave them the advantage of not being expected to follow the
rigid forms. In an odd way, this bestowed more freedom upon
women, and allowed them to develop their own unique styles.
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Medieval women therefore resorted to the epistolary
genre for several reasons. As I mentioned previously, women
did not receive a formal education, or, for that matter,
literary

patronage

or

editors.

As

such,

they

were

not

expected to adhere to set conventions. They had an immediate
audience, including their fellow sisters, confessors, church
officials, family members and members of the lay community,
and they could formulate their letters accordingly. This
absence of formal patronage or editors for women writers
also

granted

them

at

times

the

advantage

of

avoiding

patriarchal censorship, depending on the addressees of their
letters. Furthermore, because they lacked formal training in
the strictures of Ars dictaminis, medieval women (like those
before them) were much more familiar with an oral rather
than a written culture. Certainly this oral culture has
informed the women's epistolary tradition.
Oral culture also gave rise to the visionary epistle
and the personal letter written in the vernacular, the two
types of correspondence that prevailed in Colonial Latin
America. According to Cherewatuk and Wiethaus:
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The use of both the vernacular and the visionary
mode brought into being new ways of writing and
using letters. Barred from public performances as
teachers,

theologians, and

pastoral counselors,

visionary women could sublimate these roles in
part by writing letters (9).
Visionary women, as in the case of Saint Catherine of Siena,
were not hindered by the lack of a formal education. These
women made use of their native tongues, instead of Latin,
and modeled the style in their letters after the voice that
they

employed

in

normal

speech.

The

result,

in

many

instances, is a more fluid and direct approach.
The examples that follow portray a variety of medieval
religious women who composed letters as a vehicle for a
woman's own voice. None of their texts follow the rigid
formula of the Ars dictaminis. Although these women were not
all nuns I choose them for two reasons: one, because they
were all connected to the Catholic church, and two, because
they wrote or dictated letters. Hence, I view these women as
the literary foremothers of a feminine epistolary tradition.
Furthermore, each of the following women's lives and writing
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styles represents

at

least

one of

the

five

rhetorical

strategies studied in this dissertation. A close examination
of their letters enables the contemporary reader to trace
how their strategies and rhetoric were passed from Medieval
Europe to the New World and into colonial Mexico.

Radegund (518-587)

Only three known verse epistles are ascribed to Saint
Radegund the Merovingian Queen of Poitiers. Nevertheless, I
include her in my study because of her extraordinarily pious
life. She served as a model for future religious women, and
stands as one of the first female letter writers of the
Middle Ages.
We are actually quite fortunate to know so much about
this sixth century woman. Two of her close friends wrote her
vitae (life stories); one

by Baudonivia, a nun at

the

monastery of Holy Cross, and the other by Fortunatus, an
Italian poet and later Bishop of Poitiers.^

Gregory of

' Lvnda Coon's Sacred Fictions: Holv Women and Hagjoeraphv in Late Antiquity unearths actual gender
differences in the two vitae. In brief. Coon's stiufy reveals Fortunatus' version as much more concerned
with presenting the saint within the household of Christ. He portrays Radegund with images of
housecleaning, feeding the poor, helping the sick, cleaning their wounds, etc. Baudonivia's account is not
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Tours, who also personally knew Radegund, included her in
two

of

his

books:

Historia

Francorum

and

Libri

octo

miraculorum. For the most part the two vitae and Tour's
texts portray the same details of the saint's life, although
they do differ at times - complicating the already vague
particulars that we know about this early Medieval saint.
Moreover, as with all hagiography we must be careful to weed
out exaggerated fiction from fact (Cherewatuk, "Radegund"
20,21).

Radegund lived in an extremely violent and bloody age.
Her early years were marked by deceit, wars and death at her
own doorstep. In brief, as a young girl she witnessed the
bloody rampage that destroyed most of the ruling house (to
which she belonged) of her hometown Thuringia. Subsequently,
Clothar of the Franks (the son of King Clovis) , in reward
for his help in the war, seized Radegund and her younger
brother as booty. Later, in one of the three extant letters,
De excidio Thoringiae, addressed to her cousin Amalfred,

so concerned with Radegund's domesticity but with her pastoral duties, such as using her contacts to
obtain sacred relics, her active ministry, and her own authority.
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Radegund described in verse the plunder and pillage of her
beloved home town

(Penrose 168, 169).

Because of her young age, Clothar first sent Radegund
to his villa in Athies to be educated. She was converted and
baptized in Athies and began, according to Fortunatus, to
devote her life to prayer and to the poor (Cherewatuk,
"Radegund" 22). She spent the next ten years at the villa,
and at the age of nineteen was forced to marry Clothar,
becoming the fifth of his seven wives. Although officially
married, Radegund only lasted six years at court, during
which she avoided the polygamous Clothar and dedicated her
time

to

charity,

prayer

and

severe

mortifications

and

austerities. Although the story is unclear as to the exact
circumstances of Clothar's reaction to his ascetic bride,
after her brother's murder, Radegund fled the court. She
then appealed to the Bishop Medard for aid, and despite his
hesitation

and

fear

of

royal

recrimination,

Radegund

convinced him to consecrate her as a deaconess of
church.

It

appears

that

she

then

beseeched

the

the

Bishop

Germanus of Paris to convince Clothar to sever her marital
obligations, and Clothar supposedly also gave her land and
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wealth in Poitiers. Soon thereafter in 550 she founded the
monastery

in Poitiers called Holy Cross (Penrose 170-

175)/
Radegund opted to model her spiritual community on the
Rule of Nuns of Caesarius of Aries, the first written rule
for women. Bishop Caesarius' rule emphasized claustration,
and to ensure their enclosure the nuns took a lifetime vow
of stability and devotion. McNamara writes that Radegund
probably selected this rule for fear of her husband's return
or other invasions by men (98). Radegund obtained a copy
from the Abbess Caesaria the Younger of Aries who advised
Radegund not to let any uneducated woman into the order, and
recommended

two

hours

a

day

of

reading

and

study

(Cherewatuk, "Radegund" 22,23).
At Poitiers, Radegund decided to hand over the role of
abbess to another woman called Agnes, in order to devote her
own life to prayer, austerities, and philantrophy. Radegund
fasted,

ate

bitter

herbs, cleaned

latrines, wore

heavy

chains and hairshirts, branded her flesh with a red-hot
crucifix, cared for the sick, and fed and clothed the poor.

' This monastery still exists today in the medieval city of Poitiers.

In addition to her own penance and good deeds, Radegund
actively

sought

to

obtain

relics

and

other

items

of

spiritual value for the monastery,- revealing a dimension of
ambition and a search for prestige for the convent to her
austere lifestyle. Moreover, the saint never relinquished
her queenly status, perhaps most apparent

in her three

extant letters (Coon 129-133).
In these missives, Radegund does not mention her life
of penance and mortification, rather, she demonstrates her
intimate knowledge of two traditions: classical Latin and
Germanic poetry. She blends

these styles

famous

aforementioned

verse

Thoringia,"

epistle,

the

into her most
"De

excidio

addressed to her cousin Amalfred. Cherewatuk

believes that Radegund draws from these traditions to elicit
her relative's sympathy. For example, Radegund compares the
fall of

Troy

with

that

of

Thuringia,

and

by

doing so

depicts, through brutal images, the pain that women suffer
during war: "Through indirect comparison with the Aeneid
Radegund

shows

the

suffering

of

the

surpassing that of the Trojan women" (27).

Thuringian

women
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Radegund also imitates the style of Ovid's Heroides.
She evokes the same feeling of separation from her cousin
Amalfred as to that of Ovid's heroines separated by sea from
their loved ones. She writes: "If the fortress of the holy
monastery did not hold me, I would travel immediately to you
in whatever quarter you dwelled. Boldly in a ship I would
cross waves chilled by violent storms." Her verses also
express loneliness and evoke guilt:
Or if fate ultimately should take my complaintfilled life, at least the sand with your hands
would form a grave for me. Before your eyes I, a
corpse, would pass without light, so that you
would be stirred to perform my funeral rites. You
who now scorn the tears of the living, you then
tearful would give lament, you who now refuse even
words (Cherewatuk, "Radegund" 31).
Though not to the same degree, Radegund expresses sorrow and
laments the loss of Thuringia in another letter to a nephew
called "Ad Artachin".
In these letters, not only does Radegund incorporate
the format of Ovid's verse epistles, but she also invokes
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the female lament of the Germanic tradition of the winileod
(love song). In this type of elegy a woman grieves the loss
of her loved one. Radegund's verse epistles mirror this
style by incorporating Germanic techniques of riddles and
understatement (35-37).^
Surprisingly, the image of

the grieving woman that

Radegund portrays of herself in these letters is markedly
different

from

the

penitent

woman

depicted

by

her

biographers. Why are Radegund's letters so different from
the penitent woman of her vitae?

Cherewatuk hypothesizes

that, "Given Radegund's political astuteness, it seems just
as likely that the personalities that she assumes in the
letters represent an alternate strategy for survival" (40).
For example in her third letter addressed to Justin II and
Sophia, "Ad lustinum et Sophism Augustas", the saint thanks
them for the relic of the Holy Cross. Her quest for relics
had become an important part of her life in Poitiers, and
she needed to keep her noble connections intact in order to
gain such important favors.

Although Radegund's own verse epistles are previous to the two winileodas whose speaker is a
lamenting woman, Radegund probably heard them through oral tradition while at court (Cherewatuk
37,38).

On the one hand, Radegund's vitae underscore her as an
extremely pious and saintly woman, and on the other, these
three

letters

demonstrate

her

command

of

classical

traditions, and her political astuteness in maintaining her
noble status. In the sixth century this saint already helped
start to refine a tradition of learned women and their
capacity to strategically express themselves in a world
dominated by men.
extreme

penance

and

Although Radegund did not employ her
self-mortification

in

her

letters,

molding them into a strategic rhetoric, as we will see in
the discourse of colonial Mexican nuns, she clearly stands
out as one of the earliest role models for both religious
and scholarly women.

Hildegard o£ Bingen (1098-1179)

Hildegard of Bingen, a twelve century Benedictine nun,
was a truly remarkable woman. She wrote all throughout her
life, until her death at the noteworthy age of eighty-one.
Her well known works, Scivias (Know the Ways), Liter Vitae
Meritorum (The Book of Life's Rewards), and Liber Divinorum
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Operum (Book; of Divine Works) , are just a few of her many
accomplishments. Joseph Baird and Radd Ehrman sum up her
life:
She produced six major written works, she founded
two flourishing monasteries, she wrote music, she
gave birth to the earliest full-fledged morality
play, she became the correspondent and advisor of
popes, kings, emperor. It was a full life indeed
(6) .

In addition to these famous works and acts, around four
hundred of Hildegard's letters are preserved today. Unlike
her theological works such as the aforementioned Scivias,
her correspondence provides us with a much more personal
side of this extraordinary woman.
Thanks to Hildegard's legendary fame, and her prolific
writing, we know many details about her life and yet only a
few sparse facts about her early years. She was born in 1098
in the small
experienced

town of
visions,

Bermersheim, close to
bright

lights

and

Mainz. She
supernatural

occurrences from an early age. We do not know exactly why
her parents sent Hildegard off to live in a small cell at
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the Benedictine monastery of Mount Saint Disibod, although
Baird

and

Ehrraan

provide

us

with

a

few

plausible

explanations:
Perhaps because she was such an unusual, other
worldly, child, or perhaps simply because, as the
tenth child of her parents, she was offered up as
a spiritual tithe, at the age of eight she was
presented as an oblate to God (5).
In

her

first

years

at

the

Benedictine

monastery

Hildegard came under the guidance of the anchoress, Jutta of
Sonheim (the daughter of the Count of Spanheim). Little by
little she began to guide not only the spiritual path of
Hildegard, but also that of other noble girls. Her tutelage
presumably

provided

them

with

the

groundwork

of

a

rudimentary education. Hildegard's Vita tells us that while
at

the

monastery she

therefore,

learned

the

Psalter

infer a basic knowledge of

and

we

can,

Latin (Baird and

Ehrman 5,6).®

^ After Jutta's death in 1136 Hildegard assumed her position as the leader of this spiritual community.
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Jutta also introduced Hildegard to the monk Volmar, who
furthered her education.^

He became her long time friend,

supporter and secretary, and he encouraged her to write some
of her most renowned works including Salvias. Volmar also
enabled

Hildegard's

presumably

liked

texts to

her

reach

work and

Pope

ordered

Eugenious,

her

to

who

continue

writing (Baird and Ehrman 5,6).
Hildegard

addressed

hundreds

of

letters

to

a

wide

variety of people including monks, abbots, bishops, clerics,
nuns, abbesses, kings and popes. Her reasons for writing are
varied in nature: some letters speak to practical needs,
others in response to friendship, but most contain some sort
of spiritual

advice. (Baird and

Ehrman 9). These texts

employ some of the formulas dictated by the Ars dictaminis,
yet

like

other

medieval

women

authors,

Hildegard

only

loosely adheres to these rules.
By the twelfth century, Hildegard lived in a highly
patriarchal society and, therefore, in order to write and
advise men she needed to develop a variety of rhetorical

^ Hildegard always referred to herself as m</ocra-unleamed and untaught. Of course we must put these
words into the context of affected modesty, although we really do not know how much Volmar helped
Hildegard write and edit her works (Baird and Ehrman 6).
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strategies. Gillian Ahlgren, in Dear Sister, analyzes how
Hildegard

utilizes

her

visions

within

the

hierarchical

medieval structure dominated by men. According to Ahlgren,
Hildegard's visions

are

the

focal

point

and

supporting

factor to the spiritual advice that she bestows in the
majority of her letters (Ahlgren 46).
After Pope Eugene III had read part of her Salvias,
Hildegard's fame grew to such an extent that many monastic
and lay people solicited her advice on spiritual matters.
Thus Hildegard resorted to her visions to help validate her
authority. After a close analysis of her letters, Ahlgren
expounds

three

Hildegard's

basic

style:

representative.

The

strategies enabled

formulations
reportorial,
combination

her to portray

incorporated

into

instrumental

and

of

these

men as

visionary

weak.,

God as

feminine, and women as prophetic and powerful (46, 47).
In Ahlgren's study, the reportorial formula is the most
common strategy Hildegard uses to represent her visions
(about forty-two

percent),

although

the

least

forceful.

Hildegard portrays herself as a vessel of God to report what
He has shown her and she commonly prefaces these visions
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with the words "I saw and heard...". She resorts to the
reportorial

formula

to

advise

people

on

her

own

"hierarchical level", yet does not employ this strategy to
criticize others (51).
Hildegard's

instrumental

formula

shares

the

same

definition as the first, and also incorporates the use of
affected modesty or a rhetoric of humility.^" She juxtaposes
her claim to be a weak and uneducated woman {paupercula
femina) with visions of God granting her the authority to
speak and to convey his views. Ahlgren's study reveals that
this

strategy

only

appears

in

about

ten

percent

of

Hildegard's overall letters mainly because she invokes it
mostly

in

letters

to

men,

when

she

is unsure

of

the

recipient's status or authority, and when she writes to
someone on a higher hierarchical status for the first time.
Ahlgren views the purpose of this strategy as twofold:
Hildegard's own weakness makes her message all the
more clearly inspired: how could an unlettered
woman speak with such a powerful voice? Second,

I will examine this strategy, officially known as captatio benevolentiae, in my analysis of Saint Teresa
of Avila's letters at the end of this chapter.
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Hildegard reassures her religious superiors of her
allegiance

to

the

hierarchical

church and

her

willingness to be obedient (52).
The last level of Hildegard's visionary rhetoric, the
representative, appears in approximately thirty-two percent
of Hildegard's entire correspondence and is without a doubt
the most

powerful. Instead

of

her own voice, Hildegard

quotes directly from her visions by adopting the voice of
what she calls the Divine or Living light, enabling her
letters to gain authenticity through divine inspiration. The
visionary views herself as God's mouthpiece and at times the
two voices become completely indistinguishable. She vivifies
abstract concepts such as Sapientia (Wisdom) , and the Lux
vivens (Living Light) and bypasses her own role as a medium
to give

a

direct voice

to her visions. This

strategy,

through the absense of her own voice, empowers Hildegard not
only to advise persons of

higher authority but also to

criticize and to influence ecclesiastical reforms.
Ahlgren also takes note of another strategy under this
representative formula. Hildegard, by speaking as the agent
for feminine words of virtue such as Obetientia ("Obedience) ,
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Sapientia (Wisdom), or Charitas (Charity) not only displays
her perception of a heavenly order but

"...by invoking

traditional figures of authority which are female, Hildegard
legitimizes her role as a female teacher in the church"
(53).
To

what

influence

extent

later

did

female

Hildegard's

religious

epistolary

writers

and

style

colonial

Mexican nuns? This is a difficult question to answer. There
are definite similarities in their styles, although we must
surmise that the weight of her tradition was passed down
through the centuries through intermediaries, that is, other
figures whose works were indeed known to Mexican religious
women such as Saint Teresa of Avila. Like Hildegard, the
three

Mexican

nuns

in

this

study

experiences to express authority and
strategy of

invoke
they

visionary

also use the

humility to belittle their importance, thus

enabling the acceptance of their writings. Hildegard lived
in a different age and set of circumstances, but without a
doubt she set the groundwork for the feminine epistolary
genre

and

society.

helped

grant

women

a

voice

in

a

misogynist
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Catherine of Siena (1347?-1380)

Caterina de lacopo di Benincasa, more commonly known as
Saint Catherine of Siena, exerted a powerful influence on
nuns and their writings in colonial Latin America. Her works
and

biographies

were

readily

accessible

and

read

by

religious men and women alike. Because of her canonization
and therefore official acceptance by the church patriarchy,
she served as a role model for religious women. Sor Coleta,
Sor Maria Anna and Sor Sebastiana all make direct reference
to her life and writings in their own letters.
Most

of

the

information

that

we

know

about

Saint

Catherine, other than in her own works, comes from her
biographer

and

former

confessor,

Raymond

of

Capua.

As

mentioned earlier in this study one must be careful to sort
"facts" from historical legend.
Saint Catherine lived during an extremely complicated
and troubled time in an Italy wracked by corruption and
schism. Child number twenty-four out of twenty-five, she
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was born in 1347 in Siena to a modest family of wool dyers.
(Penrose 222-224).
As in most hagiography, Saint Catherine's early years
are marked by visions and favors from God. She supposedly
received her first vision at the age of six, took a vow of
virginity at seven, and at fifteen she cut her hair in open
defiance of her parents plan for her to marry. During these
teenage years Saint Catherine devoted her life to prayer and
penance, and after her younger sister's death she began to
limit her diet to only bread, water, and raw vegetables
(Noffke 32).
Sometime in 1364 Catherine announced her desire to join
the Mantellate (Sisters of Penance), a group of tertiaryDominican

laywomen

in

Siena.

This

spiritual

dedicated

to prayer and penance was composed

community
mostly

of

widows who all lived at home. The Sisters, concerned at
first by

Catherine's age, finally

allowed the extremely

pious teenager to enter the order. Why did Catherine choose
to

become

a

tertiary

instead

of

a

cloistered

nun?

Unfortunately there seems to be no direct answer to this
question. Rudolph Bell cites Raymond of Capua's version,
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that Catherine received a vision from Saint Dominic to join
the Sisters of Penance, yet he speculates;
More plausible is the conclusion that Catherine
chose to become a tertiary precisely so that she
could

be

active

in

the

world

and

exert

her

considerable talents to save the Church from its
malaise, that from the outset her vocation was
public

and

reforming

rather

than

private

and

penitential (46).
Yet, at the same time Bell questions his own interpretation
because we have no real evidence that Catherine contemplated
such a public role in her adolescence.
Word traveled quickly of this devote visionary in the
subsequent years until her premature death at age thirtythree. She devoted her time to prayer and to the care of the
sick and destitute. When not on the streets of Siena caring
for the sick, dying and the dead, she took to extreme selfmortification and fasting. During this time, because of her
growing fame, Catherine was summoned to Florence to give an
account of her mystical visions and to defend her spiritual
life. Consequently the Pope and the Master General of the
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Dominican Order appointed Raymond of Capua to take over as
Catherine's spiritual advisor. Subsequent to this meeting,
Catherine became involved in church politics and spent the
rest of her life trying to reconcile the Schism of the
Papacy(Penrose 225).
Although Catherine devoted a considerable amount of
time to her political endeavors, her spiritual existence
dominated

her

everyday

life.

Many

of

her

mystical

experiences, such as the vision of Jesus' heart interchanged
with her own, a ring received from Christ, and her stigmata,
were adopted into the letters of the three Mexican colonial
nuns

in

this

mortifications
religious

study.
also

women.

Her

bloody

provided

For

a

example,

and

humiliating

model for
in

these

addition

to

self-

Mexican
self-

flagellation and brutal punishments, Catherine is said to
have drank the cancerous pus of a woman's breast tumors^"

" The Florentines and the Papacy were wracked by religious division during the second half of the
fourteenth century. During this time period Saint Catherine tried to reconcile the Florentines and Pope
Gregory XI who had left Italy for Avignon. Later, after Pope Gregory's death in 1378, schism erupted
with the election of Clement Vn in opposition to Urban VI. Catherine actively supported the laner as the
legitimate pope (Nofike 33, 34).
Althou^ this type of penance and self-mortification seems very harsh and extreme to the contemporary
eye, in
many religious followers practiced such "grotescpie" acts such as drinking the cancerous pus.
Amongst many ascetic acts the caring of the sick proved one's saintity.
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(Bell 25). Yet of all her bodily punishments, Catherine's
fasting most reveals her extremely powerful will.
In Rudolph Bell's groundbreaking text Holy Anorexia, he
compares the condition observed in medieval women mystics to
the more common modern disease known as anorexia nervosa. In
his study, Bell analyzes the lives of

various medieval

women, and explains that the majority of the symptoms of
anorexia

nervosa

and

holy

anorexia

are

the

same.

They

include constant fasting, hyperactivity and bulimia. His
study reveals that the only real difference lies in the
desire of the modem woman to be thin and the medieval
religious woman to be holy - thin and light as a spirit
(Davis 180). We will later observe many of these exact same
symptoms in the lives of colonial nuns especially in the
eating habits and lifestyle of Sor Sebastiana.
Bell uses Saint Catherine as a prime example of this
condition. In the beginning she just resorted to occasional
fasting renouncing sweets and meat. When an early confessor
obliged her to eat, she became violently ill and thereafter
convinced him that it was God's will for her to fast.
Nevertheless things grew more extreme; with time she could
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not longer tolerate solid food and would cause herself to
vomit whenever forced to eat

any food. As Catherine's

saintly reputation became more established so did her holy
anorexia. Bell believes that her extreme fasting eventually
evolved into a strategy, providing her autonomy from the
clutches of a patriarchal society. He emphasizes Catherine's
relationship with God as a means of resistance:
Her total dependence upon God's will, ultimately
hailed

as

heroically

virtuous

by

the

very

patriarchy she is rebelling against, legitimizes
her defiance and places her in a position of
enormous strength (116).
Moreover,

this

strategy

of

holy

anorexia

which

Catherine developed provided a model for future religious
women. By communicating directly with God, she was able to
bypass

the

power

of

her

confessors,

and

although

the

patriarchal system may have questioned such communication,
her extreme fasting provided proof of God's support. Through
her "holy" anorexia, Catherine achieved relative autonomy
from the male hierarchy; not only was she revered as a
mystic and a saint, but she had the power to advise and
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influence powerful members of the catholic society including
popes. Yet, Catherine paid the price for her autonomy. In
her last few months of life she gave up drinking water and,
in the end, starved herself to death^^ .
Nevertheless

before

her

short

33

years

came

to

a

finish, Catherine dictated hundreds of letters (we possess
three hundred eighty-two extant copies), she composed her
Dialogue, an attempt to portray her relationship with God,
and twenty-six of

her prayers. (Noffke 3). Some critics

believe that after her induction into the Sisters of Penance
she learned to read and write, although the majority concur
that Catherine was uneducated and at best only partially
literate. Either way, she preferred to orally dictate her
letters and writings.
Scott reminds us that Catherine's own intentions were
neither stylistic nor literary, because of the saint's lack
of

a formal

education. Scott

is

of

the opinion

that,

although we must evaluate Catherine's letters to a certain
extent in order to "determine their place in the history of

" Jean i3elutneau's Sin and Fear embarks on the whole culture of sin and fear in Western society.
According to his study, this is a culture that teaches that the body is evil and promotes the type of selfhatred and denial of bodily needs (enshrined as ultimate acts of virtuousness) that led women like Saint
Catherine to starve herself to death.
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the Italian language," she also challenges the reader to ask
"...not why her style was so deficient and unliterary, but
how this uneducated woman was able to develop her particular
kind of style and voice" (90). These same questions and
challenges are pertinent to the writings of colonial nuns.
Catherine's letters allow the contemporary reader to
peek

into

this

medieval

woman's

life.

Through

her

correspondence we can follow the growth of her interests,
convictions,
individuals

heartfelt
of

relationships

fourteenth

century

with

Italy,

important

and

her

own

religious fervor. Like Hildegard of Bingen, Saint Catherine
addressed her letters to a whole variety of correspondents
from bishops, cardinals, popes, kings and queens, to much
more common acquaintances.
Catherine

employed

various

strategies

in

order

to

corroborate her position as mystic and spiritual advisor.
First and foremost she always supported her own voice with
the direct

approval

of

God. To demonstrate

her

divine

authority, Catherine prefaced many of her letters with both
God's

name and

her own:

"In the name of

Jesus

Christ
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crucified and of sweet Mary" and "I Catherine, servant and
slave of the servants of Jesus Christ" (100).
After these formal prefaces (common in

the writing

practices of Spanish religious orders) Catherine created an
intimate atmosphere with her correspondent/s by referring to
her disciples as "sons or daughters" and to clergy or other
figures of authority as "mothers and fathers." She even
addressed the Pope as sweetest babbo (Daddy) (Scott 100).
The majority of her letters contain two sections: a
long

spiritual

and

didactic

one,

and

a

short

section

reserved to express the concrete advice or true nature of
the letter. Catherine's didactic sections generally display
some main virtue such as gratitude or charity, that she
wishes her reader to attain. Although, according to Scott,
her

"tone

mystical

or

is

simple

visionary,

and

straightforward-

theological

or

usually

not

philosophical, or

stylistically artful (100)", she does employ a great variety
of examples, adapting each section to her correspondent's
personal needs. Her letters are driven by the goal to teach
her readers, and she utilizes Christ as the ultimate model.
In some cases she even recreated her own dialogues with God.
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In

these

instances,

Catherine

is

not

so

interested

in

discussing her autobiographical self, but to exemplify her
own life as a spiritual model (100-106).
The short part of her letters contain more specific
references to her own life and that of those around her.
Perhaps they are the most interesting for the modem reader
because they allow us to catch a glimpse of Catherine's own
life, as well as her reaction to religious and political
events of fourteenth century Italy (Scott 100).
Without a doubt, Catherine's letters reveal her oral
culture. She is one of the first late medieval women to
"write" in the Italian vernacular instead of Latin. Hence,
Catherine sets an important example for future women: one
did not need to know Latin to be able to write. Scott
believes that this oral culture allowed her to communicate
her

ideas

manner."

in

a "...

blunt,

passionate,

and articulate

Furthermore, Catherine's letters allowed her to

enter a male dominated literary sphere and to advise men who
normally would not listen to a woman. Thus, her letters were
not only considered to be non-threatening because of her
gender and lack of education, but because they did not
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qualify as official legal documents. While society denied
women

access

to

their

literary

discourse,

it

did

not

prohibit the sending of personal messages (Scott 106-107).
To what extent did Saint Catherine take advantage of
her oral culture and this marginal genre? One thing is
certain, she did not hesitate to dictate hundreds of letters
to very important figures of her day. Although the male
patriarchy

tolerated

Catherine's

correspondence,

like

religious women before her, she needed to develop discursive
strategies

to avoid

their censure.

In

addition

to

the

aforementioned tactics within her letters, Catherine backed
up

her

dictated

words

with

fasting

and

mortification.

Without a doubt, her life and works provided an important
model for colonial Mexican women, as can be seen in their
frequent allusions to this Italian saint.

Late Medieval

and Early Modern Spain

As far as we know, Spanish women began writing in the
fifteenth century, relatively late in comparison with the
rest of Europe, where religious visionaries such as Saint
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Catherine of Siena had a sizable group of women take up the
pen before her (Surtz 2). According to Ronald Surtz, in his
book Writing

Women in Medieval

and

Early

Modem

Spain,

hundreds of women composed works in sixteenth and seventh
century Spain, but prior to Saint Teresa of Avila (15151582) only a handful of female writers are known today, and
nearly all of these belonged to a religious order.
Surtz depicts the conditions in early medieval Spain as
somewhat similar to that of the rest of Europe, in that
noble class women experienced more religious and scholarly
freedom than in the late Middles Ages,- however, he opines
that life for women was "at best ambiguous" (2). He proposes
that Pauline doctrine, against women's voices in the Church,
highly restricted female authors, which in turn led to their
repression.
Of

the

five

fifteenth-century

women

that

Surtz

analyzes, only two have some relationship to letters, yet he
believes that none had been exposed to other women writers.
"In a sense, they had neither mothers nor sisters, if by
that we mean other women writers whose works were familiar
to them" (20). Therefore, we must assume that their only
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models steinmed from a male dominated tradition of writing
that

discouraged

women

from

writing

their

works.

Nevertheless, these women did express themselves through the
written word and some of them used the epistolary genre.
They were probably allowed to use this genre because of its
marginal qualities, i.e., the drafting of letters did not
require a formal education and therefore did not threaten
the official male patriarchal discourse.
The first of the two women discussed by Surtz, Maria de
Ajofrin,

was associated with the Hieronymite order. She

wrote one letter to her confessor and biographer, Juan de
Corrales, and the other to the Dean and the Capellan Mayor
of Toledo. These letters portray how the Virgin Mary ordered
her to relate to her confessor her visions. Her confessor,
at first skeptical because of Maria's inability to read and
write, later

believed the letters to represent a product of

God's divine intervention. Once again, as we observed with
Saint Catherine of Siena's letters, it seems that the author
must prove some authority from God for her male counterparts
to accept her voice (Surtz 68-76).
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Unlike Maria de Ajofrin, the Dominican nun Constanza de
Castilla was able to both read and write. In addition she
was a skilled translator: not only did she compose a series
of religious prayers in Latin, but she also rendered them
into Castilian. Furthermore she translated four of Saint
Ignatius of Antioch apocryphal epistles. Unfortunately, we
know

very

discover

little
if

she

about
wrote

Constanza,
any

of

her

and
own

we

have yet

letters.

to

After

analyzing the extant records of these two fifteenth-century
nuns, my research leads me to conclude that any in-depth
study of the epistolary genre in Spain should begin with the
extensive corpus of letters by Saint Teresa of

Avila.

Saint Teresa of Avila (1515-1582)

The increased amount of texts by women in the late
fifteenth and sixteenth-century Spain involved a series of
circumstances and personalities that created an especially
benevolent environment for women authors. Cardinal Cisneros,
(1436-1517), founder of the University of Alcala, reformed
the

Franciscan

order

and

promoted

the

translation

of
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mystical

and

spiritual

texts

into

the

vernacular,

drastically broadening their readability for the majority of
women who did not read Latin. Moreover, Queen Isabel and
King Ferdinand encouraged female literacy and in some cases
even supported the documentation of

mystical revelations

prevalent in nuns' spiritual letters. Despite the ongoing
debate throughout the fifteenth century about the alleged
inferiority of women as compared

to

men, many

powerful

individuals revealed strong opinions supporting women as
equals. Surtz affirms that "Late fifteenth-century Castile
thus offered a propitious atmosphere for the flowering of
extraordinary

religious

phenomena,

especially

those

experienced by women" (12). Unfortunately, the expulsion of
the Jews and the Moors, the onset of the Inquisition and the
Council of Trent^"

created a new set of circumstances that

proved less benevolent towards women of later centuries as
had fifteenth century Castile.
Gillian

Ahlgren

opines

that

it

is

impossible

to

understand Teresa's life and work without first examining

In addition to the many tenets of the Catholic Refonnation that were set down during the Council of
Trent (1S4S-I563), so were specific edicts that prescribed how convents should be run. The major edict
prescribed the obligatory cloistering for all female convents (Arenal and Schlau 7).
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the political circumstances in which she lived. At

the

beginning of the sixteenth century, women visionaries still
enjoyed

relative

acceptance

and

support

from

the

ecclesiastical hierarchy. They prayed for souls in purgatory
and were frequently consulted on spiritual

matters. Yet

later in the sixteenth century their visions would prove to
be

extremely

dangerous for

them.

Men

and

women alike,

accused of having been falsely enlightened by prayer, fell
into the broad category of the alumbrados. Lewis A. Tambs
defines the term as:
Alumbrados, or illuminated ones, were mystics who
relied on mental prayer exclusively for salvation.
They denied the value of vocal prayer, works of
mercy, marriage, physical labor, confession, or
obedience

to the church,

trances,

tremblings,

and

and

attributed their

fainting

to

their

mystical union with the love of God (176).
According

to

the

Inquisition,

the

alumbrados

deceived

others, and they demonstrated too much spiritual pride to
admit their deception. Yet many problems arose because it
became very difficult for the Inquisition to discern between
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the alumbrados and the true chosen ones by Christ (Ahlgren
7).
In 1525 the Inquisition issued the first edict against
the alumbrados. The Holy Office tended to point its finger
at the women among them who allegedly could not tell the
difference between divine or diabolical inspiration^^ . The
literature of the times, including treatises on witchcraft
and also religious texts, also filtered this mentality into
Spanish society, exacerbating the precariousness of women's
religious authority.
Thus, the misogynist patriarchal society encouraged the
belief that women must be confined, censured and watched for
the community's own good. The claustration of nuns helped
the male patriarchy to monitor their pursuit of spiritual
holiness.

Thus,

in

order

to

validate

their

religious

convictions, women turned to severe penitential practices as
one

of

their

limited

options.

The

convent

life

also

encouraged nuns to follow the ascetic life of the "desert

" Alison Weber in Teresa of Avila and the Rhetoric of Femininity traces the profiles of the alumbrados
and finds that many of its adherents were conversos and that women held major leadership roles in these
circles (22, 23).
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dwellers", and provided them artistic representations of
Jerome and Mary Magdelene as role models (22-26).
The Counter Reformation's agenda of narrowing women's
roles blatantly manifested itself in the 1559 Valdes Index^®
of

Prohibited

Books.

The

index

banned

most

vernacular

translations of theological texts, therefore denying women
access to the majority of works only in Latin. In the case
of Saint Teresa, the books that helped develop her spiritual
formation were suddenly prohibited. According to Ahlgren,
Teresa decided to put pen to paper in order to fill the void
caused by the Valdes Index. She wanted to help religious
women like herself, and provide them spiritual guidance. By
her Carmelite reform and the foundation of new convents,
Teresa provided women spiritual refuges where they could
devote their lives to prayer. Her own writings consciously
set out to "...overcome the effects of the Valdes Index and
provide the guidance these women needed" (34). To achieve
her goals, Teresa needed to employ a variety of strategies
to enshroud her activities in obedience.

After a

brief

In 1S59 and again in 1560 the inquisitor general Fernando de Vald^ published a list of 253 titles
prohibited by the Inquisition. (Ahlgren Teresa of Avila 16).
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overview of her life, I will elaborate on these tactics and
how they later served as strategic

models for colonial

Mexican nuns.
Teresa de Cepeda y Ahumada, one of nine brothers and
sisters was born on March 28, 1515 to a wealthy family with
Jewish

converso

ancestry.

Most

of

what

we

know

about

Teresa's early years comes from her own autobiographical
account called her Vida. Teresa presents the reader with a
varied patchwork of her less than perfect childhood, unlike
most

hagiographic

enjoyed

reading

embroidering.
about

the

She

lives

of

tells

us

saints,

that
but

she
also

frivolous works of chivalry. Moreover she liked to dress in
fancy clothes, wear makeup and jewelry, and she referred to
herself as impressionable and easily led (Green 2-4).
At the age of sixteen her father sent her as a boarder
to

the

finishing

school

for

girls

attached

to

the

Augustinian convent of Our Lady of Grace in Avila. Some
critics speculate that he wanted to quell
scandal between Teresa and a close cousin,

the possible
although we

cannot be sure if she ever had an affair (Green 4).
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Teresa soon had to return home from the convent school
because of an unexplained serious illness that plagued her
whole life. She tells us that in these early years before
her true conversion and the beginning of her mysticism, she
was still not sure if she wanted to profess. Nevertheless,
she did return to religious life, and in 1536 took the habit
in the Carmelite Convent of the Incarnation at age twentyone.^^ The next year she professed to the "Mitigated Rule,"
that is, a much more relaxed rule from her future reforms.
The nuns of the Incarnation could receive male and female
visitors in the convent's parlor, wear jewelry and make-up,
and even leave the convent to make trips to visit their
relatives (Green 6-7).
In

1539

Teresa

apparently

suffered

an

attack

of

catalepsy. She fell into a deep coma for four days, so
severe that she was pronounced dead and her grave dug. When
she finally arose from "the dead" Teresa found herself in a
state of paralysis that continued for the next three years.
During this time, Teresa read and was greatly influenced by
Francisco de Osuna's Third Spiritual Alphabet. Guided by

' The convent was built on the grounds of a fonner Jewish cemetery and synagogue.
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this text, she cultivated her own style of mental prayer,
recollection, and contemplation.
It was not until around twenty years after Teresa took
the habit, that she experienced her true conversion and
started her life as a reformer of the Carmelite order. With
her decision to reform
Mitigated

Rule

to

followers

suffered

the
many

the Carmelite convents from the
Reformed

rule,

hardships.

Teresa

Many

and

her

ecclesiastical

officials reacted harshly, threatening to denounce Teresa to
the

Inquisition

as

an

alumbrada.

In

fact

Teresa

was

denounced to the Holy Office on at least six different
occasions, but she always managed to evade its perilous
clutches (Ahlgren 32).
Despite all of these hardships, Teresa founded over
sixteen convents under the new reformed rule. She did not
let her poor health, lack of money, or uncomfortable mule
carts, stop her constant travels all over Spain. Moreover
during these years, Teresa managed to write her most famous
works including Vida (Life), Camino de Perfeccion {Way of
Perfection),

Lihro

de

las

fundaciones

(Book

of

the

Foundations) and what is considered her masterpiece, the
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Castillo

interior

Throughout

this

o

Las

period

moradas

Teresa

{Interior

also

wrote

Castle).

hundreds

of

letters.
For the most part, Teresa's 450

extant letters relate

in some way to her Carmelite reform, but are interspersed
with more direct insights into the Saint's life, friendships
and

concerns.

Ahlgren

describes

her

correspondence

as

shedding "...much light on the woman, her relations with
others,

her

diplomatic

capacities

as

founder

and

administrator, the context of her reforms, and the problems
she encountered" (77). Because of the precarious situation
with the Inquisition, Teresa, her close friend Maria de San
Jose

in

developed

Seville,
a

and

cryptic

her

system

confessor
to

Jeronimo

navigate

these

Gracian,
troubled

waters. Tomas Alvarez's introduction to Teresa's letters
presents a fascinating interpretation of the list of codes
that they employed. For example, they would substitute the
word gatos for frailes calzados, aguilas for las carmelitas
descalzas, aves noctumas for the carmelitas calzadas and a
whole list of other codes for individual's names or titles
(Alvarez 18,19).

Teresa also carried around notebooks to document her
daily thoughts and spiritual visions. Because of Teresa's
willingness to work within the patriarchal system, we can
infer

that

she

handed

these

notebooks

over

to

her

confessors, as a way for them to monitor her writings and to
guide her spiritual path. Teresa most likely wrote many of
the first drafts of her mystical works in these notebooks
which have been lost (Ahlgren 76, 77).
Throughout her works, Teresa cultivated many of the
same strategies utilized by medieval spiritual women before
her. The combination of Teresa's converso past, the threat
of the alumbrados and the political climate in which she
lived, obliged Teresa as a woman to cultivate strategies to
justify her role in the church and her success as a mystical
writer. She needed to show her obedience and humility at the
same time that she established herself as a mystic and
divine teacher of God's will. For example, she claimed
authority from divine inspiration and through her visions
she authorized her role as God's direct intercessor. She
also repeatedly professed her obedience to her confessors
and the church. Teresa demonstrated her extreme sincerity
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and humility by stating that she was just following her
confessor's orders to write down her visions and theological
interpretations.

She

was

quick

to

state

her

lack

of

knowledge and willingness to be corrected by the letrados of
the church, thus protecting herself from accusations of
being an alumhrada who willingly deceived others. Teresa
manipulated this strategy of humility and obedience to an
even

greater

demonstrated

degree
in

than

Alison

the

women

Weber's

before

analysis

her,

of

as

Teresa's

"rhetoric of humility."
Alison Weber, in Teresa of Avila and the Rhetoric of
Femininity.
technically

investigates
called

the

captatio

strategy

of

benevolentiae.

humility,

This

tactic,

found in the writings of both men and women alike throughout
the Middle Ages, and even into the present day, permeates
the pages of Teresa's works. Classical rhetorical manuals
had long taught these expressions of affected modesty and
emphasized
toward

the

their goal

to

writer" (49).

"dispose
In

her

the

reader favorably

study,

Weber

compares

Teresa's use of captatio benevolentiae in her Life to that
of her own male contemporaries, and finds that while the men
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only

resorted

to

this

rhetoric

occasionally

in

their

prologues, which traditionally served the purpose of the
captatio

benevolentiae,

Teresa

included

two

or

three

statements of false humility on every page of her Life.
Weber concludes that the Saint's repeated use of captatio
benevolentiae differs from that of her male counterparts in
that she needed to present herself in a non-threatening way
in order to express herself:
In this sense all of Teresa's works are extended
prologues because, in her circumstances, the act
of

disavowing

the

privilege

to

write

was

of

necessity conterminous with the act of claiming
the privilege to write (50) .
Despite

the

many

hardships that

Teresa

encountered

throughout her life, these strategies enabled her to write
her spiritual works and to reform the Carmelite order. Her
accomplishments

provided

other

spiritual

women

with

theological texts to follow and religious havens in which to
pursue their lives of spiritual devotion. In 1622, forty
years after her death, Teresa was canonized Saint Teresa of
Avila thus granting future religious women an officially

acceptable model to follow. As we will analyze later in this
study, not only did Saint Teresa provide colonial Mexican
nuns rhetorical strategies to employ in their works, but she
also appeared to them in their visions authorizing them to
document their experiences.

Conclusion

Although the medieval and early modem women that I
have analyzed come from different countries and centuries,
there are some important similarities that unite them. On
the one hand, they wrote letters because they granted them a
space to voice their opinions, but on the other, they could
not avoid the vigilance of their androcentric societies and
the patriarchal communities to which they belonged. Yet,
unlike

their

male

counterparts,

the

requirements

and

standards of formal education regulating the rigid format of
the Ars dictaminis did not apply to them.
Despite these small freedoms, however, medieval women
found

it

strategies

necessary
into

to

their

incorporate
works,

such

specific
as

the

rhetorical
captatio
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benevolentiae. In addition, they drew upon oral culture in
the drafting of their letters. This oral component allowed
some women, who by modern standards would be considered
illiterate, to compose and then dictate their letters to
scribes, instead of physically writing their epistles. I
posit here that these women opted for this genre because of
its accessibility and flexibility, and through their letters
created their own unique form of marginal expression. These
women, despite the efforts of medieval patriarchal society
to silence them, found a voice. In the following chapters I
will analyze

the rhetorical

strategies

passed down to Mexican colonial nuns.

of

these

voices
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Chapter 2. The New World: Theoretical Perspectives

This chapter consists of two main sections. First, I
examine

the

historical

and

social

circumstances

that

underscored the life of colonial Mexican nuns, providing a
general overview of how monastic life affected the written
works of religious women. Further, I discuss the epistolary
genre within colonial society, and more specifically, the
written spiritual exchange from the nun to her confessor.
In the second major section of this chapter I present
the

theoretical

groundwork

in

order

to

position

nuns'

spiritual correspondence within a colonial discursive canon.
I also include the methodology to facilitate the analysis of
these colonial spiritual letters. In brief, I will challenge
the validity of the current colonial literary canon, and
examine how these marginal texts are positioned within the
"boundaries" set forth by academic research. I will review
studies by scholars such as Peter Hulmes, Angel Rama and
Walter Mignolo that seek to reconsider how we view artisitc
and discursive production. After situating these letters
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within

colonial discourse, I present feminist theory as

another tool to reevaluate the literary canon and to uncover
the strategies embedded in these letters.
The methodological section of this chapter reviews the
rhetorical
modern

strategies

religious

incorporated

and

cultivated

women,

and

modified

by

shows

medieval
how

and

colonial

these discursive

tactics

early
nuns
into

their own works. In addition to these time-honored tools, I
also present other strategies new to the colonial period and
these

three

nuns'

letters

in

particular.

I

lay

the

groundwork to examine Mexican nuns' correspondence through
the

use

of

strategies.

a

systematic

Like

their

analysis

religious

of

these

foremothers,

rhetorical
a

close

analysis of these religious women's discursive techniques
helps

reveal

their

need

to

pledge

their

obedience

to

patriarchal society in order to cloak their real ideas under
the shadow of rhetoric.

Colonial Mexico
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Despite living in different centuries and continents,
nuns

in

colonial

Mexico

share

a

surprising

nuinber

of

similarities with their European spiritual foremothers from
the sixth to the sixteenth centuries. Women were forced to
live in a society

that obliged

them to remain silent.

Moreover, as in the Middle Ages, ecclesiastical authorities
insisted on utter obedience from religious women.
Colonial

women

did

learn

strategies

to

express

themselves, despite this repression. Some of these tactics,
for example, consist of seemingly reaffirming the values of
a patriarchal society while recounting their visions and
life events, thus validating their own experience (in the
face of entrenched anti-woman ideologies). In the following
section I outline the basic characteristics of the Mexican
nuns'

position

facilitates
precarious

our

in

colonial

understanding

situation,

and

society.
of

hence

the
her

This

overview

religious
need

to

woman's

mask

any

alternative ideas that would contradict this misogynistic
system.
The

debate

carried

out

in

fifteen,

sixteenth

and

seventeenth century Spain by key ecclesiastical authorities
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concerning women's roles in society and their inferiority,
continued directly from Spain into colonial Mexico. In fact,
virtually all of the piiblished texts that affirm these roles
were produced and published in Spain and then passed on to
colonial society. As mentioned in the first chapter, early
Church

doctrine

from

the

Iberian

peninsula

encouraged

women's extremely passive role in both ecclesiastical and
social environments. For example, Paul's mandate that women
keep

silent

was

debated

throughout

the

sixteenth,

seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries in both Spain and the
New World. Published

works

for the most

part blatantly

proclaimed a woman's inferiority; however, some authors and
even clerics did make an effort to discuss their reasons for
such belief,

and at

times

even granted

a

woman a few

redeeming qualities.
Asuncion Lavrin, in Latin American Women: Historical
Perspectives,

outlines the variety of misogynistic texts

produced in Spain. By 1500,

the Augustinian friar Fray

Martin de Cordoba had published a short treatise called the
Jardin de

nobles doncellas.

Cordoba expounded

rules of

behavior for noble and upper class women and in particular
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presented moral advice for Queen Isabella. In a simplistic
black and white fashion, this treatise presents the positive
qualities of a woman as humility and piety, and emphasizes
her

highest

accomplishments

as

chastity

and

virginity.

Cordoba, furthermore, encourages noble women to guard their
virginity as their most precious quality, but he concedes
that the necessity of procreation also requires marriage. On
the negative side, Cordoba admonishes women for their carnal
passions,

intemperance,

loquacity,

obduracy,

and

inconstancy. He advises women to become like men in virtue,
assuming that men for the most part possess higher moral
qualities than women and thus provide excellent role models.
(25).
Twenty-four

years

later,

Luis

Vives

published

Instruccion de la mujer cristiana, a work commonly read
throughout
Cordoba's

the

colonial

treatise

in

period.

that

it

This

text

employs

a

resembles
duality

of

approaches to oppose women's good and bad points. Yet, at
the same time, Vives affirms that women are the cause of all
evil because of their lack of education in virtue. Moreover,
Vives believes that for society's well being, women should
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leave their homes as little as possible: a notion that
Lavrin traces to Spain's Arabic and Muslim customs regarding
women's absence from public places. Vives grants women onlyone redeeming quality: their virginity, a virtue that he
values over marriage. He encourages women to

strive

to

imitate the Virgin Mary, thus promoting chastity, passivity
and

obedience,

all

ideal

characteristics

to

stunt

any

"deviant" behavior (26).
In 1583 Fray Luis de Leon published La perfects casada
(reprinted twelve times in the subsequent fifty years). In
this work. Fray Luis based many of his ideas on the Bible
and Luis Vives' writings. Like these earlier texts he exalts
virginity over matrimony, but concedes the necessity of
procreation. Moreover, because of women's fragile nature and
propensity

towards

corruption

and

dishonor.

Fray

Luis

confers only two safe options for women; the home or the
church (27).
The dominant belief in female inferiority spread into
the New World; according to Lavrin, no opposing views really
changed these concepts or were published in the seventeenth
century. Yet in the eighteenth century intellectuals did
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begin to reinterpret women's role in society. For example,
Benito Feijoo published a multi-volume encyclopedia, Teatro
critico universal that included a section called "A Defense
of

Women."

Despite

Feijoo's

overall

negative

attitude

towards women and his belief that women should always be
submissive towards men, in this piece he compares women and
men's intellectual capabilities as equal (27, 28).
Other new ideas emerged during the Enlightenment in
addition to Feijoo's works, such as a treatise by Dona
Josefa Amar y Borbon, an upper class woman, printed in
defense

of

women's

intellectual

capabilities.

Although

Lavrin considers Dona Josefa more of "...a reformer rather
than an innovator", the very fact that eighteenth century
Spain

allowed

"feminist"

a

woman

to

ponder,

perspectives, demonstrates

let
the

alone

publish,

changes

taking

place in the mind-set of the Iberian Peninsula (28).
Despite this enlightened changes we must ask: To what
extent did these new perspectives from Spain take root in
eighteenth century colonial Mexico? Perhaps these ideas were
discussed in some realms of educated society, but it seems
safe to assume that the Church did not embrace any of these
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enlightened notions of women's equality. If fact, Lavrin
maintains that it was not until the nineteenth century and
Jose Fernandez de Lizardi's La Quijotita y su prima, that
any work even explored in printed form issues like female
education

and

intelligence

(29).

Thus,

any

study

of

eighteenth century monastic life and women's roles needs to
take into account the misogynistic attitudes expounded and
perpetuated by Spanish writers such as Cordoba, Vives and
Fray Luis de Leon.

Monasticism^^

in Colonial Mexico

In many instances unmarried women in colonial Mexico
decided

to

take

religious

vows,

not

because

of

true

spiritual devotion, rather because they had no other real
options. In fact, according to Josefina Muriel, "The convent
in colonial Spanish America was rather an answer to a social
need

than a

religious

want" (The

New

323). The

early

convents were founded to protect the poor daughters of the

" Arenal and Schlau define monasticism as "...an ascetic mode of life secluded from the world, following
a fixed rule and under religious vows in order to achieve perfection in the love of God."
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conquistadores and Indian women of noble lineage^^ . Yet,
like many other sectors of colonial society, these refuges
for the poor and repressed soon lost all of their altruistic
value, and by the seventeenth century a class system took,
over allowing
families

to

only
profess

the
in

daughters
these

of

places

Spanish
of

or

Creole

worship.

Most

religious orders required these women to hand over a sizable
dowry that provided for accommodations, and in most cases,
the considerable wealth of the convent.
In colonial Mexico nuns enjoyed relative luxury in the
calced orders"" as opposed to the discalced"^ . The discalced
or recollected orders such as the Capuchins, Clarists of the
first

order,

Discalced

Carmelites,

Augustinians,

Bridgettines, Cistercians, and some Dominicans, adhered to a
very strict common law and did not always require a dowry.
The discalced nuns tended to live a much more austere life

Although the three Mexican nuns studied in this dissertation were of Spanish decent, the influence of
indigenous society on their lives should not be underestimated. Many of the monastic orders allowed
servants and slaves to attend to the nuns' more practical needs such as cooking, cleaning and laundry.
Indigenous, mulatto and black women lived along si(te the nuns and most likely brought many of their
own customs, food and language to the colonial convent.
Calced or "calzo" in Spanish, means wearing shoes (shod) and refers to the monastic orders that follow
a more lenient religious Rule.
Discalced or "descalzo" in Spanish means just the opposite of calced, that is barefoot, and thus denotes
the monastic orders that follow a much stricter religious Rule.
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than

their

calced

sisters:

they

practiced

severe

mortifications and fasting, and luxuries such as separate
living quarters, slaves and servants did not exist in their
convents.
The

calced

Conceptionists,

orders

included

Hyeronimites,

the

Clarists,

Augustinians,
Urbanists,

and

Dominicans. These nuns enjoyed many comforts absent in the
discalced convents. Wealthy parents built their daughters
spacious

living

accommodations

with

bedrooms,

kitchens,

sitting rooms and separate servant's quarters. These nuns
often hosted secular visitors in their own cells and the
convents delighted the outside community with plays, music
and culinary delicacies.
A

definite

class

system

existed

in

both

types

of

orders, although perhaps more pervasive in the calced. The
hierarchy placed the black veils at the top, followed by the
white veils, servants and slaves. The black veiled nuns held
the highest positions in the convents and devoted their time
to praying, singing, playing musical instruments, reading,
writing, embroidering, etc. These nuns usually came from
noble or wealthy families and paid considerable dowries for
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this

honor. This

did

not

mean

that women

from

poorer

families could not profess as a black veil, they just needed
to find a sponsor to pay their dowry, as was the case with
Sor Sebastiana. White veiled nuns did not pay a dowry, but
in most convents,

even in the

discalced

orders,

they

performed the majority of the work. Alongside the other
servants and slaves, the white veils cooked, cleaned and
looked after the sick. Ramos notes that in the Carmelite
order "en realidad eran las criadas del convento, pero con
habito" (Ramos 132).
In the calced and discalced orders, besides prayer, the
black

veiled

nuns

attended

to

the

administrative

and

spiritual duties of the convent. The whole community of nuns
elected only two positions: the abbess (also called the
priora) ,

and

the subpriora (also called

the

vicaria de

coro). The abbess appointed all other offices including the,
sacristana,

clavaria,

maestra

de

novicias,

tomera,

celdadora, llavera, tanedora, and bihliotecaria. Because a
nun usually spent most of her life behind convent walls, as
was the case with Sor Maria Anna, she usually carried out
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the majority of these duties. Of course, only a select few
ever became the Mother Abbess.
In fact, in spite of restrictions from patriarchal
colonial

society,

religious

women

controlled

the actual

administration within the convent walls. Arenal and Schlau
affirm

that

"...women

in

the

convent

forged

a

female

subculture that offered a viable alternative to life in
their family homes" (Arenal and Schlau 3). By setting foot
in the convent, the colonial woman entered a female world.
Although

ecclesiastical

monastic

life

from

the

authorities
outside

controlled

through

female

clerics

and

confessors, women were the only ones allowed to live within
the walls,

and together

they provided

a

safe haven

to

explore talents like writing and music. I am not saying that
life within the colonial convent was always idyllic, surely
like any place else there also existed jealousy, rivalry and
in-fighting but at the same time, the convent could provide
a nurturing environment that granted nuns a sense of power
and the right to creative expression, restricted in the
outside world.
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N\ms ana

Their Letters

In addition to vidas (life stories), chronicles, plays
and poetry, colonial nuns wrote letters. By the eighteenth
century

the art of letter writing had

established

and

accepted

form

of

become a firmly

expression

for

women

religious. Asuncion Lavrin believes that nuns probably wrote
thousands of letters during the colonial period, and she
divides

their

epistolary

endeavors

into

two

categories:

letters that deal with material issues, such as financial
matters, and letters that address spiritual life (De su puno
y letra 43,44) .
Within this first category, nuns corresponded with a
whole variety of people depending on their circumstances. In
many instances, abbesses wrote frequent letters addressing
the financial matters of the convents. They wrote letters to
collect

rents,

pay

their

own

bills,

administer

dowry

funds,and so on. Some nuns took the problems within their
convents into their own hands and wrote letters complaining
to the male authorities. This practice became especially
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prevalent during the latter half of the eighteenth century,
when the strict conventual reforms obligated all of the
convents in New Spain to change over to the common life.
Most of the nuns in Puebla and Mexico City who had professed
in the calced orders believed the reforms to be extremely
harsh

and

complained

ecclesiastical

bitterly,

authorities. They

via

letters,

to Spanish

even addressed

some

of

their concerns directly to the King of Spain.
In her spiritual letters, the colonial nun documented
her visions and every day life to her confessor. According
to Lavrin, such letters allow us to catch a holistic glimpse
of these colonial nuns:
Las cartas espirituales nos abren la puerta al
mundo privilegiado de la espiritualidad religiosa
y

salvan

claustro

cualquier
fue

un

duda

mero

de

que

quehacer

la

de

vida

del

situaciones

economicas (De su pufio y letra 44).
Depending

on

the

relationship

or

the

situation,

the

confessor would also correspond with the nun in writing and
would guide her spiritual path. In other instances, the
confessor would only reply verbally and keep the letters for
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further scrutiny. Many nuns expressed their fear that other
male prelates would read their letters. In fact, in many
instances,

clergy

regarded

"questionable"

written

confessions as exempt from the vow of silence and often
handed over the letters to members of the Holy Office to be
read and interpreted for heretical statements or visions.
This, of course, served as one more means of control by the
male authorities over the nuns. Although by the eighteenth
century the Inquisition in the New World had lost much of
its perilous power, the dust had nowhere near settled in
Mexico. Perhaps Mexican nuns did not fear for their lives,
but they did fear public humiliation and direct retribution
for their written works.
Because of this volatile situation, according to Arenal
and Schlau, Hispanic nuns in both Spain and

New

World

experienced what Gilbert and Gubar have termed "anxiety of
authorship" (45-92). Most nuns mention their aversion to
writing, the arduousness of the task and their fear that
writing will take them away from their other duties. When
obligated

to

put

pen

to

paper,

these

women

developed

suprisingly similar strategies to overcome this anxiety and
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fear. Most nuns emphasize their confessor's role in obliging
them to write, and they repeat their will to follow his
demands as part of their "santa obedienciaThe nun could
also overcome her anxiety of authorship when her

texts

served as nothing more than a medium for divine revelation,
a strategy perhaps linked to the positive visions that some
nuns received from God and other saints encouraging them to
continue writing. Furthermore, some nuns made direct appeals
to women saints. In the case of Sor Sebastiana, Sor Maria
Anna, and Sor Coleta, all reported visions from the Virgin
Mary, and sometimes Saint Teresa, supporting their literary
endeavors (Arenal and Schlau 13,14).
Various
authorship,

factors,
contributed

in
to

addition
a

unique

to

the

type

anxiety
of

of

discourse

cultivated by religious women. Because nuns were denied
access to official channels of education and public spheres
of discourse they needed to look within their own religious
community and feminine culture to find modes of expression.
By no means were nuns born with an innate feminine style,
but because of their limited circumstances, society obliged
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women to find and cultivate their ovm style. Arenal and
Schlau opine that:
For

them,

weight

private language

than

it

did

for

came

men,

to

and

bear
some

more
words

consequently came to have different meanings for
women than for men. Women religious domesticated
religious

jargon

and

spiritualized

household

terms. They combined images in a manner a man
never would (15).
Arenal and Schlau also elaborate on the significance of
women's oral culture and its obvious influence on their
written texts. Because of their lack of education most women
resorted

to

a

more

comfortable

conversational

tone,

personalizing some images in familiar terms. For instance,
the retelling of visions of Christ can often depict their
relationship

to

Christ

in

extremely

intimate

details,

including images of burning desire and passionate love.
Depending on the nuns' class and experience, many wrote as
they would speak, "...diverging for asides or parenthetical
remarks then picking up the thread again and again until the
thought is finished" (15). In fact, this colloquial and oral
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style

had

prelates,

already
in

Saint

canonization,

and

been

officially

Teresa's
many

nuns

accepted

works,
set

by

because

out

to

church
of

her

imitate

this

"naturalness." (15).
Because of patriarchal society's refusal to allow women
to participate in public discourse, colonial nuns needed to
develop their own style within restrictive parameters. Women
could therefore rely on two time-honored traditions: their
oral culture and the accepted literary works of other women
before them.

Both of these traditions informed the letters

of Mexican colonial nuns.
It appears that since religious women have developed a
very

different

literary

tradition

than

their

male

counterparts, the colonial canon has only accepted a few
renowned female authors, such as Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz,
into its realms. Thus, it becomes necessary to engage in a
discussion of the canon, how its boundaries and restrictions
affects

women

"literature"

authors,

comes

into

and

how

question

the
when

very

concept

considering

writings of eighteenth century Mexican nuns.

of
the
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The Canon: Rewriting Colonial Literature and History

Up until approximately the past twenty years, a limited
number of
decided

the academic elite, usually

what

authors

and

genres

white males,

were

worthy

of

had

study.

Anything that did not fall into the narrow guidelines of
"canonical" literature was simply ignored or treated as if
it did not exist. Although the parameters that guide the
canon

seem

arbitrary"" ,

the

consequences

are

extremely

limiting. These boundaries tend to privilege traditional
genres such as the novel, short stories and poetry, and
exclude "marginal" expressions including autobiographies and
letters. This practice embraces traditional works by white
men, and frequently forgets and often
minorities

and

women

who

were

not

ignores works by

afforded

the

same

opportunities for written expression.
When reconsidering

the canon,

however,

we

must

be

careful not to reproduce the same paradigms that privilege

2*>

Annene Koiodny's article, "Dancing through the Minefield" sldllfiilly demonstrates how the literary

canon has been defined by a patriarchal ideology that has, up until recently, excluded women's writings. I
agree with her contentions that our study of literary history has been &lse, we read texts with set
paradigms and we must questions the critical theory that we use to analyze texts (499-512).
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some works while excluding others. Thus it is essential to
question some of the fundamental elements that have enabled
the

canon

to

continue

even

today.

Our

definition

of

literature, for example, requires serious reflection.
The

word

litteratura,

literature

denoting

a

derives

written

from

language

the

latin,

comprised

of

letters representing sounds that should form sentences to be
read. This early definition sets the groundwork for future
interpretations
alphabetical
composition

of

and
or

literature,
written

other

stressing

aspect

tactile

as

the

phonetic

opposed

to

representations.

oral

Centuries

passed until a more general definition, similar to some
contemporary

interpretations,

evolved

in

the

eighteenth

century. Literature came to resemble the same categories
that the Greeks assigned to "poetry" including novels, short
stories,

plays

and

poetry.

Little

by

little,

however,

literature became more influenced by the market of supply
and demand. Growing literacy and the commercialization of
books began to dictate how we view literature today. (Ross
581-583).
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Today, in general, literary critics agree less and less
on a common definition of literature. Some critics present a
neutral definition such as "... all reading material on a
given

topic,

as

in

campaign

literature

or

computer

literature" (581). Yet, this type of definition evades the
whole issue of the canon and how certain works and genres
are

prioritized

over

others.

Marxist

criticism,

sociocriticism, and cultural materialism, for example, view
literature

as

a

fluid

category

dictated

institutions, academia and scholars, and
category of

by

cultural

"... hence

the

literature narrows or expands with the

way

critics and teachers perceive the social purpose of their
work" (Ross 583). Other schools of thought like formalism,
structuralism,
relative

and

autonomy

New
of

Criticism
a

text

tend

to

regardless

emphasize
of

the

historical

circumstances or changing critical standards.
Among all of these varied approaches, many scholars do
seem to agree on the one point, that fiction and imagination
are

common

features

of

literary

works

(Ross

582-583).

However, if we only restrict literature to those genres that
clearly demonstrate the author's intention as fictitious and
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literary, what about other works such as autobiography where
the author's intent is not clear, or at best ambiguous? What
about oral discourse, picto-ideographic representations or
tactile expression like the Quechua quipus from Peru? How do
they compare to written texts and the information that they
offer? Should we privilege one form of

expression over

another?
Edmundo 0'Gorman, Angel Rama, Peter Hulme and Walter
Mignolo among other scholars, have abandoned the traditional
use of the term "literature" altogether. Instead, they have
suggested new classifications to encompass the extremely
varied discourse during the colonial period: graphic, oral,
and

tactile

production.

postructuralist
0'Gorman,

In

wave,

influenced

the

the
by

the

1950s,

Mexican
German

even

before

historian
philosopher

the

Edmundo
Martin

Heidegger, began to interpret the power of language in the
constrxiction

and

imagination

of

events.

A

reading

of

Heidegger's Being and Time (1927) helped O'Gorman realize
that language is "...an instrumental tool for constructing
history

and

inventing

realities"

(Mignolo

Colonial

and

Postcolonial 122). By using these premises, O'Gorman in his
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works La idea del descuhrimiento de America (1952) and La
invencion de America (1958) "dismantled five hundred years
of

Western

historiography-colonial

and

Postcolonial

discourse, as it were" (122).
In La ciudad letrada (1982) Rama further questioned the
power

of

Western discourse, especially

its

emphasis

on

alphabetic writing. Unlike O'Gorman, Rama's works are most
likely influenced by postructuralism and the writings of
Michel Foucault. In some instances, although indirectly,
Rama's

La

"lettered

ciudad
city"

letrada
with

the

juxtaposes
silencing

the
and

power

of

suppression

the
of

indigenous oral and non-alphabetic writing systems during
the sixteenth century (Mignolo, Colonial and Postcolonial
122, 123).
In 1987, Peter Hulme further explored the notion of
"colonial discourse" in his work Cultural Encounters: Europe
and the Native Caribbean, 1492-1797 as a solution to the
narrow definition of colonial literature. For Hulme, the
concept of colonial discourse bypasses the restrictiveness
of the literary canon and opens up increasing possibilities
for discourse. Thus, by including all types of discourse
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including

religious

tracts,

political

treatises,

and

ordinary correspondence, Hulme began to set the stage that
would increasingly include marginal groups and their genres
as part of the colonial discourse. Mignolo praises these
early

initiatives

to

promote

alternative

forms

of

expression:
It made possible, on the one hand, the expansion
of the criteria under which the literary canon and
corpus have been established. But, more important,
it also made possible the relativization of the
concept
colonial

of

literature

situations,

which,
is

especially

highly

in

problematic

(Afterword: From Colonial 333,334).
In the late 1980's and early 1990's other colonia_
scholars began to explore this broader notion of colonial
discourse. In 1993, Latin American Research Review published
a special section that featured commentary and debate on
colonial discourse, with contributions

from Hernan Vidal,

Walter Mignolo, Rolena Adomo, and Patricia Seed.
In this 1993 issue and in previous articles, Walter
Mignolo

embraces

these

first

attempts

to

expand

the
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parameters of colonial discourse, but points out the fact
that this term is not totally comprehensive. According to
Mignolo, discourse encompasses oral and written interaction
yet this term excludes some Amerindian expressions such as
picto-ideographic and the quipus. Thus, Mignolo introduces
the concept of "colonial semiosis" - a terrr. that includes
not only alphabet and language-centered texts, but also oral
and

picto-ideographic

expressions

as

well

as

nonverbal

graphic systems. This all-encompassing concept steers us
away from privileging alphabet-oriented notions of text and
discourse (Colonial and Postcolonial 125).
Although Mexican colonial nuns' letters fall,
into

the

category

of

colonial

discourse,

I

agree

then,
with

Mignolo's assertion that the concept of "discourse" excludes
the full gamut of colonial expression which is encompassed
by colonial semiosis. Moreover, the same thought process
that excluded nuns' letters from literary and historical
research until

recently still

systems,

silencing

thus

plagues nonverbal graphic

indigenous

cultures.

At

first

glance, Mexican nuns may not have much in common with Latin
America's indigenous population, but there is no denial that
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both groups utilized marginal forms of
hostile

society.

managed

to

leave

Despite

the

obvious

behind

at

least

while

new

expression in a
limitations,

a

trace

of

they
their

identities.
Nevertheless,

definitions

discourse and colonial semiosis strive to
footing

for

indigenous

expression

or

of

colonial

provide equal

alphabet-centered

discourse, at the same time these concepts poignantly forget
to include women: both indigenous and those of European
descent. Without a doubt, as demonstrated thus far, women
during

the

colonial

period

experienced

extreme

discrimination and repression. Yet, in the case of nuns,
these women religious achieved their own personal forms of
expression allowing the contemporary reader a unique insight
into the complex world of the colonial feminine mindset. Why
then has this been overlooked by the majority of colonial
scholars?
As early as the eighties, however, a core group of
academics from colonial literature and history departments
set out not only to answer this question, but to rediscover,
publish,

and

analyze

texts

by

colonial

women.

In

the
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following section I will review some of the main arguments
set forth by these scholars, but first I will explore some
key aspects of Anglo-feminism that provide the theoretical
background to justify the recovery and revalorization of
women's texts.

Feminist Theory

Feminism, like other areas of critical thought, has
undergone a tremendous transformation over the past thirty
years. Today there exists such a wide variety of feminist
approaches that it is almost impossible to examine all of
them in this type of study. Although it does not pertain
directly to Latin Ameri

Anglo-American feminism was the

first of its kind to seek out the inclusion of marginal
texts into the
contribution

as

terary canon. Consequently
the

specifically address

backbone

to

colonial Latin

future

I

view its

studies

that

American literature.

Thus, in this section on feminism I first review the AngloAmerican

tradition

but

then

analyze

contributions by Latin American theorists.

the

important
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In 1977, Elaine Showalter published A Literature of
Their Own, and with this work embarked on a mission to
salvage women's writing and establish a woman's literary
tradition. In her anthology, Showalter compiled the female
English

literary

tradition

by

exploring

works

from

nineteenth and twentieth century women from Charlotte Bronte
to Doris Lessing. Although Showalter presents these texts as
part of

a women's literary tradition,

she rejects "the

notion of an innate female literary imagination or style,
emphasizing

instead

women's

shared

cultural

and

sociohistorical experiences" (Wallace 473). This anthology
is founded on the premise that the dominant patriarchal
culture has silenced a women's literary tradition. In brief,
Showalter
Gilbert

as

and

well

as

other

Susan Gubar

feminists

in The

including

Madwoman

demonstrate that many works written by

in

the

Sandra
Attic

women have been

"locked" away, not because they fall short of so-called
literary standards, but because the patriarchal canon has
denied their existence in the first place. Although some
more recent feminist commentators have criticized Showalter
and other Anglo scholars as less theoretical than their
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French counterparts, I view these early contributions as
providing the essential theoretical framework to recover and
analyze women's colonial texts.
Another American feminist, Joanna Russ, adds to this
framework in How to Suppress Women's Writing. As the title
indicates,

this

book

explores

different

dynamics

that

suppress women's writing. In her prologue, Russ presents her
study as an analytic tool and by doing so maps out some of
the key tactics that on the one hand promulgate mysogynist
writing and on the other, cover up feminine expression. Her
main concern is that up until recently any women's literary
tradition in Europe and the United States (for the past few
hundred years) has simply been ignored, and this denial of
women's works and writers is "...the most commonly employed
technique and the hardest to combat" (5). Nevertheless, Russ
elucidates other ploys to suppress women's writing that,
once exposed, can help promote a female literary tradition.
These include informal prohibitions, denying women the right
to equal education and to the accessibility of materials and
training, denial of authorship, depreciation of the work
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(because of its genre or style) , isolation of the work in a
feminine literary tradition, and the use of anomalies.
Her chapter entitled "Anomalousness" demonstrates how
some literary anthologies and reading lists choose one woman
as the most extraordinary, hence denying the existence and
worth of any other female authors. This form of tokenism
transfers directly into the literary canon by including a
few representations from the margin to justify the exclusion
of the rest in that margin."^
This same ploy holds true in colonial

history and

literature. Asuncion Lavrin has said:
This concentration on exceptional individuals is
the result of compensatory history, which tries to
redeem

the anonymity

of

the

many

through

the

brilliance of the few. Such an approach does a
disservice to our knowledge of the past (Latin 4).
The

canon

of

scholars

from

colonial

Latin

American

literature, for example, has promoted Sor Juana as the only
exceptional writer among secular and religious women alike.

^ According to Valerie Hegstrom and Amy Wiliiamsen's, Engendering the Early Modem Stage: Women
Playwrights in the Spanish Empire, a 1993 study of approximately fifty Master's reading lists revealed
that women writers constitute only 2.8% of the authors listed fi'om the Early Modem tradition. In the
same stucfy, women represented only 5.7% fi'om all time periods within Spanish Peninsular literature.
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Because of the enormous quantity of anthologies and critical
studies of Sor Juana's work, we must ask ourselves: Where
are the other colonial women? By no means am I trying to
belittle these studies, or her genius for that matter, yet
this sole emphasis on Sor Juana consequently detracts from
the analysis of writings by other colonial women authors.
Fortunately,

there

does

exist

a

group of

colonial

scholars concerned with these issues and dedicated to the
study

and recovery of

other women authors, specifically

colonial nuns. Since the late 1940's, the Mexican historian
Josefina Muriel has devoted her career to the analysis of
Mexican colonial nuns. In 1946 she published Conventos de
monjas en la Nueva Espana (reissued in 1995) , and with this
work underscores the vast number of convents and religious
orders in New Spain. She also describes the variety of
literary and artistic expression that emerged from each one
of these spiritual refuges. This monumental text introduces
the colonial scholar to the writing tradition of Mexican
nuns, but her sxibsequent work, Cultura femenina novohispana
(1982) brings to light this tradition with excerpts from
these nuns' works. This book provides a priceless sampling
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of different genres and styles, without which I might never
have

considered

Sor

Maria

Anna's

and

Sor

Sebastiana's

letters.
Untold

Sisters:

Hispanic

Nuns

in

Their

Own

Works

(1989), by Electa Arenal and Stacey Schlau, also provides an
invaluable bilingual collection of original texts of both
Spanish and Latin American nuns. This anthology focuses on
the literary tradition of religious women and explores the
dialectics of religion, sexuality and power throughout their
texts. In their introduction, Arenal and Schlau voice the
need

to

branch

out

from

the

few

token

women

authors

validated by the canon, such as Sor Juana and Saint Teresa.
These scholars acknowledge the prescribed structures that
restricted

nuns'

personal

expression

including

church

rhetoric, formulas, and themes, however:
... when they are removed from a rigid framework,
the Lives, poems, plays, and letters written by
the Sisters reveal patterns that contradict their
stated

intentions

and

express,

author's individuality (2).

instead,

the

Ill

This

is

exactly

the

main

objective

of

my

study:

the

validation of each nuns' individual expression.
After the publication of these invaluable anthologies,
as

a

logical

published
Asuncion

progression,

critical
Lavrin,

editions

Kathleen

more
of

Myers,

recent

scholars

individual

nuns'

Mary

Giles

and

have
works.
Sherry

Velasco, to name a few, have broadened considerably the
accessibility of primary texts which are now in printed
form. These recent publications have furthered the "academic
credibility" of literary nuns and their works, yet there is
still a definite need for more archival research and the
publication of manuscripts. These primary texts enable more
critical

and

analytical

examinations

of

these

writings,

especially for those who are unable to spend time in the
archives but consider these texts worthy of study.

Autobiographical Expression

Criticism

and

scholarly

analysis

of

women's

autobiography have followed an ever expanding path for the
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last

two

decades.

Before

the

1980's,

the

majority

of

studies, conducted by male scholars, viewed only traditional
autobiography as part of the literary canon, thus excluding
women's modes of self-expression such as letters, journals,
diaries, memoirs, and recipes, among others,
Leonore Hoffman and Margo Culley, early feminist and
autobiographical

critics,

questioned

such

canonical

exclusionary practices and called for more critical studies
of these so called "marginal genres," pointing out

this

blatant exclusion of women's texts (1). The validation of
these

alternative

elucidate

the

tradition

has

fact

forms
that

existed

of

autobiographical

an

extensive

for

women's

centuries.

practice
literary

Despite

this

affirmation, prejudices still exist today within academia,
resisting the acceptance of any alternative literary forms.
Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson point out that the term
"autobiography" itself

predisposes the reader to associate

the autobiographical "I" with Western Man, and a masculine
literary

tradition.

To

break

away

from

some

of

these

stereotypes many feminist critics have preferred to employ
alternative

terms:

"women's

autobiographical

practices,"
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"women's personal narratives," and "women's lifewriting," to
describe autobiography for women. Further, Smith and Watson
note that most recently the field of Cultural Studies has
taken up many of these issues:
Thus cultural studies, opening flexible spaces for
the serious explorations of alternative modes of
self-writing, has revitalized discussions of many
kinds of women's textual practices (De/Colonizing
27-32).
Some of these spaces are currently being explored by
colonial

and

feminist

critics

already

mentioned

at

the

beginning of this section. Yet as far as colonial nuns and
the letter writing genre, a considerable amount of research
is lacking. To the best of my knowledge, Asuncion Lavrin in
her article "De su pufio y letra: epistolas conventuales" (El
monacato

femenino

en el

imperio

espanol)

is

the first

colonial scholar to focus her research on the epistolary
genre in Mexico. Thus, the goal of this study is

not only

to continue the recovery and analysis of colonial women's
texts, but also to pave the way for more in-depth studies of
religious women's spiritual letters.
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The four theoretical approaches implicitly considered
here: colonial semiosis, feminism, autobiographical theory,
and

cultural

studies,

constructing a

serve

background

for

as

guiding

studying

threads

the

texts

in

under

scrutiny. The female epistolary tradition needs to be placed
in a context that redefines it as part of a legitimate
colonial discourse written by women who were aware of their
place

in

the

religious

order

of

things,

but

tried

to

reaffirm their experiences and validate their existense.

Methodology

As I Stated in the first part of this dissertation,
medieval and early modem European religious women resorted
to definite rhetorical strategies in order for their voices
to be heard. I believe the more we can isolate and examine
these techniques, the closer we can come to understanding
the learned manner of written discourse cultivated by these
early

religious

foremothers

and

passed

spiritual daughters in the New World.

down

to

their
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Rhetoric has long been defined as the skillful use of
language and the art of persuasion (Holman 380). According
to

this

definition,

colonial

nuns,

because

of

their

precarious situation as women living in an androcentric and
patriarchal
weave

society,

strategic

effectively
thoughts

used

and

inevitably

rhetoric

into

language

to

concerns.

They

learned

to

their
express

subversively

discourse.
their

persuaded

their

fathers that God or other saints favored

They

inner-most
spiritual

their written

works, while at the same time they pledged their obedience
to the Church hierarchy. This rhetoric, laced with the use
of references and allusions to strategic themes such as
severe

penance,

circumvent

the

fasting
official

and

visions,

allowed

ecclesiastical

women

doctrine

to

that

preferred women to remain silent.
I will focus my study of the Mexican letters on the
analysis of five major rhetorical strategies used therein.
The first four strategies are based directly on techniques
developed by the religious foremothers, and they include.imitatio (penance) ,

holy anorexia, visions, and captatio

benevolentiae. The fifth strategy, which evolved later in
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early modem Europe and in colonial Mexico, refers to the
nuns' appeal to Saint Teresa and other female saints to
support their writing.
Except

for

the

obvious

rhetorical

use

of

captatio

henevolentiae, ("I am a nothing," "I do not know how to
write"),

at

first

visions do not

glance

these penitential

seem like

actions

actual rhetorical

and

strategies.

Nevertheless, nuns learned to weave these experiences into
their writing style and modify them into rhetorical devices
because they felt obliged to explain and even to justify
their motives for expressing personal thoughts and feelings,
especially

those

ecclesiastical

that

might

authorities.

present
Of

a

threat

course,

the

to
act

male
of

experiencing a vision or inflicting self-flagellation does
not constitute rhetoric. Instead, it is the act of putting
pen to paper and consciously or at least semi-consciously
deciding to express this behavor in order to achieve a goal,
such as the justification of conduct and ideas, that turns
penance and visions into rhetoric.
The following three chapters will analyze Sor Coleta's,
Sor

Sebastiana's

and

Sor

Maria

Anna's

letters

for
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manifestations of these five rhetorical strategies. Because
of the sheer volume of their epistolaries, I will only
analyze fragments of their letters according to the five
different categories of rhetoric. Since these techniques are
constants throughout their writing, I have selected sections
from

specific

letters

that

best

illustrate

each

nun's

rhetorical techniques in order to present a general overview
of their styles.
The first strategy, imitatio, derived directly from the
nun's

will

to

imitate

both Christ's

and

the

apostles'

suffering. Imitatio characterized the lives of almost all
European

nuns

and

monks,

and

life

within

the

colonial

convent was no different."'' Penitential practices such as
self-flagellation, hair shirts, and heavy chains constituted
the daily routine of some religious women. Inevitably, as we
have encountered with Saint Radegund, Saint Catherine, and
Saint Teresa, imitatio made its way into both hagiographic
texts

and

their

own

works.This

extreme penance

and

suffering proved the nun's ability to endure pain, hence

Thomas Kempis' Imitatio Chrisit was common reading in convents both in Europe and the New World.
.\renai and Schlau write that Saint Teresa in particular represented the most natural model for colonial
\vomen and she "... served to mollify clerical resistance to women's religious work" (Untold 303).
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justifying her discourse as a true disciple of Christ who
modeled

her

own

self

in

His

image.

By

incorporating

descriptions of self-mortification into her narrative, the
nun underscored her devotion and closeness to God and proved
her spiritual and/or
converts

these acts

emotional strength. Thus,
of

penance into

the

strategic

nun

rhetoric

because by putting them down on paper, they allow her to
justify other, maybe not so readily accepted statements or
actions, such as the criticism of a male prelate or even
theological interpretation of scripture. In the case of
these

three

specifically

Mexican

religious

incorporated

women,

Sor

Sebastiana

repeated descriptions

of

self-

abuse into her discursive rhetoric.
The

description

throughout

the

of

fasting,

centuries

as

a

like

penance,

time-honored

evolved

strategic

technique in the discourse of religious women. Obviously,
fasting

and self-inflicted

physical

abuse have

much

in

common, but I have decided to consider the two in separate
categories because, although some women practiced both forms
of penance, not all fasting constituted "holy anorexia." In
brief, as described in the first chapter, holy anorexia.
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with the exception of one major difference, shares many of
the same characteristics with anorexia nervosa. That is, in
the first case the religious woman starves her body in the
quest to be holy, and in the second, the young woman gives
up food, convincing herself that beauty is directly linked
to her weight. Through extreme fasting the religious woman
proves her utter devotion to God. Moreover, the more she
starves herself and suffers, the more the nun imitates the
ascetic practices of the "desert dwellers," and therefore,
proves

her

closeness

to

Christ.

By

incorporating

the

description of holy anorexia into her spiritual letters, the
colonial nun converts the physical act of fasting into a
written linguistic expression of subversion. She finds one
more

method

of

embracing

accepted

practices

within

a

patriarchal discourse that enable her to fill in fragments
of her own thoughts.
The third major strategy, the narration of spiritual
visions, is one of the most common tactics used by religious
women to legitimize their written works. Hildegard

and

Catherine of Siena, for example, claimed direct authority
from God through their visions. According to their letters,
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God

utilized

these

religious

women

as

His

spiritual

mouthpiece. Not only did He support their writings, but He
authorized them to counsel, and in some cases, reprimand
members of the male clerical hierarchy. Yet, as has already
been mentioned in the first chapter, women needed to take
great care with this strategy. While in many instances
visionary rhetoric authorized a nuns' discourse, it could
also be used against her, as was the case with Sor Coleta.
All
strategy,

three

colonial

captatio

nuns

incorporated

benevolentiae,'^

into

the

their

fourth
written

discourse. This rhetorical device, cultivated throughout the
centuries,

permeates the works of

Saint

Teresa and

was

passed down to colonial nuns. As mentioned in the first
chapter, captatio benevolentiae legitimizes the precarious
state of a woman through her repeated expression of selfdeprecation. In the case of religious letters, the Mexican
nun

would

confessor,

request
while

the

benevolent

constantly

denying

cooperation
her

of

her

capability

and

privilege to write. She incorporated into her spiritual

This is the only strategy out of the five that can be found in the letters of practically all colonial Latin
.American nuns.
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correspondence phrases such as "I am a nothing," "I am the
worst of all creatures," "I am a worm," and "I do not know
how to write." Ironically, by claiming this inability to
write and communicate the Mexican nun like Saint Teresa
achieves the opposite result. She proves herself to be an
excellent communicator, convincing her confessor that she
accepts her condition of inferiority so that he, in turn,
will support her written works.
Through the inclusion of these first four strategies,
the Mexican

nun

hones

the

rhetorical

tradition

of

her

spiritual foremothers to legitimize her own writing. Yet in
the fifth strategy, instead

of utilizing these specific

tactics, she appeals to these women for direct support.
Saint Teresa, and to a lesser degree Saint Catherine, became
the model nuns for all religious women of colonial Latin
America.

renal and Schlau affirm that, "Saint Teresa of

Avila's impact on the lives and writing of Hispanic nuns can
scarcely

be

overestimated"

(Untold

9).

She

appears

to

countless nuns in visions and encourages them to put pen to
paper or to continue writing. As with the other rhetorical
strategies included in this section, the vision of Saint
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Teresa itself does not constitute rhetoric. On the contrary,
it is the conscious narration of this vision with the intent
to justify the nun's anxiety about expressing herself or her
desire to include less appropriate ideas or thoughts in her
correspondence that convert the apparition of Saint Teresa
into a rhetorical device.
We cannot say for certain what motivated Mexican nuns
to incorporate these rhetorical tactics into their spiritual
letters. Whether it was the fear of the Inquisition or a
reprimand from their confessor, however, the Mexican nun did
consciously

or

semi-consciously

decide

to

use

this

rhetorical tradition passed down through the generations.
This does not take away from the fact that in most cases she
truly believed that she needed to imitate Chris.'s suffering
or that she did receive visions from God or Saint Teresa
authorizing

her

to

write.

Yet,

when

documenting

these

experiences on paper the religious woman took advantage of
the age old tradition of rhetorical strategies in order to
also express her own thoughts. The Mexican nun learned how
to intertwine her own ideas with prescribed formulas of
obedience and accepted religious doctrine. While professing
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her "santa obediencia," she also manipulated accepted forms
of

discourse

and

therefore

incorporated

a

form

of

as

the

"subversive obedience" into her
spiritual letters.
These

five

rhetorical

strategies

serve

groundwork for the methodology that I will employ to better
understand the subversive techniques and motives of these
three

Mexican

nuns. The

rhetoric that each of

following

chapters

examine

the

the nuns employed and attempt to

discover how these religious women were able to fashion a
discourse

that on the one hand pledged

their uttermost

obedience to the ecclesiastical system but at the same time
undermined

its

male-dominated

authority.
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Chapter 3. The Mystic: Sor Mana Coieta (7-1775)

Sor Coieta
It's 4:00 AM. Sor Coleta lies in her bed trying not to
think,

trying not

to use her

brain that

is

throbbing,

banging, bursting. She concentrates on her hand. Maybe she
can transfer the pain from her head to the pus-infected
hole that the doctor cut into the day before. He had pierced
her hand to let the blood drain freely, and it filled up a
small-sized bucket. She lost so much blood that when she
stood up, the room became fuzzy, faces blurred. She couldn't
distinguish the doctor's face from the Mother Abbess's. Now
she

would

welcome

anything

to

be

rid

of

the

constant

throbbing behind her eyes, even the doctor's knife. The
thought of having to get out of her bed and walk through the
dark halls to the choir makes her want to never get up, stay
in bed forever. 5:00 AM prayers begin in one hour, and she
dreads the thought of her humiliation, not only before her
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fellow nuns because she has to sit instead of kneel in order
to pray, but because she will also have to sit before Him:
God, Christ, Jesus, the Holy Spirit. They are all the same
to Sor Coleta: her Beloved one. The burning desire that
pemeates her soul to feel His presence makes her heart
throb; she hears its pounding against her chest. When will
it happen? Yesterday Jesus sat down beside her and reached
over, taking her heart into his hands. He laughed and began
playing with it, tossing it from one hand to the other as if
it were a bouncing ball. Oh, divine love! When He looks at
her she burns inside, convinced she will be consumed by His
holy flame. She desperately needs to be in his arms, suffer
his pains. She'll never forget the time he came to her,
blood dripping from His wounds. His face calm yet sad. He
looked at her with those deep dark eyes and whispered:
"Drink, drink, my wife, from my wounds. Kiss them. Kiss this
one here, on my chest." She brought her lips slowly to His
torso and lightly caressed the blood-caked skin, and within
a

matter

kissing...

of

moments

found

herself

drinking,

sucking,
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Based on excerpts from Sor Coleta's 140
letters
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Who was this Capuchin nun that Christ held in his arms
and begged to kiss and suck his wounds? Or who appeared one
Palm Sunday and presented her with a holy palm, explaining
its

magical

powers

against

earthquakes,

the

plague

sudden-death? Did she experience her own stigmata?

and
What

drove diverse members of the Oaxacan community to beseech
her to intercede for souls in purgatory and to pray for
those

on

their

death-beds?

Unfortunately,

these

are

questions that cannot definitely be answered. To the best of
our knowledge, the only extant records available include Sor
Coleta's 140 letters to her spiritual confessor,

Andres

Quintana, and the Inquisition documents surrounding their
relationship.
Unlike in the case of Sor Sebastiana and Sor Agueda,
there exist no hagiographic texts illuminating this nun's
family background, early years and life in the convent.
Nevertheless, the letters, testimonies and in-depth analysis
of her letters by Inquisitors provide clues to this Oaxacan
mystic and her relationship with Quintana. While my main
goal is to analyze Sor Coleta's letters, I will review these
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Inquisition

papers

because

they

provide

invaluable

background information about this elusive visionary.
In 1771, in the city of Oaxaca, the "Senor Inquisidor
Fiscal

del

Santo

Oficio"

opened

the

case

against

the

"Licenciado don Andres de Quintana, Arcediano Dignidad de la
Santa Iglesia de Oaxaca, Provisor que fue, y actual Juez de
Indios del Obispado." Three years later in 1774 the Holy
Office also brought up

separate proceedings against "Sor

Maria Coleta de San Joseph, religiosa de dicha ciudad."
I have decided to examine only the documents used
against

Sor

Coleta

and

leave

the

proceedings

against

Quintana for a future study. Both cases share many of the
same

testimonies

and

accusations,

but

the

proceedings

against Sor Coleta are even more detailed because, after the
lengthy

series

of

testimonies,

they

also

include

an

extensive analysis and interpretation of her letters. This
is a fascinating reference point for my own examination of
her correspondence.
Since the Inquisition played such an important role in
how we, as modem day readers, understand and interpret Sor
Coleta's life, I will present a brief synopsis of the Holy
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Office in colonial Mexico, particularly in the eighteenth
century.

Following

this

overview,

I

will

peruse

documents and testimonies against Sor Coleta and

the

Andres

Quintana, since these Inquisition papers shed light on the
enigma of their complicated relationship. The final section
of this chapter explores the subversive obedience of Sor
Coleta - and how, for example, she can justify such an
intimate vision of herself kissing and sucking Christ's
wounds.
It is my belief that the actual description of this
vision, among others, portrays Sor Coleta's astute use of
visionary rhetoric as a powerful

tool to undermine the

authority of her confessor and other ecclesiastical figures.
Some critics might pass off such a mystical experience as
delusional or even as the repression of a sexual fantasy,
but I contend the opposite. In this instance, Sor Coleta
takes advantage of her status as a "Bride of Christ" and
recounts her intimate and sensual relationship with Christ,
her

Divine

lover,

an

experience

unattainable

to

her
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confessor"^ . Furthermore, close examination of Sor Coleta's
use of the five rhetorical strategies reveals her intricate
knowledge of the patriarchal system and how to navegate
around it.

Inquisition Documents

Inquisition in Colonial Mexico

The Holy Office begin in New Spain as an established
institution in 1522 and ended in 1819. Formal tribunals did
not exist during the early years. Instead, friars from
monastic communities and regular clergy carried out most
inquisitorial

functions.

During

the

first

decade

the

Inquisition trials were very complicated because of

the

extreme rivalries between the Dominicans and Franciscans
whose

infighting

process. In 1569

slowed

and

Philip the

complicated

the

II, by decree of

judicial
a

royal

warrant, finally created two formal tribunals of the Holy

~ Arenal and Schlau contest that, although male mystics such as Saint John of the Cross sought a
mystical union of the soul with Christ, they must "divide the feminine soul from their masculine selves,
while women are allowed to speak of a union of the feminine soul and self' (249).
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Office in Mexico and Peru. According to Richard Greenleaf,
these

tribunals were

established

for

two

main

reasons:

first, to counter the belief that the Inquisition had been
used as a weapon between the regular and secular clergy, and
second,

to

regulate

and

halt

the

increased

amount

of

suspicious printed material entering the New World (158).
The Inquisition in New Spain never became as powerful
or as damaging as its counterpart on the Iberian Peninsula:
"..no cabe duda que se manifiesta de manera mas superficial
y limitada que en los distritos peninsulares..." (Alberro
81). The Holy Office faced problems in the New World that
were absent in the Old, perhaps contributing to its relative
lack

of

power.

Although

the

Inquisition

in

Mexico

experienced some autonomy from Spain, it was hindered by
incompetence

and

lack

of

experience

in

these

new

circumstances. For instance, the territory of New Spain
under the jurisdiction of the Holy Office covered thousands
of

miles,

encompassing all of

what is

now Mexico,

the

Southwest of the United States and Guatemala. This immense
area

was

home to multiple

ethnic

groups

and different

languages. The Inquisition decided to persecute only members
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of

the Christian faith because of

the

large number of

Indians and the problems involved in their conversion."®
The

Holy

Office

in

New

Spain

persecuted

bigamy,

blasphemy, and solicitation. The majority of these trials
were petty in comparison to some of the infamous trials in
Spain where the inquisitors implemented torture and burning
at the stake. By the eighteenth century, solicitation in the
confessional was the second most common case heard by the
Holy Office after bigamy. In 1755 the Crown republished the
edict of 1713 to prevent clerics from taking advantage of
their confessional obligations: "Confessors were obliged to
hear the confession of women penitents seated behind the
grille of a confessional situated within the church in a
well lighted place" (Tambs 171). The prolific numbers of
cases documented in the Inquisition section of Mexico's
National archives attest to the fact that many women did not
hesitate to accuse their confessor of this type of spiritual
and physical "sexual harassment.These numbers reveal the

The series of royal cedulas in 1537, 1538, and 1571 specifically exempted Indians firom the Inquisition.
^ Of the total of 534 cases heard during those hundred years, 228 were for bigamy, 124 for solicitation
and the rest for heretical propositions including blasphemy, astrology, and magic. The Inquisition only
accused 6 people for visions and illusions, Sor Coleta being one of them. Out of these 534 cases, the Holy
Office condemned only one person to death, in 1715 (Tambs 179).
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need for the contemporary reader to take into account
possibility

of

a

confessor's

abuse

of

his

the

religious

jurisdiction. Even though many of the relationships between
the nuns and their spiritual fathers never amounted to any
physical contact, there inevitably lurked the possibility of
sexual tension.^"
Although the cases were for the most part petty and the
consequences relatively lenient, by the eighteenth century
the

Inquisition

in

New

Spain

had

became

a

well-oiled

machine. Lewis Tambs, in his article "The Inquisition in
Eighteenth

Century

inquisitorial

Mexico,"

elucidates

process. Particularly

for

my

the

whole

research his

article sheds light on the accusations leveled against Sor
Coleta and Andres Quintana.
In

most

cases,

the

proceedings

began

with

the

denunciation by a voluntary informer, who stood before a
board of inquisitors and informed the Holy Office of what he
or she considered a crime against the church. An official
notary took down this testimony, which then formed part of

In the years following Sor Coleta's death, her confessor, Don Andres, was denounced by two different
women for sexual advances.
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the written evidence against the accused. At this time, the
voluntary informer, sometimes more than one,

helped the

Inquisitorial Tribunal to produce a list of all parties
involved.

These

cases

could

last

for

years

since

the

witnesses were called one by one before the Holy Office and
asked if they knew the nature of the crime. If they claimed
ignorance, normal protocol usually allowed the witness to
leave in order not to defame the character of the accused.
If they did know, then they would be interrogated. According
to Tambs, the Holy Office avoided drastic measures such as
imprisonment

"unless

the

three

conditions

of

clear

jurisdiction, sufficient information, and danger of flight
were

present"

(172).

Furthermore,

the

Inquisition

painstakingly followed this slow process in order to assure
a fair trial: "Time was of no importance to the Tribunal
because, according to their lights, the soul and not the
body of the accused was of primary importance" (175).
Certainly the Tribunal saw no apparent reasons to rush
the cases against Sor Coleta and Andres Quintana. Both of
their

trials

lasted

several

years, and

the

testimonies

against the two seemed to favor Sor Coleta's mystical powers
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and Andres Quintana's approval rather than condemn them.
The Tribunal ended Quintana's case with only a warning not
to be so easily swayed by mystical visions, and Sor Coleta
died before any type of punishment or reprimand was issued.
Did Mexican colonial nuns like Sor Coleta have anything
to fear? Perhaps not too much. The Tribunal in New Spain
almost never sentenced to death or excommunication, but it
did prescribe public humiliation of

religious

women. An

abbess, for example could be stripped of all her monastic
powers and placed at the bottom of the hierarchical level
within her convent. Other punishments obliged the nun to
stand

during

repetition of
number

of

mass

holding

a

penitential

penitential psalms, and

days (usually

candle,

the

fasting on a

Fridays) (Greenleaf

134-

set

137).

Although to a modem perspective these punishments may seem
light and even trivial, this was not at all true within the
cloistered environment, where such humiliation proved to a
nun's fellow sisters and clerics her lack of self-worth and
deviation from God's will. Many religious women voiced their
fear of the Inquisition in their written works and at times
asked

their

confessors

to

bum or destroy

their

texts
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instead

of

risking

the

Holy

Office's

scrutiny.

Inquisition, although not a "deadly force," did form

The
part

of the backdrop of the colonial nun's life, and for many
nuns affected how they expressed themselves on paper.

Accusations Against Sor Maria Coleta
Quintana, Archdeacon o£ Oaxaca

and Don Andres

On November 22, 1771, Don Joseph Javier de Cubas Bao,
"Guarda Mayor de los Reales Ramos de Alc^.valas, Polvora y
Pulques,"^^

denounced the licenciado Don Andres Mariano de

Quintana, "Arcediano dignidad de Ic. Santa Iglesia de Oaxaca,
Provisor que i^e, y actual Juez de Indios del Obispado."^"
In his files one can read the exact same testimony used to
begin the case against Sor Maria Coleta de San Joseph, the
nun professed in the Oaxacan Capuchin convent of San Jose.
According to Cubas Bao:

" Chief Executive of the Royal Departments of Sales Taxes, Gunpowder and Pulque (a Mexican alcoholic
drink).
Archdeacon of the Church of Oaxaca, Vicar-General and current Judge of the Indians of the Bishopric.
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...que cierto presbitero que visita la casa de su
padre don Joaquin Javier de Vria (Contador de la
Real Aduana) que dicen ser Provisor del Obispado
de Oaxaca, habia contado en ella haber confesado a
cierta religiosa (creo que de dicho obispado) que
era

de

vida

portentosa;

pues

predecia

muchas

cosas, tenia en su cuerpo senaladas las cinco
llagas, y que un Domingo de Ramos apareciendosele
Nuestro Senor Jesucristo la regalo una palma, de
la cual repartio dicho provisor varios fragmentos
a la familia de dicho contador que por entonces
trajeron al cuello en ciertas bolsitas a manera de
reliquias los que las recibieron, aunque despues
habia sabido que el Bachiller don Manuel Munoz de
Benavides se los quito, y dijo que los iba a
quemar {73v).
Cubas

Bao's

testimony

spurred

a

subsequent

investigation of both Quintana and Sor Coleta that included
more than twenty testimonies. He seriously questions whether
Jesus Christ ever presented Sor Coleta with the palm, or
whether she actually experienced holy visions. His disbelief
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is based on a series of previous cases, tried and accused by
the Inquisition, of nuns who took advantage of innocent
believers and deceived the Christian coinmunity. He cites the
case of the Portuguese nun Maria de la

Visitacion and

reminds the Tribunal of her false visions and prophesies:
Como

los

religiosa

prodigios

referidos

de

la

insinuada

tienen tanta analogia con lo que en

Espana se publicaban como dos siglos ha de Maria
de

la

Visitacion,

Priora

de

la

Anunciata

de

Lisboa, que ocasionaron tanta ruina espiritual, y
fueron convencidos de falsos y fingidos por el
Santo Tribunal de aquella corte en el ano de 1588,
me ha parecido preciso denunciar este caso al
Santo Tribunal... (74v).
Consequently the Tribunal composed an extensive list
and began by interviewing all the members of Cubas Bao's
family, present the day that Quintana passed out the relics.
Although many of the testimonies are repetitive, little by
little we can piece together the immense fame of Sor Coleta
within the Oaxacan community, her alleged miracles and the
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zeal of her spiritual father, Andres Quintana, to spread the
news of her mystical and prophetic powers.
When the Tribunal asked which specific family member
had received a fragment of the palm, each of them conveyed a
slightly different story as to the mystical and curative
powers of the relic, and not one of them seemed to doubt its
authenticity. These witnesses referred to Sor Coleta as a
"santita,"

"alma

justa,"

and

"virtuosa,"

and

seemed

generally honored to have received the relic. Some noted
that the palm "... servia para que el que la trajese no
muriese de
diablo..."

repente, ni
(79v)

Others

de peste, ni
claimed

its

fuese
powers

tentado
to

del

prevent

"terremotos" {78v) and still others believed it would save
them from "tempestades y rayos" (81) .
It appears that Manuel Mufioz did not bum the relics
despite Cubas Bao's testimony that he disposed of them. Don
Joachin Javier de Vria, Contador de la Real Aduana, affirmed
that he still wore the relic in a small bag around his neck
"...en forma de cruz, que traxa al cuello en una bolsita
encarnada."

He

also

expressed

his

faith

in Sor

Coleta

because: "... no desestimo pudiese ser asi respecto a que en
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todas las edades ha manifestado Dios a sus criaturas su
otnnipotencia..." (83). When the Tribunal asked Madre Josefa
Joaquina del Corazon de Jesus, a nun from the convent of
Santa Brigida, what she had done with the relic given to her
by

her

mother,

she

said

she

could

not

recall

its

whereabouts, but would turn it into the Holy Office as soon
as she found it (86). In another testimony, Dona Estefania
de Vriarte said that she carried the relic with her at all
times and at the end of

the interview handed over the

"bolsita" to the inquisitors (llOv).
Like the mention of the miraculous palm, almost all of
the testimonies describe Sor Coleta's alleged stigmata. Dona
Josefa de Vria declared "... que le oyo decir que habiendo
estado en extasis tras cinco dias la referida capuchina y
volviendo en si, se hallo con las cinco llagas de Cristo,
Sefior Nuestro..." (82). She explained that God had allowed
only her spiritual father, Andres Quintana, and a certain
doctor to

see

these

wounds.

Evidently

their revelation

caused the mystic great pain and she would then instruct
Quintana to say "tres misas al corazon de Jesus para que se
me cierren las llagas" (82).
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Many of those interviewed also made reference to Sor
Coleta's

extremely

similarity

high

to Saint

body

Catherine

temperature
of

and

Siena. She

thus

her

supposedly

needed to drink lots of water to control this inner burning
that would bring her bath water to a boil:
... le habia asegurado de los incendios del alma
divina en que se decia arder la Madre Coleta, el
agua que bebia cada dia por templarlos, y que se
calentaba

en la que

se

banaba,-

que

eran

sus

ardores mas seraficos que los de Santa Catarina de
Siena (107).
On

another occasion,

while

bathing,

and

because

of

an

intense pain in her kidneys, Sor Coleta supposedly "...
arrojo tantas piedras que se contaron mil.." (309).
Besides these supernatural experiences, a major portion
of the testimonies were about Sor Coleta's prophetic and
visionary powers. She allegedly received various visions
concerning the Jesuits. She foresaw, for example, their
expulsion from the New World a year before their departure.
Furthermore, she professed the pain and suffering of the
Society of Jesus and the death of one particular father
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before he reached the Port of Vera Cruz (85v). Yet according
to various testimonies, she assured Andres Quintana that the
Jesuits would one day be allowed to return to New Spain.
The expulsion of

the Jesuits constituted

only

one

instance of prophesies and supernatural visions interspersed
throughout the testimonies. Various witnesses mentioned Sor
Coleta's spiritual journey to Europe: "... y que en cierta
ocasion fue en espiritu a cierto lugar de Europa..." (311)
as

well

as

her

spiritual

visit

to

Algeria:

"Que

por

providencia divina habia estado en Argel" (311). In another
vision she foresaw the Indian uprising in the nearby town of
Zaachila, and she then warned the whole city of Oaxaca that
they would suffer the same fate as the City of Guatemala, a
terrible earthquake, if they continued to sin; "...que la
misma ruina amenazaba a aquella ciudad por sus culpas..."
(310). She also predicted the death of an important prelate:
Que hallandose enfermo cierto prelado de accidente
ligero le previno que se dispusiese para morir y
que

...viese

a

su

palacio,

y

practicado

sucedio la muerte a breve tiempo (308).

asi
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In another case, she consoled a very sick cleric, telling
him that it was not his time to die, and that he would have
time

for

his

last

confession.

In

fact,

many

of

the

testimonies point out Sor Coleta's very close connection to
the spirit world. Not only did she rescue those close to
death -"que habiendo tenido otro eclesiastico una enfermedad
de que habia de morir, se le alargo la vida a peticion de la
religiosa" (311) - but she interceded for souls in purgatory
and informed family members of their relative's spiritual
status: "...se la manifestaban las animas del purgatorio
para que pidiese por ellas" (309v) , and "Que cuando murio
cierta persona sin confesar les mando decir a los parientes
que no tuvieran cuidado, porque ya estaba gozando de Dios"
(310v).
According to other Inquistion testimonies, Sor Coleta's
clairvoyance allowed her to detect the influence of the
devil around her. In one instance she allegedly witnessed
the devil perched on a priest's shoulder: "Que saliendo un
sacerdote

a

decir

misa

vio dicha religiosa

al

demonio

vestido a lo militar en los hombros del sacerdote" (309v).
Another testimony claims that Sor Coleta saw a priest in the
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form of the devil "... tirado del caballo...entre los fuegos
artificiales que se quemaban" (309v). And, in perhaps the
most

curious

instance for

the

contemporary

reader,

Sor

Coleta envisioned a priest naked every time he said mass in
her convent:
El confesor ultimo previno a otro eclesiastico que
no fuera mas a decir misa al convento de la tal
religiosa

que

se

tardaba

mucho,

y

que

una

religiosa le habia dicho y escrito un papel, que
le leyo, en que decia, que lo veia en el altar
desnudo totalmente y que por esto padecia muchas
tentaciones, que estaba en su celda tres o cuatro
dias afligida, y que aunque lo tuvo por ilusion
diabolica,

dejo de

ir

a

decir misa

al

dicho

convento" (309).
Not only do these testimonies reveal the zeal of the
Oaxacan community to embrace Sor Coleta as a spiritual woman
blessed by God's favors - "Que estaba tan extendido esta
fama en la ciudad en toda clase de gentes discurria fueron
singulares los que lo ignorase..." (86v) - but perhaps, more
importantly,

they

help

weave

together

the

missing
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biographical

strands

decipher

Sor

in

absent

Coleta's

or

extremely

letters.

Two

difficult
witnesses,

to
for

example, refer to the nun's age. In 1772 Don Sebastian
Sanchez Pareja mentioned that Sor Coleta was more than 46
years old and in 1773 Fray Juan Caballero believed the nun
to be 49 or 50 years old. We also learn that in 1763 Sor
Coleta

served

the

important

and

influential

office

of

tomera^^ : "...hasta obtener el afio de 63 el ... de tornera
que era de los principales en las Capuchinas que en este
tiempo tuvo su mayor incremento la fama de su virtud y
milagros..." (87v).
Don Sebastian Sanchez Pareja, Canonigo Lector de la
Santa Iglesia de Oaxaca, elucidates the complex relationship
between Sor Coleta and Don Andres Quintana. According to Don
Sebastian's testimony, it was precisely during the threeyear period that Sor Coleta served as tomera when Don
Andres made frequent visits to the Capuchin convent. He
allegedly became so convinced of Sor Coleta's closeness to
God that he took it upon himself to tell others in the

An official duty reserved only for black-veiled nuns, the tomera controled the tomo, or revolving door
that connected the cloistered convent to the outer world.
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Oaxacan community and in Don Sebastian's words, served as
her "pregonero." Don Sebastian also describes the extreme
nature of their frequent contact:
...una comunicacion muy frecuente en todas las
horas que segun sus constituciones podia usarse
del torno desde las nueve de la mafiana hasta las
once, y desde las tres de la

tarde hasta las

cinco, y en muchas ocasiones, en que debia estar
cerrado, se dispensaba en las horas hasta las doce
y la oracion (87v).
Another

witness,

Fray

Pedro

Rivas

states

that

eventually Don Andres was prohibited from seeing Sor Coleta,these frequent visits obviously caused suspicion among the
ecclesiastical community.

Evidently it

is not until Sor

Maria Coleta and Don Andres are prohibited from seeing one
another

that

they

begin

their

epistolary

relationship.

Unlike other confessor/nun relationships during the colonial
period this is not a case where her spiritual father obliged
her write as an act of penance. Instead, Sor Maria Coleta
appears

to

write

of

her

own

volition,

even

at

times

complaining about the convent's new official confessor. Yet,
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despite these obvious differences with the other two nuns of
this dissertation, Sor Maria Coleta still resorted to many
of the same rhetorical strategies - one more indicator that
these women consciously realized

that they

need

to use

discursive tactics to express themselves.
It is difficult to imagine what happened during these
three years of close contact, but the testimonies help us
piece together some of the background to their relationship.
Each

witness

spiritual

conjectures

correspondence

about
and

the

intensity

especially

the

of

their

fears

of

recrimination that are a constant in Sor Coleta's letters.
After

the

Holy

testimonies
"Dichos...

it
y

Tribunal
compiled

had
a

gathered

list

of

all

30

of

points

these
called

hechos que se dan a calificar de nuestra

religiosa" (308).
The next section of Inquisition documents presents an
in-depth examination of Sor Coleta's actual 140 letters.
This analysis explores various aspects of the epistolary
that would

eventually be used against the

nun and her

spiritual advisor. For example, these pages make specific

^ Up until this point the Tribunal documents have only dealt with the outside testimonies to the case.
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reference to the ongoing relationship between the two and
how they repeatedly deceived the people around them through
their secret correspondence: "...pues estandole prohibida
prefiriendo

en su

comunicacion este

eclesiastico

a

aquel, que su prelado le tenia senalado" (314). The general
tone of

this document tends to point its finger at Sor

Coleta for her role as instigator. In one instance the
Inquisitors cite letter 90 where Sor Coleta asks Don Andres
to keep the truth of their correspondence from her fellow
sisters: "...cuando Vuestra Merced venga a los locutorios de
mis hermanas las M.M.H.H. no se de por entendido, de que yo
le

escribo..."

(315).

In

other

such

examples,

the

Inquisitors continue to place the blame on Sor Coleta for:
"... semejantes

expresiones

de

faltar

a

la

verdad,

se

encuentran en otras de estas cartas..." (315).
According to the Tribunal, by disobeying the direct
orders of the church officials and continuing her secret
contact with her spiritual advisor, Sor Coleta also deceives
God

and

his wishes. They

accuse her of

so

desperately

needing to justify her deviant behavior that she interprets
visions to support Don Andres as her true father. In their
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words, her visions are "por todo favorables al padre que era
de la aceptacion de esta religiosa, y no al padre de la
aprobacion del prelado" (316). These Inquisitors find it
very suspicious that Sor Coleta's visions neatly allow Don
Andres to guide her spiritual direction and justify her
direct disobedience to higher church authorities.
Members of the Holy Tribunal are extremely skeptical,
but never directly deny that Sor Coleta received visions
from God. The Tribunal states that it is better not to
promote

or even

interpret

mystical

experiences

because,

although they might really exist, they can also be very
easily misinterpreted. The Inquisitors would rather discard
all visions, especially those by women, which are more
dangerous. They quote Saint Teresa: "No se escriba cosa, que
sea revelacion ni se haga caso de ella" (316v).
The Tribunal preaches the dangers of placing too much
faith in visions and internal feelings for various reasons.
They compare Sor Coleta's visions and trust in her "afectos
internos" to be very similar to the doctrine of the "herejes
alumbrados,

sujeta

a

tantos

enganos,

e

ilusiones

del

150

demonio"

(317v)^^ .

Even

though

Sor

Coleta

continually

repeats her obedience to Don Andres, he of course was not
her official confessor and thus not authorized to interpret
her visions. In this type of situation the Inquisitors warn
of evil forces "... porgue procura en este meter el demonio
mucho la mano" (318).
The Inquisitors signal some of the shortcomings and
suspicious behavior of the nun, perhaps to prove their point
that Sor Coleta walked a very thin line between the forces
of good and evil. They cite various heretical statements
such as her reference to the Father, The Son and the Holy
Ghost as one in the same. The Tribunal interprets church
doctrine differently, as "El Espiritu Santo no es de una
misma naturaleza con el Padre y el Hijo." They also question
Sor Coleta's aversion to penance and self-mortification. In
many of her letters Sor Coleta complains of her failing
health and inability to carry out any type of discipline,
behavior that, according to the Inquisitors, discredits her
true closeness to God.

This is the only time that the Inquisitors suggest that Sor Coleta's actions and visions resemble those of
the alumbrados (enlightened ones) - a sixteenth-century Spanish sect denounced as a heretical movement
because confession was not a necessary element to pursuing God's path (Lavrin "In Search of Colonial 2359).
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Nevertheless, this team of Inquisitors could not deny
the immense fame of Sor Coleta and the desire of many
members of her own convent and the Oaxacan community to seek
out her prayers and her alleged favors from God. Moreover,
there lies a layer of doubt in the inquisitors analysis,
that to a certain extent, authorizes Sor Maria's mystical
revelations.

According

to

Jean

Franco,

Mexican

female

mystics were relegated to the domain of feeling instead of
traditional

knowledge:

"By

subordinating

women

on

the

grounds of their lesser rationality and relegating them to
the domain of feeling, the clergy unwittingly created a
space

for

siibjective

female

empowerment"

experiences

for

which

(xiv).
there

Visions,
existed

no

truly
real

evidence, distanced the colonial nun from her confessor's
control. The mystic bypassed the cleric's
conversed

directly

with God.

For this

authority and

reason,

Irigaray

states that mysticism was the "only place in the history of
the West in which woman speaks and acts so piablicly" (191) .
In their final conclusions, therefore, the Tribunal
affirmed that Sor Coleta was not possessed by the devil, and
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that she had a good soul, "buena alma." They write that she
was most likely influenced by:
... la debilidad de cabeza y

cerebro,

por lo

enferma que estaba,- o fue, (y es, a lo que mas nos
inclinamos) que llego a tener fama de buena alma,
favorecida

de

Dios

de

trato

continuo

con

su

Majestad la que a ella no se escondia... (324) .
In the case of Sor Coleta, however, they seem convinced that
she

never

intentionally

tried

to

fabricate

visions

or

deceive those who asked for her prayers. However, like all
mystics, her revelations needed to be closely monitored.
In the next major section of the Tribunal report, a
group of three Inquisitors censure sentences or phrases of
Sor Coleta's letters that they consider worthy of "censura
teologica." In this short summary, the Tribunal labels each
of

the

nine

censured

sections

as

either

pemiciosa,

heretica, blasfema, favens heresi, heresim sapiens or heresi
proxiwa. Other than these classifications attached to quotes
from specific letters, the Tribunal offers no additional
information as to why it chose to censure these particular
sentences.
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The last pages of the report refer to Sor Coleta's
death on December 17, 1775. The case was then temporarilysuspended, but it was not until November 26, 1777 that the
Holy Tribunal officially terminated the accusations against
the nun (334). Did the Inquisition intend to punish Sor
Coleta in any way? This is a difficult question to answer. I
do know that the Tribunal suspended Don Andres Quintana's
case in July of 1776 without any type of formal punishment,
and only with a warning to be much more skeptical in the
future, especially when dealing with religious women and
their visions.
Like other mystics before and after her, Sor Maria
Coleta's

revelations

pivot

on

the

fragile

axis

between

orthodoxy and heresy. Certainly the Inquisitors questioned
their validity. Yet, with such subjective experiences and to
add to that the support of the Oaxacan community, they just
could not find enough evidence to denounce her as a heretic.
They

dabbled

with

the

idea

that

perhaps

her

secret

correspondence with Don Andres stemmed from some sort of
affiliation with the alumbrados - she preferred his secret
confession

to

that

of

the

convent's

priest.

Yet,

the
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Tribunal only mentions this accusation once and then as
subtle comparison to the sixteenth century sect. Furthermore
a team of Inquisitors scrutinizes Sor Maria's letters one by
one but finds very little unorthodox material. True, they do
cite

sentences

or

references

to

the

nun's

clandestine

correspondence with Don Andres, yet these are not enough to
bring her case to trial; after all Sor Coleta was really
just authorizing her right to choose her own confessor. What
the Tribunal fails to analyze is the Oaxacan nun's adept
skill

at

positioning

time-honored

rhetorical

strategies

throughout her correspondence. Her epistolary

is like a

patchwork quilt, in this case, made up of bits and pieces of
well-woven rhetorical ploys. The following section analyzes
how Sor Coleta transforms and translates her experiences as
a nun - and subsequently avoids a dangerous condemnation
from the Inquisition.

Her Letters

Sor Coleta's written correspondence with Don Andres
lasted approximately six years from 1749 until 1755, sixteen
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years before Don Joseph Javier de Ciibas Bao reported their
relationship to the Holy Office. Unfortunately, not all of
the letters are dated, so it is difficult to tell whether
earlier or later periods of time are included. The sequence
of the letters is not in any chronological order, and they
seem to be randomly placed together. The Inquisition papers
do

not

shed any light

on

this enigma and

the letters

themselves contain such varied information that its hard to
decipher any specific ordering.
Nevertheless, Sor Coleta's letters

provide valuable

insight into her life-style, illness, visions, relationship
with Don Andres, fellow nuns and members of the Oaxacan
community. Her words allow the reader to enter into the
complicated psyche of this Capuchin nun, even without the
actual

dates. Her

writing

style

has

many

of

the

same

characteristics described in chapter two of Untold Sisters
by Arenal and Schlau, especially her tendency to write in a
colloquial manner. For example, she refers to Don Andres as
padrecito or as tatita. Often, she randomly strings ideas
together,

sometimes

within

the

same

paragraph

or

even

sentence. In one paragraph, for instance, she might repeat
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the phrase "en otra ocasion" six or seven times using it as
an introduction to each short description of a vision or
supernatural occurrence. This type of "listing" of ideas
with no apparent concern for style can be disconcerting for
the contemporary reader; nevertheless, in other sections,
Sor Coleta writes with a much more eloquent and coherent
style.

Whether she

expresses

her anxiety

regarding

her

relationship with Don Andres or she describes a vision with
the Virgin Mother, these narrations not only portray the
life of an eighteenth century visionary, but

they

also

demonstrate the tradition of rhetorical strategies developed
by

religious

strategies

are

women

throughout

interspersed

the

throughout

centuries.
her 140

These

letters.

Before beginning my analysis of these tactics, I will first
present a brief overview of the letters and some of the
major themes and preocupations that Sor Coleta chose to
express.
Approximately the first half of the letters deal with
Sor Coleta's relationship with Don Andres and her fear of
the ecclesiastical authorities. She repeatedly expresses her
aversion to writing and their need to hide and limit their
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correspondence. She fears the Church prelates, but also her
fellow nuns,

especially

the

Madre

Tomera who

directly

controls all of the contact with the outside world. Yet, in
other letters she describes fellow nuns' love for Don Andres
and their desire for him to become the convent's official
confessor. On various occasions the Madre Abadesa,

Madre

Tornera, the Madre de Novicias send their regards, calling
Don Andres their "...tata de su corazon" ( 159).
In

addition

to

her

anxiety

caused

by

this

semi-

clandestine relationship, Sor Coleta refers to her illnesses
throughout the epistolary. She complains of headaches that
prohibit her from completing many of her fundamental duties
as a nun, and requiring that she spend the majority of her
days in the infirmary, missing masses and prayers. She also
complains

of

bloody

noses,

bleeding

in

her

mouth

and

complete lack of energy. She says that doctors come every
single day to bleed her: "...ayer me sangraron, esto es cada
dia..."
Did these intense headaches and constant loss of blood
contribute to her frequent visions? Whether her poor health
caused

these delusions can be debated either way. More
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pertinent to this analysis is: Who appeared to Sor Coleta?
And how did she incorporate their visits into her strategic
rhetoric? Christ, the Virgin Mary, Saint Teresa, Sor Agreda,
Saint Catalina, Saint Joseph, Saint Antonio de Padua, among
others, all come to the Oaxacan mystic. For the most part
these Saints support her in all of her spiritual and earthly
endeavors. Sor Coleta reveals in her letters her direct
communication with these more famous religious figures, and
also her own special power to intercede for lost souls in
purgatory. In the last half of the epistolary she refers to
herself as their "intercesora" and "abogado."
Yet none of the accounts of these spiritual encounters
can compare to her description of her extremely intimate
experiences with God. In some visions He appears as the
Christ child, encouraging her to continue writing and to not
let her fear or anxiety stop her correspondence with Don
Andres. In other apparitions their relationship becomes even
more intimate, even erotic, as depicted

in the opening

vignette, where He shows Sor Coleta his wounds and asks her
to touch, kiss and drink from them. She writes:
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luego me descubrio sus llagas, y

me

hizo

inolinar (?) a la del costado, y (llegar la) boca
y me decia: bebe a tu gusto y con sosiego, asi
estuve un poco y me decia: mirame, tuyas son,
besalas (162v).
According to Jean Franco, this constant drinking from
Christ's wounds is a popular motif in colonial nun's texts.
Since the Mexican religious women were denied more formal
book learning, they sought other forms of communication;
"Through

the

mouth (or

soul's mouth),

divine

love

and

mystical knowledge were imbibed directly without need of
words" (18). Further, Franco propounds that by suckling
Christ's blood the nun found great comfort. She explains
that

this

experience

even

legitimized

what

the

Church

defined as a woman's weakness - menstruation. By filling her
body with His divine sustenance she replaces her own blood
that she loses each month. As with her other visions, Sor
Coleta translates these intimate experiences with her divine
lover into a convincing rhetoric. Moreover, as a closer
analysis of her letters reveals she cleverly intersperses
these

visions

with

the

rhetoric

of

humility

-

thus
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offsetting

any

clerics might
earthly

doubts
have as

that

her

confessor

to her allegiance

or
to

any

other

their more

control.

Not all mystical visions incorporate erotic vocabulary.
Others

focus

on

body

parts

that

are

not

traditionally

associated with sensuality. The heart, for example, became a
popular image of romantic love in nuns' writing.

According

to

existence

Jean

Franco:

"...

the

heart

acquired

an

independent of the rest of the body" (19). Sor Coleta's
descriptions of this internal organ permeate her letters.
She tenderly relates intimate occasions where Christ takes
her own heart into her hands. She writes: "Otra ocasion vi
que nuestro Sefior cogia mi corazon en sus manos, y estaba
como

jugando

con

el,

y

era

como ya

poniendomelo, ya

sacandolo, ya llegandoselo al suyo santisimo" (280v). The
repetition of these intimate visions helps add one more
layer to her strategic rhetoric.
Sor Coleta wraps herself in even more protective layers
by relating other instances where Su Majestad (His Majesty) ,
as she calls Him, directly supports her spiritual endeavors.
Although she refers to herself as a small and insignificant
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hormiga (ant), God provides for her: "... le dije, soy una
hontiiga, y me dijo a esa hormiga le quiero cargar toda esta
casa, porque yo soy quien a esa hormiga mantiene" ( 212). As
demonstrated

throughout

constant

her

in

visions

her
and

epistolary,
encourages

He

becomes

a

Sor

Coleta

to

continue writing and to follow Don Andres as

her true

spiritual advisor.
Perhaps because of Christ's support, Sor Coleta feels
confident to make some rather bold assertions. She contrasts
the advantages of men's freedom to study, preach and travel
with her own life, which seems meaningless. She writes:
"Muchas veces digo para mi fuera hombre para tener mas
libertad y meterme donde hay divertimiento(?) , predicarle la
verdad, y de considerarme que soy una inutil que nada hago"
{163v). Nevertheless, while in her cell, voices console Sor
Coleta and assure her that, despite her lack of education
and

worldly

experience,

she

has

a

special

sabiduria

(knowledge) that most people do not understand:
...estando en la celda parece me decian, tienes
una cosa que aunque los hombres trasieguen todo el
mundo, estudien, y hagan cuanto hay, no podian
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adquirirla, es esta una sabiduria secreta y de
muchos no entendida... (246).
Is this "secret knowledge" that Sor Coleta refers to
her ability to experience her visions? I believe that it is.
Although the Oaxacan nun was prohibited official venues of
knowledge, she did have the right to pursue a more marginal,
yet acceptable path to God - mysticism. Thus, through her
revelations she converses directly with His Majesty, drinks
from His wounds and touches His heart. Her gender prohibits
the nun to directly participate in colonial society, travel
and study as she calls it, but her visions allow her to
bypass these more mundane activities and transport her into
the spiritual realm. Nevertheless, Sor Coleta understands
the limitations of her position as a woman and a nun and
seeks to legitimize such assertions through the translation
of these lofty experiences into strategic rhetoric. Further,
she cleverly subverts her descriptions of visions with a
rhetoric of humility and obedience so that any questionable
declarations appear much less extreme. Moreover,

in the

majority of her letters she professes her utter allegiance
to

her

"unofficial"

spiritual

advisor

and

repeatedly
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disavows her own abilities by calling herself "el lunar de
todos."
In fact, Sor Coleta makes use of at least four of the
rhetorical strategies employed by colonial Mexican nuns. As
with the rest of the chapters I have divided the following
analysis of Sor Coleta's letters according to rhetorical
theme.

I

begin

with

the

least

used

strategy

in

her

correspondence and end with the most frequent.

Rhetorical Analysis of Sor Coleta's Letters

Penance^^

The first of Sor Coleta's letters provides an excellent
overview of the visionary's life and daily schedule. Because
of her illness, she seems compelled to narrate her routine
to Don Andres and to justify her lack of penance and selfmortification. One of the only disciplinas that she ever
mentions

is

what

she

calls

la

del

jarro.

She

writes;

"...pero aunque con mil imperfecciones he procurado hacer

Although Sor Coleta did at times resort to traditional penitencial practices, i.e. hair shirts, she never
once mentions &sting.
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las cosas que me dice, principalmente la del jarro..." (1).
In various letters she complains of her insatiable thirst,
and in this case she torments herself by bringing the jarro
to her lips without drinking: "... le estoy ofreciendo a
Dios el no podermelo llegar a la boca..." (1). This penance
seems extremely mild compared to the tradition of selfflagellation,

hair-shirts

and other "bloody"

punishments

commonplace in convents both in Europe and the New World.
Only once does she mention wearing a "cilicio" (hair-shirt)
and in that case she could only bear its pain for about an
hour (letter 3, p. 5). The mystic is aware of

her lack of

self-discipline in this custom, hence she produces a whole
series of excuses that revolve around her debilitating state
of health.
Throughout her epistolary, she informs her spiritual
father that her weakness and constant pain prohibit her from
inflicting any type of self-punishment. Thus, she constantly
insinuates that her own suffering equals or surpasses that
of any type of self-mortification, a point that disturbed
Inquisitors. She exemplifies, for example, her suffering by
describing her daily routine to Don Andres. Her days begin
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at 5:00 AM, depending on her state of

health, and she

relates how she lives with continuous headaches and even the
slightest noise can increase her pain: "...continuamente
tengo el dolor de cerebro, y la cabeza humanamente delicada,
que cualquier ruidecito todo me penetra.." (2). When she can
make it out of bed she prays to the Virgen Mary and Saint
Joseph to take care of her: ''...que me apadrinen y otras
cosas semejantes" From there, she takes communion "muerta
de miedo" because of what she describes as her "indignidad."
Although it causes her great distress, Sor Coleta relates to
Don Andres that she cannot kneel to pray, instead she can
only sit or lay prostrate. It upsets her "...porque me da
mucha pena verme luego que acabo de comulgar sentada.."
After taking communion and

then breakfast

the sick nun

spends the majority of her day in the infirmary.
The Oaxacan visionary justifies her idleness because,
as she describes, she spends her entire day thinking about
Him, and despite her lack of official penance, God directly
supports her suffering. On one occasion, when experiencing
intense pain, instead of telling the other nuns, she decides
to hold her tongue and offers her suffering up to God:
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"...pero luego advert! a llevarlo en silencio por amor de
Dios, y con grande gusto dije en mi interior, yo te lo
ofrezco dueno mlo con mucho gusto..." (letter, 87, p. 2).
Her suffering is not in vain, especially when Christ comes
and consoles her: "... senti que ese Senor me dio como una
bebida, y me dijo: ya que no tienes consuelo, ni alivio en
ningun

medicamento

te

quiero

yo

dar

este

para

fortalezerte.." (letter 85, p. 225). In fact. His medicine
seems to be the only cure for her soul since Sor Coleta
tells her confessor that the doctor does not understand her
at all: "...pues, esta tan ciego el medico de todo lo que yo
paso..." (225) .
Unlike
description

other
of

religious

penance

in

women

their

who

letters

utilize
as

a

form

the
of

strategic rhetoric, Sor Coleta modifies the use of this
tactic. She replaces a narration of self-inflicted pain with
that of suffering caused by her own illnesses. The effect is
the same. The visionary's personal torment becomes a type of
Imitatio Christi^^

that, by portraying herself in a more

Imitatio Christi has traditionally been defined as the imitation of Christ's suflfering - Thomas Kempis"
Imitatio Christi was common reading in convents and monasteries in Europe and the New World. More
recently, in relationship to colonial religious women, Arenal and Schlau have extended the definition of
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saint-like

manner,

allows

her

to

express

other

ideas.

Moreover, Arenal and Schlau explain that, "The imitative
modes

of

saint-lore

and

the

hagiographic

tradition

accustomed people to thinking by analogy" (308) . Thus, by
comparing her own suffering to that of His Divine Majesty,
Sor Coleta claims authority from their mutual experiences.
Arenal and Schlau

also suggest that religious women

used the tradition of imitatio

as "... the legitimization

of the creative, transcendent self and of unorthodox means
of

achieving

translating

religious

goals

in

the

world"

(308).

By

her illnesses into a form of penance, Sor Maria

Coleta justify otherwise unorthodox statements. She can, for
example, criticize certain male prelates, an action that
perhaps would have been unacceptable without this rhetorical
tool. Not only does she offer her afflictions up to God, but
He also loves to see her suffer; the true affirmation of her
modified use of penance:

"... me dijo mi Dios: todo eso que

padeces me es una musica muy harmoniosa, porque me agrado
mucho de verte padecer..." (letter 135a, p. 291).

imitatio to include the imitation of Saint Teresa;
for both her life and her texts, barely century old,
legitimated religious innovation and discipleship among women" ( 303).
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Saint Teresa and the Virgin Mary

Saint Teresa only appears once to Sor Coleta throughout
her 140 letters, yet the impact and resonance of her visit
is extremely strong. Saint Teresa shows

herself to

the

Mexican visionary during Sor Coleta's darkest moments - when
she forcibly negotiates the perils of opposing confessors to offer support. In her third letter the nun narrates this
incident and emphasizes the rarity and importance of such a
vision:
senti

que

con una

violencia

se

me

ponia

delante Santa Teresa y entonces dije: que sera que
no es mi madre santa (nuestra) y es Santa Teresa.
Y entonces parece que entendia o me decia, que tan
claro como decxa sus cosas que le pasaban a los
confesores, que asi lo habia yo de hacer, pero
repare que no vi a la Santa como cuando suelo ver
a mi senor San Joseph que lo veo junto a mi, sino
que la vi como en el aire, pero tambien entendia
que el no verla parada en el suelo tenia mucho que
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entender,

aunque

todavia

no he

circumstances

between

Andres

entendido nada

mas...
The

tangled

Quintana

(her

unofficial spiritual advisor) and the official confessor at
her convent obviously worries Sor Coleta; she refers to it
in numerous letters. Teresa of Avila, officially canonized a
saint by the time Sor Coleta writes this letter, consoles
the visionary and advises Sor Coleta to

follow

in her

footsteps and look for the best possible priest to become
her spiritual father. By relating this information to Don
Andres she shows him that she has the ability to chose her
own destiny. For now he is her confessor of choice, but with
Saint Teresa's support, the Mexican visionary has the right
to change her mind at any time. Like her visions from Christ
that advocate Sor Coleta's illnesses, Saint Teresa also
concedes her the authority to navigate through the limited
options for a nun in patriarchal colonial society. While
professing allegiance to Don Andres, Sor Coleta once again
sxibversively finds a position of power.
Saint Teresa is not the only holy figure who endorses
Sor Coleta's acts and

decisions.

The

Virgin

Mary,

for
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example, often appears to the Capuchin nun. Most often she
either prays for Sor Coleta or becomes her advocate by
sponsoring the visionary to her Son or to other saints. Sor
Coleta relates that she cried for joy when she discovered
that a variety of the blessed, led by the Virgin Mary, were
rejoicing in her heart. She writes:
.. . parece que vela que dentro mi corazon se ponia
como en coros, unos de serafines, y otros

de

santos angeles, y entendia eran algunos los que
asi asistian a nuestra Reina y Senora la santisima
Virgen, parece que governaba eso..

(letter 93,

p. 237).
In the next letter Sor Coleta relates how the Virgin
introduces her to her son: "... decia a su santismo hijo:
esta

es

mi

hija"

(letter

94

p.

241).

In

a

literal

translation, the Virgin equates both Jesus and Sor Coleta as
her children, thus including the visionary as one of the
family. Furthermore, Sor Coleta frequently witnesses the
blessed Virgin praying for her soul, and on one special
instance a nameless female saint clothes her with a dress
previously worn by the Holy Mother: "... y vi que la santa
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me ponia un vestido riquisimo que me cubria toda, y este tal
vestido parece que vi lo tenia encima la santisima virgen"
{286v). Sor Coleta is one step closer to sainthood with the
gift of the Virgin's garment.
Other women saints also praise and help Sor Coleta.
Mary Magdalene, Saint Anne and Sor Maria Agreda appear to
the mystic on various occasions to offer their assistance.
In letter 61a Sor Coleta saw Magdalene hugging God's feet
and interceding for the Mexican visionary. He then told her
to bring Sor Coleta to him and Saint Magdalene made room for
her at her feet. Sor Coleta begged for forgiveness and His
Majesty threw his arms around her; "su Majestad me echo sus
brazos... (181v).
Although a few male saints such as Saint Joseph do
appear to Sor Coleta, by choosing to include a majority of
women to endorse her visions and behavior, Sor Coleta relies
on the legacy of women religious within the Catholic church.
She emphasizes the fact that she is not the first woman to
experience visions and favors from God. On the contrary, Sor
Coleta is part of a long history of women granted special
spiritual

and

mystical

powers. The

appearance

of Saint
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Teresa, the Virgin Mary, Saint Magdalena, Saint Anne, and
Sor Agreda all attest to this tradition.

Captatio Benevolentiae

Sor Coleta, like many other nuns of her day, follows
the well established tradition of captatio benevolentiae
(literally, the "capturing of good will"). She sprinkles her
correspondence with overly emphatic statements of humility,
thus presenting herself as a poor, humble nun and refering
to herself as: "el lunar de todas," "la ignorancia de las
ignorancias," "una perversa criatura" and "el peor enemigo
que tiene mi alma." Yet there exists another side to these
self-defacing

declarations.

Sor

Coleta

strategically

positions this rhetoric in order to then express thoughts or
ideas

perhaps

otherwise unacceptable

to

her confessor's

eyes. In some cases the Mexican nun opts to begin her
letters with a disclaimer, and by doing so, anything she
writes thereafter is magnified with the incredible grace
that God or other Saints decide to bestow on this "poor and
wretched creature."
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In letter

6a,

for example,

Sor Coleta

begins

her

correspondence to Don Andres: "Padre y senor mio: yo me
hallo como cosa de la otra vida. Ni se donde vivo, no como
estoy, ni que es lo que me esta sucediendo, cada dia me
hallo mas para nada..." (p. 225v). With this self-effacing
opening Sor Coleta characterizes herself

as a weak, and

powerless woman, just the opposite of what comes later. She
proceeds to describe her burning love and desire for Christ,
listing a series of visions where He comes and offers His
complete support to his "pobrecita hija." Christ washes her
heart with his

own blood

and

assures her

that he

has

pardoned all of her sins: "...estan perdonados todos tus
pecados..."

(226).

In fact.

He

offers Sor

Coleta

such

unconditional support that she offsets these powerful words
at

the

end

of

this section

with

the disclaimer:

"Mis

explicaciones son bobaticas..." (226).
Although not all of Sor Coleta's letters begin with
some form of captatio benevolentiae, the majority contain at
least one or two statements of false humility. In letter 11,
for instance, Sor Coleta confesses to Don Andres her fear of
the wrath of God. She writes: "... no se como Dios me sufre
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a ml, y no se

abre la tierra

y

me

traga..."

(129v).

Nevertheless, in this same section she describes how she
witnessed Christ's wounds and how she then saw the same
lacerations on her own hands. This vision is an extremely
emotional experience for the mystic and she tells Don Andres
how difficult it is for such a miserable creature as herself
to express the knowledge that Christ has granted her: "... y
ha sido el conocimiento tan grande de Dios que he tenido y
de mi miseria mucho mas..." (130). Each of these visions and
experiences reveals more and more of God's grace, but at the
same time she needs to emphasize the fact that she is "...
hecha una b o b a . . ( 1 3 0 ) .
Not

only

does

Sor

Coleta

make

use

of

captatio

benevolentiae to justify her close relationship with God and
other Saints, but she also employs this rhetoric to make her
relationship with the other nuns of the Capuchin convent
appear less exhalted. As mentioned in the first part of this
chapter, many of her fellow sisters seek out Sor Coleta to
pray for their souls and to have her intercede for their
friends and family in purgatory. On various occasions Sor
Coleta reveals to Don Andres her experiences with these nuns
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and even

the souls that she has

Furthermore,

the

visited in purgatory.

Inquisition documents

elaborate

on

the

mystic's fame and the general reverence and respect she
received from

the Oaxacan community. Why then does Sor

Coleta feel the need to belittle herself in front of her
Capuchin sisters? In letter 94, for instance, she does not
know how she should be permitted to be allowed in their
company: "... pues mientras miro mis muchas faltas, miren en
mis

hermanas

sus

grandes

virtudes,

ni debajo

sus

pies

merezco andar, quien merece ser asiento de los infiernos..."
(240v). Later in letter 96 she takes up the same topic once
again by referring to herself as "... un Judas en tan santa
compania..." (243). Obviously Sor Coleta feels the necessity
to mesh the obvious reverence from her fellow sisters with a
rhetoric

of

exaggerated

humility.

By

including

these

statements of captatio benevolentiae Sor Coleta counteracts
possible reproaches on her confessor's part for overstepping
the bounds of a common nun - a visionary who can intercede
for souls in purgatory.
A close reading of Sor Coleta's correspondence reveals
that she frequently chooses to mesh expressions of captatio
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henevolentiae with a variety of visions, praise from her
fellow sisters and

in some instances her own ideas or

criticisms. Without such carefully placed rhetoric, these
statements might otherwise be questioned as too forward or
even

perhaps

too

proud. The

result

is

a

well

devised

strategy. Sor Coleta sxibtly pledges her obedience to her
confessor and emphasizes her status as the poor, humble and
inferior woman next to her fellow nuns, yet this rhetoric
also allows the mystic to portray herself as Christ's chosen
one.

Visions

Visions

constitute the

most

frequent

topic

in

Sor

Coleta's correspondence. All of her 140 letters portray some
sort of spiritual experience in the mystic's daily life.
Because of their frequency, in some letters Sor Coleta just
lists one

vision

after another

and

only

separates

her

accounts with her trademark phrase "en otra ocasion.." Some
of these descriptions can seem repetitive at first glance;
but upon closer analysis their sxibversive nature begins to
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be

revealed.

Depending

on

the

context,

each

spiritual encounters endorses a different

of

these

aspect of Sor

Coleta's life as an eighteenth century mystic.
The most powerful visions, and the most cominon, stem
from

the

mystic's

manifestations

of

heavenly

God,

such

contact
as

the

with
Holy

different

Spirit,

the

crucified Christ, her divine Husband and the baby Jesus. For
this reason I have decided to concentrate my analysis on
these particular mystical revelations. Some of the other
visions, like those involving Saint Teresa, the Virgin and
other women have already been examined in the section above.
The remaining few visions will be left as a focus for future
studies.

The

following

section

examines

Sor

Coleta's

spiritual love-affair with Christ.
One part of this mystical romance reveals visits from
the baby Jesus. Although the actual encounters involving the
Christ

child

are

nothing

new

-

a

religious women since the Middle Ages38
advantage

of

these

apparitions

common

theme

among

- Sor Coleta takes
and

strategically

The first known image of the Virgin with the Christ Child was painted in the third-century (Warner
193). A common motif in European art, religious women up into the colonial period often reported visions
with the in&nt or toddler Jesus.
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intersperses

them

to

promote her writings.

Furthermore,

despite the young age of Jesus, sometimes an infant or a
toddler, he is able to communicate his wishes to the mystic.
In letter II, for example, while Sor Coleta finds herself
writing one of her texts to Don Andres, the Christ child
suddenly appears to her, and washes away her anxieties. It
is as if, she describes, she felt herself emerge out of
darkness. She explains:
... veia a nuestro dulcxsimo Jesus en mis brazos
hecho un nino el mas lindo que ojos pueden ver,
haciendome mil fiestas porque habia escrito y me
decia

no

dejes

de

hacerlo,

porque

sino

con

facilidad seras enganada (131).
Thus even as an innocent infant, Christ wants Sor Coleta to
continue writing. She has obviously been singled out by the
baby Jesus and she does not pass up any opportunity to show
her confessor this sacred bond.
In other visions, the infant Christ blesses Sor Coleta
with the knowledge of His birth, a subtle yet poignant
privilege. In letter 94 He invites her to witness this
miracle: "... me decia,

vengo como a convidarme antes que
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llegue

mi

{240v).

nacimiento

porque

despues

no

se

quejen

..."

Or in another vision she actually sees Him in the

Virgin's womb: "... el como yo miraba a este nino en el
vientre de Nuestra Santa, no hay como decirlo..." (letter
86a, 240). Her love for this small child is infinite, and
when He reciprocates these feeling she cannot help but tell
Don Andres: "Siento al nino Dios tenerlo en mis brazos, pero
todo inclinado al lado de corazon, su brazo me lo tiene
echado por el cuello, con tanto amor que no se decir mas"
(letter

93).

Not

only does

Sor

Coleta

demonstrate

her

motherly love in these tender scenes, but at the same time,
by holding this small child in her arms, she subtly mimics
the role of Christ's own mother. Although

the nun has

obviously taken a vow of chastity, like the Virgin Mary, she
still

retains

her

ability

to

bear

children,

and

this

separates her even more from her male confessor(s).
In fact, Sor Coleta continually emphasizes her feminine
role, especially that of the Bride of Christ" . In other

Spiritual matrimony with Christ, traditionally known as sponsa Christi. was a common theme in the
Middle Ages and was carried over into the mystical writings of the New World. Alison Weber explains
that the allegory of the soufs union with Christ flourished in the monastic tradition "whereas the
Augustiniaiu or ecclesiological exegesis of the Church as Christ's bride, was favored by the Scholastic
tradition" (118).
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visions, she sees Christ as a grown man and as her spiritual
partner. These visions are so frequent that she tries to
articulate how she feels when she experiences them:
... es un modo tan delicado y alia en el interior
del alma un modo de habla que no es como las otras
hablas que suelo oir, y un modo de entenderlas,
pero imposible de decir lo que en esto pasa, y
quedo cuando estoy con mucha mas presencia de Dios
que antes, porque lo estoy mirando tan junto a mi
que no miro otra cosa (letter 8, p. 124).
Yet,

she

express:

finds
"...

these

todavxa

feelings
no

quedo

extremely
contenta

difficult
por

no

to

saber

explicarlo como ello es; cada dia conozco que esto va a mas"
(124).
Because of the complexity of her emotions the nun opts
to show her confessor,

through the descriptions

of

her

visions, her truly intimate relationship with her marriage
partner Christ. These quotes reveal how, Sor Coleta used
age-old

descriptions

of

her

underscore her privileged status.

Beloved

Bridegroom,

to

One by one these scenes

begin to form a type of "divine resume" that lists His
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continual support image towards His beloved wife. Many times
His holy presence appears to the nun and touches her heart
or exchanges it with His own. She writes: "... luego sent!
con gran sutileza me metian el corazon de Jesus..." (carta
85, p. 223/ 224) and "Otra ocasion senti que cogia a mi
corazon, y con su sangre lo lavaba" (carta 86a, p. 226).
Although erotic language had proved a double sword for some
of

her

religious

predecessors,

as

the

Inquisition,

for

instance, had imprisoned Friar Luis de Leon from 1572 to
1575 for his literal translation of erotic images in the
Song of Songs, Sor Coleta chooses to include the description
of these

visions in her letters. Like Saint

Teresa

of

Avila^° , the Mexican mystic opts to weave explicitly erotic
language in her writings, but often does so by offsetting
these images with the rhetoric of humility.
Her Holy Bridegroom touches the mystic's heart with His
hands and spirit and He also indulges her to share in His
pain

and

"llagas"

suffering.
or

Likewise,

stigmata;

the

Sor

Coleta

ultimate

suffers

divine

gift.

His
By

According to Weber, Saint Teresa frequently transcribed erotic spirituality into her writings. Moreover,
the Spanish Saint imbibed her imagery with vivid allusions to her Bridegroom; 'The sponsa Christi was
not just a literary motif but rather a psychic reality for Teresa" (114).
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experiencing Christ's worst agony, the betrayal by His own
people, He elevates Sor Coleta far above the earthly control
of her confessor's domain. She writes to Don Andres that one
evening while kissing her crucifix she saw Christ's wounds
transfer onto herself:
... la siguente noche estando besando la santa
cruz con que duermo parece me declan o veia las
seiiales de los clavos con que fue crucificado
Nuestro Senor, luego al instante vi a su Majestad
clavado en ella, y yo la tenia en mis manos (carta
11, p. 129v)
By sharing His agony Sor Coleta guarantees herself a place
by His side in heaven.
Throughout

these

letters

the

mystic

repeatedly

expresses her utter devotion to her Divine Lover and He also
reciprocates. Sor Coleta does not hesitate to provide Don
Andres with the times that He directly favors her. God tells
her: "... eres mi consuelo ... Tu eres la esposa amada en
quien yo

me regalo..."

(carta

86,

p.

229),

and

while

crucified on the cross he says: "...mxrame, ven y descansa
conmigo..(228v).

These

demonstrations

of

love

are
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especially poignant when they directly support Sor Coleta's
written texts. In letter 93 Sor Coleta describes how:
... cuando estaba escribiendo esto, sentia Nuestro
Sefior sumamente amoroso, y parece me decia: si
supieras el gusto que me das con eso, nunca lo
escusaras,

y

juntamente

vi

que

me

echo

su

as

His

bendicion (237).
Christ

constantly

spiritual

wife.

affirms

Sor

Further, He

Coleta's

status

encourages her

to

continue

writing, an activity directly related to her confessor, the
addressee of her correspondence.

Conclusion

After a close analysis of these letters, it would seem
that Sor Coleta consciously and decisively interweaves her
nuptial union with Christ throughout her writing in order to
fortify

her

precarious

state

as

a

woman

under

the

jurisdiction of her confessor. Although the issue of the
authority of Don Andres as her

"true" spiritual father

remains unresolved - she directly states her own wish to
continue with his spiritual direction instead of with the
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convent's official confessor - she does view him as the
addressee of her correspondence and the guiding hand in her
spiritual development. Nevertheless, she also offsets his
position of power with her rhetorical strategies. He may be
her "spiritual father" for now, but Sor Coleta constantly
reaffirms and reiterates her intimate union with her Beloved
Bridegroom, thus offsetting some of Don Andres' "earthly
authority."

In

addition

to

visions

of

Christ's

direct

assistance, the mystic incorporates the use of captatio
benevolentiae, penance, and support from female holy figures
to persuade her confessor, (and even perhaps other readers)
of the validity of her mystical experiences, or at the very
least

to

justify

her

true

lack

of

penance

and

overt

suffering.
Does Sor Coleta achieve such goals? The Inquisition
papers

help

shed

light

on

the

complex answer

to

this

question. As far as we know, she never suffered the direct
persecution of the Holy Office, in that neither of these
cases ever came to trial. Of course Sor Coleta died before
the end of the inquiries, yet this event occurred years
after the initial proceedings. If the Inquisition really
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believed her guilt, perhaps they would have taken action
sooner. This point is also supported by the case against Don
Andres. He did live to see the end of the proceedings, and
as a consequence only received a warning to proceed with
utmost care when promoting religious sanctity. Ironically,
despite the Inquisition's attempt to quell the promotion of
"false" mystics, especially that of

women, Sor Coleta's

letters attest to the fact that the colonial nun had learned
how to subvert the system. In the time honored tradition of
her spiritual foremothers, Sor Coleta professed her utter
obedience to male hierarchy while at the same time she
subversively promoted her own cause. Without a doubt, this
Capuchin

nun

is

a

testimonies divulge

remarkable

woman.

The

Inquisition

the immense support for her in

the

Oaxacan community, and her 140 letters reveal her adept
manipulation

of

a

subversive

yet

obedient

rhetoric.
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Chapter 4. The Penitent: Sor Sebastiana de la Santi'sima Trinidad
(1709-1757)
Sor Sebastiana
Sor
imagine

Sebastiana
how

she

feels

will

ever

forlorn,
be

able

useless.
to

She

carry

can't

out

her

confessor's wishes to document her daily life, her visions,
her relationship with...Him. Yet, the priest had insisted
and she knows very well that her vow of Santa Obediencia
obligates her to pick up the quill and to begin writing. Her
hand trembles as she dips the point of the feathered pen
into the ink jar before her.
As she begins to write, the memories of the previous
evening's penance and shame overwhelm her. She is suddenly
transported back into the pitch darkness of that dank and
hollow room. The tiny glow of a small wax candle, her only
weapon against despair, floats in a pool of melted wax
beside her. She slowly opens her eyes, one lid at a time,
and this timid light indicates that she is lying face down
on the
attempts

hard

cold

to keep

stone floor. Her head
her

eyes

on

the

spins but

constant

flame.

she
The

penitent nun realizes that she must have fainted, a frequent
occurrence during her brutal hours of self-discipline. Her
mind still whirls with the intense pain that is concentrated
in the bloody gashes that run from her shoulders down to her
waist. The thorny belt that she had tied so tightly around
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her mid-section days earlier still pierces her skin, almost
touching her hip bones. A thin wisp of smoke from the candle
caresses the side of her cheek and this sooty scent fills
her nostrils, strangely soothing her aching bones. As her
head clears she slowly remembers that she has devoted all of
her suffering to Him - His Divine Majesty. She vaguely
remembers how His holy arrows had pierced her heart. She
gasps for air, her chest about to explode. Oh, divine love!
Her mouth is so dry and her tongue so swollen that it is
hard for her to get enough air. She can taste her own
inadequacy in the bitter/salty blood that covers the bottom
of her lip from the cross that she had cut into her tongue
the night before; the evening when her fellow sisters had
found her trying to clean up the burgundy stains of her
"disciplinas de sangre," blood disciplines. She winces when
remembering their harsh words: "Sor Sebastiana, you are
taking this to an extreme!" they had cried. "Starving and
beating yourself to death does not prove anything." Yet
these words were cruel accusations, when she knew that she
was nothing more than a tiny worm next to His Greatness.
Based on excerpcs from her 60 letters

Such

self-torture seems

brutal

and

extreme

to

the

contemporary eye, yet according to Sor Sebastiana's own
accounts and those of her biographer, Eugenio Valdes, this
type

of

behavior

was

an

everyday

occurrence

for

the

Franciscan nun. She portrayed herself in her letters to her
confessor as a woman who spent hours self-flagellating.
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cutting into herself and depriving her body of necessarybasic elements. Yet with the accumulation and added severity
of each penitential act Sor Sebastiana's hunger to suffer
Christ's pain seemed to increase. It is as if she could not
satiate her thirst to prove her utter devotion, however
extreme these acts might seem to outsiders. Nevertheless, as
the degree of

her self-mutilation increased

so did her

guilt. Sor Sebastiana agonized over her own inability to
imitate Christ's suffering. In her own eyes she did not even
come close. She described herself as a wretched worm and no
matter how she punished herself saw no hope for her future.
How

much

of

this

can

we

really

believe?

Did

Sor

Sebastiana purposely adopt this rhetoric of humility and
extreme self-degradation in order to portray herself as more
saint-like? One thing is certain, her biographer Joseph
Eugenio Valdes interpreted these acts as proof of her true
devotion.

The

more Sor Sebastiana scorned

her

physical

needs, the more Valdes praised her humility and control. His
biography, along with a funeral sermon

written by

Fray

Ignacio Saldana (which he later published with the Imprenta
de la Biblioteca under the title La paloma penitente o
gemebunda... J

are

the only

two biograhpical documents

devoted to the "penitent nun" written in the eighteenth
century42
Because of the extensive nature of Valdes' work, I have
decided to use it as my primary tool to help outline Sor
Also included in the publication is a sonnet dedicated to "La Penitente Paloma." See appendix.
Based on these two sources Josefina Muriel has included an analysis of the nun's life and letters in
Cultura femenina novohispana
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Sebastiana's

life.

Despite

the

fact

that

Valdes'

interpretations are based on the hagiographic tradition^^ ,
they are invaluable in that there are no other biographies
(except for the short funeral sermon) to compare them with
for an understanding of Sor Sebastiana's life. His text
provides worthwhile factual information about the nun, such
as her birthplace and family descriptions, but it can also
often

mislead

even the

most

careful

reader

as

to Sor

Sebastiana's true self. Although the span of this study does
not permit it, Valdes' biography reveals a need to examine
further such hagiographic texts for their own type of unique
rhetoric, most specifically in their function to prove the
nun's saintliness.
The second part of the chapter is dedicated to my
analysis

of

Sor

Sebastiana's

letters.

This

examination

reveals, as is the case of the other two religious women in
this study, that the penitent nun carefully elaborated her
own unique type of rhetoric. Most likely, without these
well-developed strategies Sor Sebastiana would have left out
of

her

letters

certain

"questionable"

or

controversial

ideas.

Biography by Joseph Eugenio Valdes

According to Jean Franco, 'This means that the life is first told chronologically and then broken down
and recomposed into sets of anecdotes or examples that illustrate the virtues of poverty, chastity and
obedience" (13).
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In

1765

the

Imprenta

de

la

Bihlioteca

Mexicana

published Valdes' biography, Vida admirable, y penitente de
la V.M. Sor Sebastiana Josepha de la Santisima Trinidad:
religiosa de coro, y velo negro en el religiosisimo convento
de senoras religiosas Clarisas de San Juan de la Penitencia
de esta Ciudad de Mexico. This extensive account of the
nun's

life

fills

388

pages,

presenting

elaborate

descriptions of her penitential and saintly existence. The
biography

traces

Sor

Sebastiana's

family,

birth,

early

years, her life before the convent in the Recogimiento'*'^

de

Belen, and her final years as a black-veiled nun in the
convent of San Juan de la Penitencia. Sor Sebastiana's
brother, Fray Miguel Maya, asked Valdes to write this vida,
although it is difficult to imagine that he had not already
contemplated the idea. Valdes then based his biography on
the 60 spiritual letters that Sor Sebastiana wrote to her
confessor Friar Miguel Lozano while at San Juan de la
Penitencia. As mentioned in the

early chapters

of

this

^ Recogimientos (religious retreats), a less formal institution than the convent, housed a whole gamut of
colonial Mexican women including young girls, unwed mothers, widows and former prostitutes, among
others. According to Arena! and Schlau, recogimientos provided much needed services lacking in
colonial society; "...charity for the poor, education for girls, and emergency relief in times of natural
disasters and epidemics" (Untold 297).
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study, like many other biographer's before him, Valdes did
not hesitate to utilize the nun's writings as the primary
source of his own scholarly rendition of her life. Instead
of

publishing

Sor Sebastiana's

confessional

letters,

he

preferred to leave them in their manuscript form and extract
whatever information he considered necessary. Only when he
directly cites a section from her texts does Valdes opt to
mark them with quotation marks; moreover, he only briefly
refers to the lengthy corpus of the nun's writings. Thus, he
promotes his own writing, while avoiding mention of the
nun's literary endeavors.
Instead of pointing to Sor Sebastiana's skills as a
writer, her biographer focuses on aspects of the penitent's
life which corroborate her saintly existence. His elaborate
descriptions of Sor Sebastiana's perseverance and almost
absolute immunity to pain and suffering begin at a very
early age.
Sor

Sebastiana was

born

on January 19,

1709.

Her

parents, Dona Anna Maria Marin Samaniego and Francisco de
Maya belonged to the middle class. She had three brothers
and

sisters,

one

of

whom,

Dona

Anna

Maria,

had

also
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professed as a black-veiled nun in the same convent, San
Juan de la Penitencia"^ (Valdes 1-4).
According to Valdes, even as an infant Sebastiana
demonstrated extreme abstinence. She never cried to be fed
and only took her mother's breast when offered. Further,
unlike normal babies, the tiny girl stopped breast feeding
on her own and later showed no interest in solid food. This
small soul truly showed signs of her future penitential
life, so that even the devil tried to tempt her at an early
age. Supposedly still a baby, "estando aun en mantillas"
this evil force pushed her down the stairs, but to no avail
because Sebastiana did not shed a tear (7-11).
As the years progressed Sebastiana continued to reveal
her future as a penitential nun. Valdes, for example, exalts
her extreme modesty from an early age. Even as a young girl,
Sebastiana would never change her clothes in front of her
family - an indicator that she would later renounce all of
her earthly goods especially those that insinuated vanity.
Her biographer also marvels at the fact that she never

Her oldest sister, Doiia Antonia, was married to the Licenciado don Francisco Fem^dez de Cordova "Relator de la Real Audiencia de esta Corte." And as mentioned in the first part of this chapter, her only
brother. Fray Miguel de Maya, was a discalced Franciscan monk.
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showed any interest whatsoever for the mundane pleasures of
innocent young women, such as looking out the window. He
writes: "...porque como por mujer, y por nina habia de ser
dos veces curiosa." (14-18). Although these details sound
extremely exaggerated to the contemporary reader, actually
Valdes

was

traditional

just

following

hagiographic

the

writing.

prescribed
Likewise,

format
such

of

texts

always depict the early years as proof of sainthood. Details
covering childhood function as direct indicators that God
had decided, usually from birth, that the nun or religious
woman had been especially singled out as His chosen one.
What appears now as somewhat frivolous information was in
fact

presented

as

a

detailed

testimony

of

the woman's

saintly status.
From her early childhood and into her teenage years,
Valdes

meticulously

adds

strands of

information to

his

tapestry of Sor Sebastiana's spiritual inclinations. Like in
a piece of closely woven cloth, each detailed thread plays
an indispensable role in the ultimate proof of her sanctity.
By the age of thirteen Sor Sebastiana realizes that she
wants to follow the path of religious austerity. Inspired by
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Friar Antonio Margil de Jesus' sermon,

preached in the

Franciscan church of San Agustin, the adolescent Sebastiana
begged her mother to allow her to talk to the Friar and to
take religious vows. With Margil de Jesus' help she entered
the Colegio de Bethlem, also known as the Recogimiento de
San Miguel at the age of thirteen (19-23).
The Colegio de Bethlem was designed as a refuge for
poor women from the harsh realities of colonial society.
This establishment housed a whole variety of women, from exprostitutes and widows to poor girls who did not have enough
money to pay the required dowry to profess into a convent.
Although Sor Sebastiana did come from a middle class family,
they obviously did not have enough money for the young girl
to take religious vows as a black veiled nun. Nevertheless,
the devout
Josefina

Sebastiana was

Muriel

describes

satisfied
as

to enter into what

"uno de

los

mas

austeros

recogimientos voluntarios de mujeres existentes en la Nueva
Espafia" (Cultura femenina 417).
During the subsequent twenty years that Sor Sebastiana
spent in Bethlem she cultivated what she later describes in
her

letters

as

her

"disciplinas

de

sangre,"

or

blood
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punishments. These bloody episodes of self-mutilation became
a

common part

of

her

routine

and

proof

of

the

nun's

willingness to imitate Christ's suffering. Her biographer
dedicates many pages to these brutal depictions of selfflagellation, use of hair-shirts and other pain-inflicting
practices. He also combines her other methods of austerity extreme fasting, lack of sleep, devotion to the sick and
extreme solitude - with his description of her sanctity.
Further, Valdes adds other episodes that clearly prove
Sor Sebastiana's closeness to God. Most of these events
involve fire - a sign of obvious divine intervention. On one
evening, for example, while praying in the choir, a sudden
bolt of fire shot through her body. Another nun later found
the unconscious Sor Sebastiana, and although she did not
actually witness the occurrence, she later saw her burnt
rebozo. Valdes also includes separate instances when, for
example, her face filled with flames, lightning flew out of
her mouth, and a wave of fire came out of the sky and
pierced her heart. He culminates these examples by comparing
them to Saint Pedro de Alcantara's own experiences with
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God's divine flame thus affirming the nun's similarity to an
officially accepted saint.
In addition to this list of miraculous occurrences,
Valdes also dedicates various chapters to Sor Sebastiana's
relationship with her confessors. Her turbid and difficult
association with a series of clergymen only adds to her
saintly virtues of patience and humility. Throughout her
years at Bethlem, Sor Sebastiana painfully changed from one
confessor to the next, each with separate, and

in many

instances, contradictory demands. On the one hand, some of
her

spiritual

herself

numerous

austerities,
to

advisors

follow

insisted

forms

of

that

she

inflict

upon

self-mortifications

and

while on the other hand, others forbade her
these

harsh

punishments,

ordering

her,

for

example, to eat meat and to drink chocolate. According to
Valdes, the "penitent nun" never blamed her confessors for
their lack of responsibility or poor judgment. Instead she
insisted that she was the only one to blame although as I
will examine later in this chapter such rhetoric constituted

In her descriptions of these painful encounters with her confessors, Sor Sebastiana always seems to
prefer the life of penance and &sting.
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a fundamental part of her strategic discourse. By claiming
her obligation to the santa ohediencia Sor Sebastiana was
able to subtly follow her own destiny. Despite the fact that
she emphasized her own guilt, for example, she had no qualms
about changing from one confessor to the next.
By

elaborating

Sor

Sebastiana's

multiple

spiritual

fathers, Valdes reveals important information as to

the

origin of her spiritual letters. He narrates how her last
confessor, Friar Miguel Lozano, asked the nun to document
her spiritual existence, and the subsequent base for his
biography''^ :
Su confesor ultimo, y que la asistio hasta la hora
de la muerte, fue el R.P. Fr. Miguel Lozano, de
quien hacemos en esta vida repetidas memorias,
porque este ejemplarisimo varon fue el que, por
medio de los escritos, que con formal precepto de
obediencia
Sebastiana,

escribio
nos

y

dejo

administro

la

venerable

los

Sor

principales

It is unclear if Valdes had ever met Sor Sebastiana. He mentions her letters as a fundamental tool for
probing into the nun's spiritual existence, and he also gives thanks to the more than seventy people who
made this biography possible (66).
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materiales, para la formacion de esta historia
(63).
Her biographer also mentions that Sor Sebastiana had already
begun to write before she met Lozano. Unfortunately he does
not know which confessor initiated her into the process of
spiritual correspondence, only that she started during her
twenty years at Bethlem/®
According to Valdes' account, Sor Sebastiana detested
the act of writing and only because of her vow of obedience
did she continue to pick up the pen.- "Resistiase nuevamente,
y de nuevo repetia el confesor su mandate, ofreciendose de
eso una cruel batalla entre su humildad y su obediencia"
(68).

Did

Sor

Sebastiana

truly

hate

to

document

her

spiritual life or was this just one more manifestation of
captatio benevolentiael Certainly, in her own letters Sor
Sebastiana repeatedly mentions her aversion to writing but
this seems to be a common trope in religious women's works.
By

repeatedly

endeavors,

emphasizing

such

as

her

writing,

dislike
the

of
nun

intellectual
shifts

the

^^This is the only mention of such conespondence in Valdes' biography. The 60 letters that make up the
epistolary that I found in the Biblioteca Nacional are the ones addressed to Fr. Lozano.'*'
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responsibility for her ideas over to the realm of santa
obediencia.

Rather,

as

both

she

and

Valdes

repeatedly

mention, Sor Sebastiana prefers to devote every waking hour
to either prayer, penance or care of the sick.
It is for this reason that the nun decided to turn down
an offer to profess as a velo bianco from the convent of
Santa Brigida. As a white veiled nun, Sor Sebastiana's work
in the convent would replace the necessary dowry but would
limit her time to spiritual devotion. According to Valdes,
and in her own account, she preferred to stay at Bethlem
until some other possibility arose to profess as a velo
negro.

Soon

after,

Sor

Sebastiana

did

receive

this

opportunity. Because no dowry was required, she entered the
Capuchin convent of Corpus Christi but to her dismay had to
leave when a Royal Order reserved it only for noble Indian
women. According to Valdes, it was extremely difficult to
convince the Franciscan nun to leave the convent and she
even resisted taking off her habit. He quotes her as having
said: "Si ya este h^ito es mio, porque me lo quitan? cSi
este traje es de esposas de Cristo y yo quiero ser su
esposa, por que me privan del traje?" (110).
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When Sor Sebastiana finally did leave the convent of
Corpus Christi she did not return to Bethlem or even to her
parent's home, but to the house of what Valdes describes as
her "protectora," the Marquesa de Berrio (Dona Paula de
Berrio). He only relates some sketchy details of her stay
with this noble family but never reveals any information as
to their relationship. How did this alleged penitent and
humble woman, anti-social to the outside world, get to know
Dona Paula? Valdes dedicates many pages to his depiction of
the "penitent nun" and her aversion to almost all human
contact, but does not once mention why the Marquesa takes an
interest in Sor Sebastiana. In fact, his only description of
her five months in this noble house once again pertains to
her

self-mortification.

He

writes

that

Sor

Sebastiana

pleaded with the Marquesa to allow her to live in a room
away from the main house where she could devote all of her
time to prayer - but, according to her biographer, this is
where she would carry out her disciplinas de sangre (113117).
Finally

after twenty years of waiting to join

her

Beloved Bridegroom in spiritual matrimony, in July of 1744
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Sor Sebastiana entered the Franciscan convent of San Juan de
la Penetincia. In order to enter this spiritual refuge, the
Marquesa of Berrio donated three-thousand pesos towards her
dowry, along with the help of Jose de Garate who contributed
1,500 from a special fund dedicated to poor women. Two years
later, in 1746, Sor Sebastiana professed as a black veiled
nun and lived in the cloistered convent until her death in
1757.
Finally, as the Bride of Christ, Sor Sebastiana could
focus all of her energy on prayer and penance. Nevertheless,
similar to her time at Bethlem, she encountered confessors
and

even

other

another. Some

spiritual

encouraged

sisters
her

to

who

contradicted

practice

bloody

one

self-

mortifications and extreme fasting while others, like the
maestra de novicias, obliged her to eat meat, sweets and to
drink

chocolate:

"Una

la

mandaba

comer

came,

beber

chocolate, tomar dulce, y lo demas; y otro la mandaba que no
la

comiese.

Lance

ciertamente

apretado!"

(151).

Yet,

according to Valdes, she preferred to follow her confessor
because "tenia superior orden y mandate divino..." (152).
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Despite

these

earthly

obstacles,

Sor

Sebastiana

continued to follow her lifestyle of

extreme austerity.

Valdes,

Sebastiana's

for

example,

emphasizes

Sor

utter

aversion to food, to such a point that anything but the
smallest portion made her physically ill. Little by little
his narration rings of her sanctity and uncanny similarity
to Saint Catherine of Siena. She could hardly digest any
solid food and when forced to eat meat or other delicacies
she inevitably had to vomit:
... y si instaba en hacer diligencias a fuerza; le
conmovia toda su naturaleza, causandola nauseas
insufribles, que la excitaban a vomito, hasta de
poner lo poco, que tenia en el estomago, si tenia
algo en el (154).
Her consumption of food, or the lack of it, is a
constant throughout Valdes' biography. He even dedicates
chapter XXIII to what he labels as the "Rarisima abstinencia
que observe la Venerable Madre Sebastiana Josepha de la
Santisima Trinidad." In this chapter, the Franciscan nun,
despite her agonizing thirst, drank only small sips of water
and

at

other

times

she

abstained

from

any

beverage
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whatsoever: "Muchos dias se pasaban sin probar la agua, aun
apurandola mucho la sed" (320). When she did eat or drink
something (usually only the smallest morsel) it was only at
lunch time: "Nunca tomo cosa alguna a otra hora, fuera de la
que hacxa hora de medio dia" (318). By nourishing herself
with only the bare minimum, she followed the example of "...
nuestra Madre Santa Clara, en el Convento de Assis, llamada
Sor Francisca de Assis" (319).

Instead of preparing and

savoring her meals like the other nuns, Sor Sebastiana lived
only on left-overs, herbs from the garden or, at times,
discarded and even rotten food. Her biographer describes her
diet:
... Unas hierbas de las primeras que encontraba en
la huerta, las mas veces crudas, y otras las cosia
en agua de tequesquite, mezclando semita, que era
su mas ordinario pan; porque el de harina lo comia
solamente cuando no tenia la semita de salvado
grueso (319).
Of course on

the days set aside for

"los

ejercicios,"

(prayer and penance devoted to the adoration of a saint) ,
Sor Sebastiana intensified her normal fasting routine. She
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would sometimes go for days without eating, augmenting her
self-mortifications.
Valdes prefaces the last section of this chapter with
the warning that these depictions could make the reader
nauseous;
No puede menos que fastidiar y ocasionarle nausea
a quien los leyere; pero no quiero omitirlos,
aunque

procurare

narracion,

reducir

porque son

a

lo

para

mas

breve

dar gracia

a

su
Dios

(326).
He then proceeds to narrate some truly disturbing stories,
one in particular that involved Sor Sebastiana eating the
left-over poultices made out of egg omelets used to treat
the

infirmary's

sick

nuns (32S).

His

detailed

report

resembles Raymond of Capua's biography of Catherine of Siena
when he describes how the Italian saint drank the pus from a
sick woman's cancerous breast.
Valdes follows the same format
Sebastiana's
intricate

penance.

examples

punishments

the

imaginable,

Once

again,

most
in

when portraying Sor
by

horrific

accordance

depicting

and

brutal

with

the

with
self-

classic
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tradition of

hagiography,

he comes

one

step

closer to

proving Sor Sebastiana's sanctity. Consequently he calls the
next chapter "Estupendas penitencias que hacia la V.M. ..."
(328).

Not

traditional

only
hair

did

she

shirts

tire

her

aching

"como hortigas,

body

with

piedresuelas de

hoirmiguero y tiestos de barro" (332,333), and daily selfflagellation "con varas de membrillo muy delgadas,... con
ortigas

y

abrojos,...

y

con

cadenillas

de

fierro..."

(333,334), but she looked for even more creative ways to
torture her body. In one instance she would trace the sign
of the cross into the floor with her tongue;
Y fue, que postrandose en tierra, iba andando de
rodillas un gran trecho y haciendo con la lengua
una cruz: luego se levantaba a tomar vinagre en la
boca y con el se estaba enjuagando... 0 lengua
dichosa, y que premio habras recibido por tan
cruda penitencia! (333)
Adding to these physical abuses, Sor Sebastiana sleeps
little, if at all. Both she and her biographer repeatedly
tell of her utter devotion to prayer and therefore lack of
sleep:
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Su dormir eran dos horas, desde la una de la
noche, hasta las tres de la tnanana, o desde las
dos, hasta las cuatro. Esto era cuando dormia,
porgue muchisimas noches las pasaba en vela, en
oracion y en sus maravillosos extasis (331).
These self-abusive acts obviously took their toll on
the Franciscan nun. She died on October 4, 1757 at the age
of 48. Valdes does not give any more explanation as to the
cause of her death other than a high fever. Her confessor
and

recipient

of

her

spiritual

correspondence,

Miguel

Lozano, died one and a half years later. He left the letters
in the care of her brother Fray Miguel de Maya, who then
handed over a copy to the abbess of the Convent of San Juan
de la Penitencia.
According to Muriel, all of Mexico City had heard of
the Franciscan nun's death and many attended her funeral at
her Franciscan convent on November 24, 1757. Fray Ignacio
Saldana

preached

the

funeral

sermon,

which

he

later

published with the Imprenta de la Biblioteca under the title
La paloma penitente o gemehunda..

. This is what Muriel
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describes as the "primera biografia de Sebastiana Josefa de
la Santisima Trinidad" (429).
To

what

extent

should

we

believe

Valdes'

extreme

depiction of Sor Sebastiana's penitential lifestyle? And how
is this portrayal of the Franciscan nun related to any of
his personal motives for publishing the biography? As I have
mentioned in the previous sections of this chapter, it seems
obvious that Valdes, like many hagiographers before him,
would have liked to become the driving force in the possible
canonization of the nun. If such a possibility existed, his
own fame would soar as the principal biographer of the first
Mexican saint. Yet, to discover the truth as to who Sor
Sebastiana really was, and how she lived her forty-eight
years

seems

impossible

and

perhaps

even

irrelevant.

Nevertheless, her own writings, unlike Valdes' biography,
can provide us with some important clues into the complex
existence of this penitent nun. Although she reiterates many
of the same themes that later become a constant in Valdes
rendition of her life,

her

letters reveal

her unique

rhetorical translation of her ascetic lifestyle, and at
times they even allow

us

to catch a glimpse into

her
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complicated psyche. The following section analyzes those
instances when Sor Sebastiana consciously employed different
types of rhetoric in order appear more saint-like, thus
authorizing her own feminine voice.

Her Letters

Sor Sebastiana's sixty letters are long with detailed
descriptions

of

self-mortification

and

fasting.

Her

correspondence in general portrays a sad woman willing to
inflict any type of harsh penance on herself in order to
imitate Christ's suffering. Nevertheless, a close analysis
of

these

texts

rhetorical

reveal

strategies.

her careful
Sor

crafting

Sebastiana's

of

various

repetition

of

certain themes, such as penance, communicate her effort to
translate

these

"saint-like"

experiences

into

a

written

discourse that then supports her own feminine voice. By
documenting

key

visions

with

Christ

or

her

conscious

decision to negate food, Sor Sebastiana subverted language
in

a

way

that

persuaded

her

confessor

of

her

utter
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obedience, while at the same time she was able to voice some
of her own critical thoughts. The following sections analyze
each rhetorical strategy in detail. As with the other two
nuns in this dissertation, I have decided to explore each
strategical theme based on its frequency - starting with the
least present and ending with the most recurrent.

Visions

Sor Sebastiana's visions are much less direct than
those of Sor Maria Coleta. God does not speak to her, for
example, but she can sense His nearness. Contrasted with her
extreme self-degradation and humility, the fact that she can
feel His presence or that He pierces her heart with fiery
arrows is more than enough for the Franciscan nun. Although
their relationship

is less pronounced than that of

Sor

Coleta, this does not lessen Sor Sebastiana's intimacy with
her divine Husband. His form of communication lacks earthly
dialogue, but she burns with the knowledge of His mere
presence. Their relationship is so personal, so intimate,
that Sor Sebastiana complains of her inability to describe
their divine matrimony.
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In letter 25, Sor Sebastiana attempts to elucidate His
tenderness and extreme love for such a "wretched" nun. In
this particular instance He comes to her, bringing tears to
her eyes while contemplating His divine beauty. She writes:
"... me salen las lagrimas de la alma que me ahogan las
ansias con que deseo salir de esta vida y abrasarme con tan
divina

hermosura...

hermosura,"

the

(141)"

nun

While

feels

the

admiring
need

to

His
beg

"divina
Christ's

forgiveness, once again emphasizing her inferior and lowly
status. He does not respond directly, but His presence is
enough to console her: " es tan grande la bondad de mi
amoroso padre que se me pone presente; que mi alma entra en
un

callado

silencio..."

(141).

By

contrasting

her

own

worthlessness with His divine love, Sor Sebastiana cleverly
raises her spiritual position from

that of

a

poor and

wretched nun to that of Christ's chosen one.
The

Franciscan

nun

purposely

intersperses

these

poignant juxtapositions throughout her correspondence. In
page after page she narrates with horrific details her utter
despair with her own life and her need to suffer on account
of

her

worthlessness.

Yet,

amongst

these

cloudy

self-
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defacing passages shines a small glimmer of hope: Christ's
unconditional love and her own exploration of their erotic
encounters. In letter 8, for example, He takes her breath
away with his fiery yet tender arrows-.
pero

Dios

tirando

abrasadas

saetas,

tan

tiemas a mi corazon que muchas veces salian a los
ojos, que me deshacia interiormente, con tanta
fuerza;

que

reventaba

dentro

del

pecho,

que

necesitaba de respirar, mas de lo comun,- que no
podia descuidarme; que lo mas ligero me ofendia y
me parecia perder tiempo (63).
Moreover, in order to accentuate this sensual encounter Sor
Sebastiana

draws

from

the

age-old

tradition

of

erotic

discourse. Like Sor Coleta, she masterfully incorporates
bodily

encounters

without

directly

making

reference

to

sexual intercourse as the contemporary reader thinks of it.
Nevertheless, the depictions of religious eroticism from her
visions are undeniably explicit. They are also uniquely
"feminine." These intimate love scenes with Christ are a
recurrent theme in religious women's writings and although
their sensual descriptions are constantly monitored by the
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ecclesiastical community, they also allow women to explore
their sexuality on a spiritual level. According to Arenal
and Schlau:
Sublimating sexuality in the real world but giving
it

free

rein

in

the

spiritualized

erotic

imagination, they submitted to external control by
the Church but paradoxically won for themselves a
self-knowledge,
recognition

pleasure,

that

secular

independence,
women never

and

achieved

(Untold 12).
In this same letter, although in less sensual terms,
Christ lets Sor Sebastiana know how she should lead her
life. She writes that she did not hear, but instead saw His
voice: "... que veia la voz de Dios que me quedaba toda
embebida y admirada con lo que me daba a entender, en orden
a lo que habia de hacer"

(61).

Even during her

worst

moments, her adoration for Christ triumphs over her own
doubt and

desperation.

In letter

14,

for

example,

she

contrasts her extreme self-degrading and negative sentiments
with an appearance from her precious Lover. Yet at first she
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bemoans her worthless existence, literally wishing to be
torn apart by evil forces:
... me enfada tanta tibieza de este pesado cuerpo
y si mucho hiciera, no me satisfaciera y si fuera
gusto de la vida de mi alma, tomara, que los
enemigos me despedazaran y mi Dios se desenojara
(84).
Precisely during

this ultimate moment of despair, Jesus

appears

Franciscan

to

the

nun:

"Y

le

tengo

aqui

tan

vivamente presente, que me revienta que quisiera deshacerme
en lagrimas..." He does not actually speak to her, but His
presence is more than enough to console her. Furthermore,
she does not let His lack of words stop her from speaking:
"... y asi le digo palabras dulces y amorosas..." (85).
Thus,

by

translating

these

sensual

words

into

her

correspondence, she sublty reminds her confessor of her
truly

intimate

encounters

with

her

sacred

Bridegroom.

Although she is not permitted to explore these sensual acts
in the "real" world her visions allow her a freedom to
express her passion.
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Sor Sebastiana further explores these "sensual acts"
not just with Christ but also with evil forces. Some of her
visions, for example, depict the devil ready to tear into
her body and rip her to pieces. Yet Christ, as befitting of
a

faithful

lover,

does

not

let

the

devil

ravage

His

spiritual bride, but always saves her at the last minute. In
her second letter, for example, she tells of various ways
that the devil sets out to torment and destroy her. Evil
forces clutch her body, almost breaking her bones: "... me
han oprimido el cuerpo con tanto espanto y con tan crueles
dolores, que me desmigajan hasta los huesos..." (12). The
nun finds it almost impossible to express the pain and
terror that she feels; only God understands, "... solo Dios
lo sabe ..." (12). Likewise, only He can save her from these
near death situations, although she does not feel worthy of
His grace: "... que no me hallo merecedora de verme libre,dando a mi Dios las gracias... (12).
The same occurs in letter 25. While praying in the
choir late at night, she finds herself face to face with
Satan: "... volvio la cara con mucha colera y al versela tan
espantosa y la nariz grande con punta, dije: este es el
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dialDlo" (137). She is paralyzed with fear, and to intensify
her mortification the devil hits her back and grabs her
stomach with brutal cruelty-.
...Y para mayor congoja, me dio tan fuerte tiron
de las espaldas, como si me hubiera hecho pedazos
toda la ropa. Despues me apreto con tanta crueldad
el

estomago,

que

me lo

reventaba

con dolores

intolerables, que me acababan la vida. (137).
Yet despite her fear, the terrified nun escapes death and
manages to return to the dormitory unscathed by these evil
forces. She thanks God for His divine intervention because
without His help she certainly would have been torn into
pieces: "Bendita sea la providencia divina, que me pude
haber

muerto"

(137).

Through

the

depiction

of

these

seemingly domestic fights between the Devil and her Beloved
Bridegroom, Sor Sebastiana s;ibtly reminds her reader that
Christ is willing to actively fight for both her body and
soul. Although she might be under the close watch of her
confessor, ultimately she belongs to God himself.
Likewise, whether she portrays battles with her own
debilitating hopelessness or encounters with the devil, the
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Franciscan emphasizes the fact that only Christ can console
this depressed woman who literally abuses and cuts her body,
and who is consumed by her own declaration that she is an
unworthy

and

suspense

novel,

recounting

miserable

her

Sor

creature.

Like

a

Sebastiana elevates

self-mutilation

and

well-developed
the

tension

psychological

by

self-

degradation. Then, precisely at the moment when it seems
that she has lost all hope. He appears, touches her heart,
and soothes her spirit. By relating these scenes in her
letters, she shows that only her divine Lover, not her
fellow sisters or even her confessor, can fill this aching
void

that

consumes

the

Franciscan

nun.

This

subtle

translation of visions into strategic rhetoric leaves the
reader with the uncanny feeling that once again Christ has
triumphed and therefore so has Sor Sebastiana.

Visions of the Virgin Mary

Sor Sebastiana's relationship with the Virgin Mary is
intimate and tender. The nun frequently calls upon Christ's
mother in her most desperate moments. On these occasions the
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Holy Virgin appears, soothing her aching soul and body. Sor
Sebastiana is always extremely thankful for her support and
is overwhelmed by her sublime beauty. Unlike Christ's role
as her divine Lover, the Franciscan nun looks upon the saint
as her spiritual mother and the Virgin shows her willingness
to step into this role. She calms Sor Sebastiana as a mother
would a small child, holding her earthly daughter in her
arms and shielding her from her mortal pains. At times Sor
Sebastiana

refers

to

the Virgin as

"mi

reina"

and

"mi

senora," but more frequently as "mi madre Maria" and "mi
madrina."
In her first letter she expresses this relationship:
"Tal es el amor con que me mira, como mi madre que me conoce
y sabe la necesidad que tengo..." (3). Further, in letter 3
she asks the Virgin if she can replace her real mother: "...
y la pedi, fuera mi madre verdadera." (22). Sor Sebastiana
takes care in describing these intimate scenes and utilizes
them as part of her strategic rhetoric. Not only can she
demonstrate to her confessor her divine relationship with
Christ but she can also prove, through her letters, her true
bond with His sainted Mother.
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From her first depicitions of the Virgin Mary, Sor
Sebastiana emphasizes Her heavenly beauty. Nevertheless, she
finds

it

difficult

to

express

such

incomparable

magnificence: "... porque no soy capaz, ni merezco poder
ver, ni decir, lo que solo el alma en el interior se le
muestra" (132). Sor Sebastiana prefaces the majority of her
experiences with the Virgin with phrases such as: "... que
la veo tan linda ..." (131), "... de tan bella hermosura..."
(147) "... me mira con tan bellisimos ojos..." (232). In
letter 24 she attempts to recount her physical appearance.el pelo muy lindo que le adorna con mucho primer:
Unas ondas que le asientan per su divino rostro
hasta bajo de los hombros con mucho lucimiento y
todo recogido por el cuello; el pelo ensortijado
todo: la hermosura y bizarria es admirable, toda
linda, hermosisima y virtiendo alegria con algo de
resplandor del bianco y nacar de su bellisimo
rostro (132).
Despite Mary's divine position as the mother of Christ,
Sor Sebastiana has no qualms about calling on Her when in
need. In fact, in almost every letter the Franciscan nun
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asks the Holy Mother to favor her. Some of these instances
are in combination with appearances from Christ (including
some of the examples shown in the previous section) , where
He intervenes and saves Sor Sebastiana from diabolic forces.
Subsequently, the Virgin also helps her daughter in her
most difficult moments. She saves her from diabolic forces
and in general consoles the nun from her own despair and
solitude.

In some instances, Sor Sebastiana invokes

the

Virgin Mother to help execute specific tasks. In letter 29,
for example she bemoans her own inadequacy at expressing her
thoughts on paper and therefore asks for help to guide her
pen: "Mi divina senora Maria lo haga todo; que me hallo tan
pobre de palabras..." (carta 29, 161).
The feminine presence of the Virgin at Sor Sebastiana's
side cannot go unnoticed. Although she does not communicate
with Saint Teresa, as do the other two nuns of this study,
this nun establishes a firm relationship with the Virgin. By
referring to her as her spiritual mother, once again she
emphasizes

her

divine

connections

to

her

confessor.

Moreover, her letters prove that when Sor Sebastiana is in
need, the Virgin always appears and helps her spiritual
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daughter. It is as if Sor Sebastiana were highlighting the
fact

that

she will

never

be abandoned

by

one who

has

invested so much time in her care. As a feminine force and
advocate, the Franciscan nun subtly conveys her bond with
her

female

invokes

the

role

model. The

Virgin

to

help

fact

that

guide

her

she
pen

specifically
shows

Sor

Sebastiana's conscious effort to use a positive female role
model, accepted by the Church, in order to promote her
written endeavors. She may then go on to describe herself as
a pitiful creature in her letters, yet such self-degradation
allows her to achieve even more value since she has such
close contact with the Mother of God. The inclusion of their
intimate relationship is just one more astute adaptation
that Sor Sebastiana adds to her repertoire of rhetorical
strategies.

Captatio Benevolentiae

Out of the three Mexican nuns examined in this study,
Sor Sebastiana weaves by far the most phrases and sentences
of captatio benevolentiae into her narrative. Every single
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page of her correspondence contains at least three or four
of these expressions of exaggerated humility used to garner
benevolence from her reader. In one paragraph alone

of

letter 14, Sor Sebastiana intertwines the following examples
of captatio benevolentlae:

"que no sirvo de nada," "mis

malas inclinaciones," "yo soy tan tonta," "me quedo sin
entender nada," "como palo," and "miserable cuerpo." (85).
She also meshes this rhetoric with other strategies, such as
her description of penance and fasting. Thus she emphasizes
one step further her role as a humble and lowly religious
woman.
Nevertheless, as the long tradition of her spiritual
foremothers

has

indicated,

such

a

role

is

extremely

advantageous and perhaps even necessary for Sor Sebastiana.
If

she

can

convince

the

ecclesiastical

authorities,

especially her confessor, that she understands and expects
her place as an inferior woman, then she is free of all
suspicion of heresy. By constantly repeating such phrases of
exaggerated

humility,

Sor

Sebastiana

can,

for

example,

criticize some of her confessors and express her dislike for
their tiresome contradictions. Not only does she insert some
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subtle criticisms of male ecclesiastical authorities, but at
one point she also complains about the madre de novicias at
San Juan de la Penitencia. Yet, perhaps more than anything,
Sor

Sebastiana

employs

these

humble

statements

to

demonstrate her nearness to God and to sainthood.
In letter 14, for instance, she prefaces the text by
lamenting her inability to express herself: "... y no poder
entender, lo que he de hacer, ni como darme a entender"
(83). She continues by excusing her incapacity to then write
down her own worthlessness: "... y en tomando la pluma, me
hallo tan falta de razones, que me confundo, y me parece que
no importa nada, que todo lo sabe V.P. ... (83)". This
avowed inability to express herself is coupled with Sor
Sebastiana's disbelief that anyone would be interested in
hearing about her useless life. She deplores herself and
does not understand how God can endure her: "... que me
confundo como Dios me sufre" (83). At times her only defense
against her own despair is to just throw herself onto the
hard, cold floor: "Este penoso desaliento es a veces tan
grave que me quitan las fuerzas de todo el cuerpo y me tira
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en el suelo..." (83). Further, she would simply prefer to
die than to suffer the fate of her vile existence:
Que no sirvo de nada, que todo me disgusta, y asi
me miro tan desamparada y

sujeta a

mis

malas

inclinaciones que no puedo tener consuelo hasta
salir de mi misma, que me parece, que solo la
muerte, sera mi libertad (85).
And yet,

God

has

other plans

for Sor

Sebastiana.

Exactly at the pinnacle of her uttermost despair, the Holy
Spirit comes to console His divine wife. Sor Sebastiana has
carefully placed these harsh statements of

humility

and

self-degradation into her narrative, and only when she feels
that she has convinced her confessor of her own nothingness
does she decide to insert an appearance from her Holy Lover.
By juxtaposing her lowly status as a poor and useless woman
she can then more effectively accentuate her true position
as the wife of Christ. Thus, in this case. He appears to the
Franciscan nun exactly at her lowest point. She does not
hesitate to describe this experience to her confessor.... me reventaba el corazon de la

venida del

Esplritu Santo ... el conocimiento de Dios y de su
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amorosa presencia me partian el corazon con tan
amorosa fuerza y efectos tan admirables... (85).
Further, she boldly speaks to Him through her soul as her
own beloved husband and galan: "... mi alma le decia a tan
divino esposo; hermoso galan, mi lindo enamorado..." (86);
words

only

allowed

inaccessible

to

His

divine

wife,

and

certainly

to her confessor.

In other cases Sor Sebastiana comes down from Christ's
side as His spiritual partner to her more common role as the
poor little worthless nun. By
however,

she

ecclesiastical

is

then

professing her ignorance,

able

authorities

to

that

criticize
control

her

the

very

spiritual

existence. Throughout letter 8, for example, she narrates
the seemingly endless problems that she experienced with
various confessors. Her overall criticism, however subtle,
is

that

these

supposed

experts

as

spiritual

advisors

constantly contradict one another. As a nun and a woman, Sor
Sebastiana feels inhibited to voice directly her opinion.
Instead, she prefaces each small description of a particular
confessor with various statements of exaggerated humility,
and then she contrasts his behavior and demands with those
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of

the

next

confessor,

following

this

same

rhetorical

pattern. No matter how much she degrades herself and assumes
the blame for their contradictory behavior, her depiction of
their

actions,

strategies,

intertwined

allow

the

nun

with
to

various

subtly

rhetorical

criticize

the

patriarchal institution.
Letter eight (examined in the following section on
penance)
carefully

is

a

perfect

weaves

not

example
only

of

these

how

Sor

overt

Sebastiana

statements

of

exaggerated humility into her narrative, but how she also
combines this strategy with her self-depiction of fasting
and penance. Perhaps she senses that for such a delicate
subject criticizing the very men to whom she has pledged her
santa obediencia, she finds herself obligated to combine her
use of captatio benevolentiae with other rhetorical tactics.
Actually this is a common pattern throughout her letters. It
is

impossible

humility

with

to

untangle

her

her

blending

incorporation

of

of

the

exaggerated
other

four

strategies. These multiple layers are precisely what add
depth and texture to her narrative.
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Penance

without a doubt Sor Sebastiana dedicates the majority
of her letters to her elaborate descriptions of what she
refers to as her disciplinas de sangre, or penance. These
are extremely candid and

intense narrations of

horrific

sessions of self-mortification and acts of self-deprivation.
It is as if her only remedy against her own despair is to
continue inflicting these brutal punishments. Her drive to
simulate Christ's suffering takes over her life and fills
her eveiry waking moment. Yet, her self-flagellations, hair
shirts

and

Sebastiana

sleep

deprivation

constantly

are

laments and

never

bemoans

enough.
her

Sor

miserable

attempts to dedicate her life to Christ. To heighten these
scenes of penance she repeatedly adds phrases of exaggerated
humility. It is precisely this combination of these two
rhetorical devices that empower her narrative: on the one
hand she represents herself as the worst of all creatures,
but

at

the same

time

she

translates

her

penance

into

depictions of herself as a woman who can withstand extreme
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bouts of pain. Such near death experiences bring her as
close to martyrdom and sanctity as possible. It is precisely
because of these experiences that Sor Sebastiana dares to
criticize sxibversively her previous confessors.
In letter eight, for example, Sor Sebastiana elaborates
with tremendous detail her penitential practices while at
the

Recogimiento

of

Bethlem.

In addition

to

her

daily

disciplinas de sangre, with her confessor's authorization
and petition, she would increase her self-mortification on
special
lasted

occasions,
anywhere

or

from

what

she

three

to

calls

ejercicios,

ten days.

which

These special

exercises were usually devoted to a particular saint and
coincided with his or her feast on the annual religious
calendar.
At

the

beginning

of

this

letter,

Sor

Sebastiana

narrates her daily routine during the exercises:
... se hacia disciplina comun, que eran todos los
dxas; diferentes de abrojos; otra de ortigas; otra
de puntas de acero, y baras de membrillo, y de
sangre, con pomas de vidrio. Esta duraba una hora;
y mas los cilicios todos los dias , y uno entero
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de ayate . . . Con corona de espinas y cilicios
apretado.

Hincada

para

rezar

la

corona,

con

cilicio en las rodillas. La cama y cabecera dura.
Cruces

con

la

lengua

hasta

echar

sangre

y

mordaza... (63).
Yet,

despite

her

obvious

piety

and

willingness

to

suffer, many of Sor Sebastiana's fellow sisters and even
other male ecclesiastical authorities view these exercises
as overly

harsh.

How

did

Sor Sebastiana

interpret

the

exaggerated demands of this confessor in particular?This
is a difficult question to answer because she never directly
complains about the disciplines themselves, and if we are to
believe

her

direct

statements,

she embraces

them

as

a

necessary part of her own spirituality. Whether or not Sor
Sebastiana wanted to abuse her own body is less relevant to
the present study than the fact that she translates these
acts into strategic rhetorical devices. The narration of
these

penitential

acts

enable

her

to

include

the

commentaries, the actions and even the complaints of others.

Sor Sebastiana's narration of her different confessors is rather confusing. She never mentions names
and does not ai>vays state the time that she spent with each Church father or the intervals between them.
Most likely part of this confusion derives from the fkrt that she is re-teiling these experiences years later
to Fray Miguel Lozano, her last confessor and the addressee of these letters.
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By

presenting

confessors,

for

example,

who

blatantly

contradict themselves, one cannot help but hear her subtle
criticisms

of

the

male

ecclesiastical

authorities

that

surround her.
In a particular instance, her roommate at Bethlem, an
older woman, prevented her from carrying out some of the
more extreme self-mortifications: "... y quererme mucho la
sefiora, ... no podia hacer muchas cosas que me mandaba mi
padre..." (63). Evidently other women at the recogimiento
also

complained

bitterly

about

this

confessor:

"Fue

sentimiento gravisimo; las lagrimas, en extreme; los males,
que decia contra el padre muchos" (64). This is a perfect
example

of

how

she

does

not

directly

criticize

her

confessor, but lets the words of others fill the void of her
silence.
Nevertheless the Franciscan nun does not always refrain
from voicing her opinions. She freely expresses her joy and
gratitude towards this very confessor because he helps her
obtain her own room, a privilege normally reserved for women
with much more seniority: "... me dieron cuarto a mi sola,
que lo tuve a mucha dicha,- que no se los daban a las de
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pocos

afios"

(64).

Along with

a

room

of

her

own,

Sor

Sebastiana is also given a set of keys to the choir, and
assumes the responsibility of waking all of the women for
early morning prayers. Thus, for the rest of her time at the
Bethlem (twenty years) , she has her own privacy and the
liberty to use the choir at will.
Sor Sebastiana carefully controls her obvious pleasure,
however, by focusing her new found freedom as an avenue
towards

more

penance

and spiritual

austerity.

Now,

she

writes, with her own room and access to the choir, no one
will be able to observe her disciplinas de sangre. So as not
to call attention to perhaps any selfish interpretation of
her new lifestyle, she incorporates more bloody rhetoric
about her ensuing extreme penance: "La disciplina de sangre,
de hora que por la mucha sangre, me desmayaba,- con mucha
congoja que parecia, me moria..." (64).
Despite all of the outside criticisms from fellow nuns
and her own family - her parents accused her confessor of
trying to kill their daughter - according to her own account
she enjoyed his spiritual direction and his death caused her
great sadness: "... con harto dolor de mi corazon que en
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esta vida no tenia otro consuelo como padre de mi alma"
(65).
After her confessor's death, Sor Sebastiana spent two
years looking for another spiritual father. She describes
this time as extremely difficult and stressful:
Asi estuve cerca de dos anos sin padre que me
asentara, padeciendo como no se decir: quejabame
con mi Dios con amargura de mi corazon, que tales
desconsuelos no habia experimentado sin saber que
camino cojer (65).
None

of

original

the
one,

subsequent
in

that

confessors

can

they

her

want

compare
to

to

her

follow

her

penitential practices with moderation and some even order
her to abandon them all together. She vacillates from one
father

to

another,

and

although

she

never

directly

contradicts or criticizes their spiritual direction, Sor
Sebastiana always reverts to what she considers appropriate:
extreme

penance.

By

continually

translating

her

bloody

mortifications into epistolary rhetoric she encloses herself
within a protective layer of sanctity. Therefore, like the
"desert dwellers," the Franciscan nun can justify her long
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periods without male spiritual direction. When she does come
into contact with new confessors she holds her tongue, but
positions her narration in such a way that it lets their
actions

and

contradictions

speak

for

themselves.

Sebastiana obviously does not want to step out

of

Sor
the

boundaries of the santa obediencia, but at the same time she
cannot hide her obvious frustration with these demanding and
contradictory religious men.
Sor Sebastiana proceeds to depict her relationships
with various confessors, but she focuses on the most extreme
case; obviously

the most stressful and disturbing. This

particular priest claimed that up until this point she had
been directed by the devil, and that only he could help her
get into heaven. These harsh words confuse Sor Sebastiana,
since she had followed with such diligence her deceased
confessor's mandates: "Yo le decia, que como podia estar el
padre engafiado tantos anos, que por su orden lo habia hecho
todo..." (65) Yet, he would not listen to her reasoning.
Moreover, he ordered her to renounce all of her penitential
practices, because he could help her without mortifications:
"... que me llevarxa al cielo sin tanto trabajo; que nada
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hiciera de penitencias; que me quitara el cilicio de las
espaldas; que no ayunara; y en una palabra nada hiciera ..."
(66) .

This type of distorted relationship lasted

for various

months and confused Sor Sebastiana to no end. Whenever she
confronted the priest with her doxabts: "Deciale yo: padre,
sino lo hacia yo por mi voluntad y me lo mandaban" (67) , he
insisted that not only was the devil behind her actions but
that she had

tricked

her confessors into

believing her

sanctity: "...que al padre lo habia enganado y a todos, que
no me conocxan,- que no tenia culpa los padres..." (67).
Day after day the priest tormented the nun with this
type of psychological abuse, lashing out at her with his
stinging reproaches. When she resisted his demands he called
her a heretic and an ilusa. She felt so forlorn that she was
ready to hand herself over to the Inquisition:

"... que me

deshacia en lagrimas y con animo de que me llevaran a la
Inquisicion y rematar con todo" (66). She describes the
culmination of her despair when, because of the fear that he
instilled, she purposely forgot about God:

"Tan confusa

estaba, y tan asombrada con el miedo, que el padre me
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infundio que de proposito me olvidaba de Dios..." A subtle
criticism of

the confessor's tactics:

the

fear that he

caused, led her to such unthinkable acts as "forgetting" her
divine Husband.
Sor Sebastiana claims that she does not want to leave
this confessor, yet at the height of her hopelessness, the
pleas of other priests begin to penetrate her narration.
Without mentioning the exact circumstances, she begins to
meet with other spiritual fathers and

she quotes their

concerns: "... todos me mandaron que lo dejara" (67). At
first she is hesitant, but she finally realizes that despite
(and because of) his fierce condemnations she needs, for the
love of herself, to leave him: "No le di oidos a lo que me
decia, y lo deje muy acongojado: y amandome, no volvi" (69).
This is one of the few cases in all of her letters that Sor
Sebastiana openly follows her own will. She has built such a
strong rhetorical foundation of penance and humility that
she can finally step out of her protective narrative to
affirm her own self-worth and to chose what is best for her,
thus "loving" herself. Up until this point the Franciscan
nun had not dared to express herself so clearly. Obviously,
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through the support of the other priests and her rhetorical
armor, for once she can look out for her own good. Byemploying the words "amandome" she reveals a recognition of
self-esteem

absent

in

most

of

her letters.

These

rare

glimpses into Sor Sebastiana's true self, help expose the
facade of rhetoric that she has built up throughout her
correspondence.
She even finishes this letter with one last criticism
by summing up her experiences with these priests:
Pero en este tiempo no podia servir de consuelo;
porque

todos

los

padres,

con

quienes

fue

a

preguntar o a confesarme, por diferentes motives,
me mortificaban y me decian palabras muy sensibles
que me sacaban de mi juicio (69).
Of course she softens her words by adding: "... y bien
conozco que lo hacian por el bien de mi alma y que Dios no
fuera ofendido" (69). This is not to say that she did not
sincerely love God or that she faked or exaggerated her
penitential acts, only that she mostly likely took advantage
of her pious lifestyle when she sat down to write to her
confessor.
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Unfortunately these small glimpses into a more "real"
Sor Sebastiana do not last for long. After indicating the
confusion that these multiple confessors wracked on

her

life, she quickly returns to a more humble tone. In letter
nine she illustrates her true will to proceed with her
penitential practices despite the reproaches, not only from
her confessors, but from her fellow sisters. In this case,
although

she

was

a

novice

and

forbidden

to

"usar

de

mortificaciones y penitencias" she was detemined to keep up
her bloody routine. Hence, one night she crept into the
noviciado, brushing her fears aside and lashing herself with
strong determination:
... y fue con la aspereza que deseaba; manchandose
las paredes; cajas; mesas, y lo demas; que estaba
distante la del suelo, fue preciso echarla en
artesa

para

echarla

por

la

ventana,

quedando

muchos grumos de la sangre detenida en la ventana,
puse bastante cuidado en no dejar cosas, que lo
conocieran, de manchas... (70).
Despite her efforts to hide these penitential stains
her fellow sisters soon discovered Sor Sebastiana's brutal
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disciplines: "... decian que era mucho lo que veian, que
disciplina no podia ser,- y les parecia muy mal el extremo y
les daba asco..." (70).
Nevertheless, neither these complaints from her fellow
sisters nor from her confessors can sway the penitent nun.
It is almost as if she were addicted to inflicting pain on
her patient body,

a pattern that seems intricately tied to

self-control. Repeated self-mortifications cause physical
suffering but they also empower Sor Sebastiana: "... cuando
he hecho las disciplinas de sangre y me dejan sin fuerzas y
muy lastimado el cuerpo, me consuelo como si me vengara de
lo que me enfada tanta tibieza de este cuerpo" (carta 14,
84). By deciding when and how much she wants to lash ouc at
her physical self, she consciously takes the salvation of
her soul in her own hands. According to Caroline Walker
Bynum, "To medieval people themselves, what modern eyes see
as

self-punishment

imitatio Christi..."

or

psychosomatic

manipulation

was

(211). This tradition, carried over

from the Middle Ages into colonial New Spain, emphasized the

" This self-inflicted physical abuse is reminiscent of the modem day psychological ailment called
"cutting." Like those who suffer from anorexia nervosa, cutters lash out at their own bodies but report
little discomfort. Through the negation of pain, they claim a form of euphoria and empowerment.
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simulation of Christ's pain on the cross. Furthermore, Bynum
suggests that Medieval religious women were more likely to
inflict self-abuse than their male counterparts. Medieval
society

tended

to view women on the whole as

physical

beings, and thus bodily penitence enabled them to eschew
their physicality in order to cultivate their spiritual side
(212) .

Self-flagellation, hair shirts and other brutal acts
are all proof of her advancement on the path to sanctity.
Sor Sebastiana's description of the use of discipline and
penance as strategic rhetorical devices is validated by the
fact

that

not

even

the

highest

of

male

ecclesiastical

authorities can deny her the holy tradition of

imitatlo

Christi.

Holy Anorexia

Sor

Sebastiana's

depiction

of

her

fasting

is

intricately tied to her rhetoric of penance. Like her brutal
disciplinas de sangre the "penitent nun" uses extreme food
abstinence to propel herself towards holiness. Each act.
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whether she lashes out at her innocent body or she denies
herself some of the most basic nutritional needs, becomes a
topic for her strategic rhetoric. Moreover, in order to
intensify her own willingness and desire to suffer, the
Franciscan nun almost always intertwines her narration of
penance with that of fasting. Thus, when portraying her
daily

routine

and

austerities she also

always

includes

mentioning her sparse diet.
Although she never goes into such extreme detail as
does Valdes concerning some of her more grotesque practices,
(i.e. eating leftover poultices from the sick and rotten
food) she does emphasize her general desire to suffer by
eating only the bare minimum, which subsequently seems to
become less and less. In fact, her desire to fast, even to
the point of extreme exhaustion and illness, follows and
perhaps even mimics the lifestyle of Saint Catherine of
Siena. Sor Sebastiana, like the Italian saint, repeatedly
mentions

her

aversion

to

food,

a

mundane

and

human

necessity. Both the Mexican nun and the Italian saint, by
denying their basic physical needs, empower their positions
as "fragile" religious women. The more they fast the more
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they affirm their status as true disciples of God. Likewise,
this constant physical abuse and food deprivation not only
pave the way to sanctity but also resemble the suffering of
martyrdom.
In order to achieve these two goals, Sor Sebastiana
repeatedly affirms her will to fast and to deny herself any
physical pleasures. Like her other penitential practices,
she decreases her intake of food during certain ejercicios
or days devoted to saints. In letter eight, for example, she
writes: "Los ayunos todos los dias diferentes, de hierbas
amargas y cocidas; de pan y agua; de semita y agua y de no
comer hasta hacer colacion a la noche y de una vianda" (63).
Sor Sebastiana did not only limit her fasting to the
ejercicios. While at Bethlem, she incorporated these extreme
regimens

into

her

daily

routine,

and

like

her

other

austerities they seemed to increase with the years. In the
beginning, for instance, she gave up all fruit and sweets,
but still ate fish and vegetables. Towards the end of her
life she seemed to only eat small pieces of bread; another
striking

similarity

s;ibstituted

normal

to

Saint

eating

with

Catherine

of

Siena

who

communion

and

lived off
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communion hosts and water in her last months of her life
(Bynum 172).
She also demonstrates many of the same characteristics
that Rudolf Bell classifies as "holy anorexia" (3-21). In
addition to the obvious lack of eating or extreme fasting,
the

Franciscan

nun

enters

into

a

hyperactive,

almost

euphoric state. She sleeps very little, 1 or 2 hours a night
and dedicates all of her time to the care of the sick or to
prayer in the choir^' .
Yet such measures had their obvious advantages: the
more she deprived her body, the more Christ favored her. In
fact, according to her explanation, without His true support
she never would have been able to survive on so little;
... me ha favorecido con tal primor de su divina
gracia, que se ha como olvidado de mi vileza,
atendiendo en todo a mi mayor bien, hasta en el
mantenimiento del cuerpo, que ha sido

tan sin

trabajo, y poco gasto que al mes se ha gastado
real y medio... (112)

Although Sor Sebastiana's sleep and food deprivations most likely brought on altered states of
consciousness, Uke Saint Catherine of Siena she seemed to translate consciously these intense experiences
as strategic devices into her narrative.
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In this instance, Sor Sebastiana describes Christ's direct
intervention on both the spiritual and physical levels, i.e.
she only needs to spend a real y medio to sustain herself.
Further, to belittle her austere practices, she combines her
description of fasting with the rhetoric of humility. She
feels humbled that He would even think of her, but at the
same time emphasizes Christ's precise desire to favor her.
In order to juxtapose this bold declaration the Franciscan
nun continues to describe her shame at having to spend any
money or to eat anything other than leftovers:
... me averguenzo, y no lo puedo comer con gusto,
y por este motivo lo que mas como es lo que sobra
de noche que suele haber para tres dias y de los
desperdicios que se tiran,- a mi me sirvan y me
contento de que no se pierda... (carta 22, 112).
Nevertheless, Sor Sebastiana's logic conveys that eating
scraps or leftovers is just a small

price to pay

for

Christ's divine support.
As the years progressed, Sor Sebastiana began to limit
her diet more and more. While still at Bethlem she gave up
meat and chocolate altogether, an act that frustrated the
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Mistress

of

Novices. Evidently Sebastiana's self-imposed

abstinence caused a great deal of friction and distress, a
battle between the two that lasted for years. On the one
hand

the

"penitent nun"

wanted to suffer and

literally

starve her body for Christ, while on the other, the Mistress
of Novices
the

two

called her a fake. This type of rivalry between

women

indicates

the

wide

variety

relationships in religious institutions.

of

personal

Why would

her

instructor call Sor Sebastiana a fake? There exists many
possible explanations - she felt resentful of such blantant
forms of penance, she did not want a novice to carry out
these acts reserved only for black veiled nuns or she simply
disliked the young woman. Although these two women shared
the same gender this did not necessarily create a bond
between them.
In fact, in this case, instead of complaining about her
former

confessors or subtly

hierarchy,

Sor

Sebastiana

undermining

vents

her

the patriarchal

criticisms

of

the

Mistress of Novices .Y se deja entender las cosas que me diria, de que
era terca y tanto que me afligia el alma y lloraba
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con ttiucho disconsuelo y tanta verguenza que no se
como pude pasar y duro esta amargura tan penosa de
anos (113).
Without directly attacking the Mistress of Novices, Sor
Sebastiana emphasizes her true desire to dedicate her life
to

Christ.

Yet,

this

was

extremely

difficult

if

not

impossible, when such obstacles as the Mistress of Novices
were set in her way while at Bethlem. Thus, she expresses
her burning need to leave the recogimiento and to enter a
convent as a black veiled nun. Although she lacked the
resources

to

finance a dowry

she

did

not

hesitate

to

accentuate her saint-like existence:
... de haber hecho

los votos de obediencia,

pobreza y castidad y de no comer dulce ni fruta,
menos de clausura por hallarme en Bethlem, con
esperanzas de salir para la religion, que era lo
que mas deseaba (114)
Thus,

after

highlighting

all

of

her

own

positive

qualities as a penitent woman, Sor Sebastiana positions her
narrative in such a way that since she lacks the financial
support, only an act of divine intervention can save her.
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And that is exactly what happens - the Marquesa of Berrio
and Jose de Garate donate the necessary 4,500 pesos for her
dowy. First, of course she suffers a few more trials before
she can dedicate her life to Christ as a black veiled nun.
She recounts, although in much less detail than Valdes, her
brief stay in the Convent of Corpus Christi, and then how
she almost entered the Convent of the Brigidas as a white
veiled nun, but finally decided against it, hoping for a
better

opportunity.

Nevertheless,

her

relationship

as

Christ's true spiritual wife prevailed, when she finally
entered the Convent of San Juan de la Penitencia as a monja
de velo negro. Employing her standard rhetoric of humility,
she highlights His true support: "... que siendo una pobre
de muy poca estima, solo Dios, que es padre universal, puede
haberme dejado llegar al estado presente" (114).
Of course Sor Sebastiana does not renounce this austere
life-style when she takes her vows as a black veiled nun.
According

to

her letters,

continues

to

abuse

her

and

body

to Valdes'
up

until

account,

her

death.

she
The

translation of her daily fasts and bloody disciplinas de
sangre into strategic rhetoric obviously takes precedence
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over any other experience present in her letters. In every
single letter she mentions some sort of violent act waged on
her patient
their

body. Her meticulous descriptions attest

rhetorical

convictions

significance.

inspire

the

Most

likely

Franciscan nun

to

her

lash

to

real

out

at

herself, however, true piety does not rule out rhetorical
astuteness. With each act of self-deprivation or abuse she
consciously draws on these experiences to translate them
into a convincing rhetoric. By the end of her sixty letters,
no confessor or other male authority can deny her will to
imitate

Christ's

pain

and

suffering.

This

is

truly

a

powerful rhetorical device, even if born out of a most
sincere and faithful desire to attain divine grace.
In conclusion, undoubtedly,

Sor Sebastiana

portrays

herself as a sad woman. Her letters are depressing, at times
even morbid. Did she truly view herself as a nothing? And,
if

the

answer

is

yes,

does

this

detract

from

their

rhetorical significance? I believe that it does not. Perhaps
to a certain extent the "penitent nun" did presume her life
a waste, yet my close reading of her letters leads me to the
conclusion that she purposely decided to incorporate certain
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types of rhetorical strategies to prove her ultimate goal:
to imitate Christ's virtues.
Beneath the latticework of these dark and depressing
images we can detect the hints of a soul swamped in her
desire to validate herself, to justify her own existence.
Like other mystics/ascetics, Sor Sebastiana struggles with
the very essense of her existence. At

the heart of the

conflict is her constant awareness of her own worthlessness
(as compared to the greatness of God) and yet she rejoices
in

God's

divine

graces

to

her

humble

human

soul.

Parodoxically, she repeatedly refers to herself as a nothing
and the worst of all creatures, however in contrast, she
does not hesitate to recreate her intimate relationship with
her Divine Husband or her close kinship with the Virgin
Mary. Nevertheless, this is the precise mentality that later
becomes the backbone for her subversive rhetoric. Moreover,
in addition to the invocation of Christ and His divine
Mother, the Franciscan nun especially uses extreme penance
and fasting as fuel for her rhetorical discourse. She fills
page

after

page

with

her

bloody

recreations

disciplinas de sangre and harsh food limitations.

of

her

Likewise,
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she also utilizes these same strategies to express other
feelings and even criticisms, such as the large section in
letter eight that subtly reproaches her past confessors.
According to her biographer, Sor Sebastiana wrote her
complete epistolary of sixty letters to her confessor, Friar
Miguel Lozano, during the last few years of

her life.

Nevertheless, this correspondence covers all of her time in
religious institutions (1722-1757) - from her early period
in Bethlem until the last eleven years of her life in the
convent of San Juan de la Penitencia. Thus, Sor Sebastiana
writes these letters from a position of contemplation. Is
there

a

difference

consistently

over

between
a

using

period

of

rhetorical

about

thirty

strategies
years

or

employing them specifically during a two or three year span
at

the end of

contention

that

life?
the

I believe
nun used

that

these

it strengthens my
constant

rhetorical

strategies to express herself at the end of her life. From
her

retrospective

viewpoint,

Sor

Sebastiana

carefully

translated a lifetime of penance, fasting and visions into a
persuasive

discourse

that

allowed

her

to

express

her

personal voice. Like many women before her, she puts pen to
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paper and transforms her own experiences into an astute and
convincing

rhetoric.
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Chapter 5. The Theologian: Sor Maria Anna Agueda de San
Ignacio (1695-1756)
Sor Maria Anna
Sor Maria Anna peered down at her ink-stained hands.
The black had slowly invaded all the pores in her fingers,
and as the days and years had gone by this dull color had
tanned her hands like a piece of well worn leather. She
methodically examined her fingernails which, although neatly
filed to a half-moon around each tip, were filled with the
dark ink. She noticed that over the course of the years this
silky liquid had slowly crept inward and would soon fully
cover what remained of the pink skin under the nails. Yet
she had no regrets. God spoke to Sor Maria Anna through her
pen and this was just a slightly unpleasant side-effect to
His divine plan. Besides, she secretly relished mixing the
powdery material with water and sometimes she touched her
tongue with the end of the quill to see whether she had
achieved the exact consistency.
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Today,

on

this

cold

winter

morning,

she

had

contemplated His divine will in the choir of the chapel, and
she knew that she would soon return to her small cell to
take up this exact task. Like many other mornings in the
choir, Sor Maria Anna could not take her eyes off

the

painting of the Virgin Mary and the Christ Child. Mary, just
as she had witnessed in her visions, was offering her tender
breast to this precious baby. His lips did not quite reach
the

dark

nipple

of

his

spectator to contemplate

sainted

mother,

the stream

of

allowing

the

white milk that

flowed into his open mouth. It was this smooth liquid that
filled her thoughts constantly and that slipped into her
dreams at night.
This obsession had begun ten years earlier on that
humid

summer

morning,

when

the

Bishop

of

Puebla

had

conferred upon her the official role of Mother Abbess. She
had fasted for 10 long days, and when the time came to kiss
the golden ring on his Excellency's hands, she would never
forget how the cold metal had turned into the warm skin of
the virgin's breast staring out at her from the side wall.
At that moment the stream of white milk poured out into the
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room and blinded her eyes, turning the blacks of her pupils
as white as snow. It was then that the Blessed Mother
pleaded with her to spread the word of her virginal breasts
and the divine milk which nurtures the children of God.
Now she picks up the feathered quill and begins the
long thought-out letter to her confessor. This was not the
first time that she had asked his permission to push aside
her inferiority of a "mujercilla" so she could document the
Lord's will. Just last year the Bishop of Puebla had granted
her permission to write "Devotion in Honor of the Purest
Milk with which the Child Jesus Was Nourished." He had then
surprised her and the rest of Puebla by publishing the work.
Like before, Sor Maria Anna now only needed her confessor's
consent to begin the process once again. Thus, she took a
deep breath, filling her lungs with the damp winter air, and
began as always:
"Dear Father, I am so very small and I do not know how
to speak or write. My head lacks so much knowledge that I
fear that you will not be able to understand this nonsense,
nevertheless ....
(Baaed on Sor Maria Anna's myecical creacieee and
excerpCB from ber leccera co ber confeBBor]
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Introduction

Sor Maria Anna Agueda de San Ignacio lived a truly
remarkable

life,

and

her

religious

devotion

seems

unquestionable. At the age of nine she vowed to preserve her
virginity, at nineteen she entered the Beaterio de Santa
Rosa de Santa Maria of Puebla, and later she became its
first prioress when it was converted into a convent in 1739.
A woman of no financial means, she cultivated instrumental
friendships with key ecclesiastical figures that helped both
her own career as a religious woman and her dedication to
the renovation of her convent. Yet, what sets Sor Maria Anna
apart from any other Mexican woman of her century was her
extreme intelligence and prolific works. In fact, according
to Muriel, she was one of the only nuns, "... cuyas obras
teologicas, aun viviendo ella, corrian ya impresas en la
Nueva Espana" (433). Her influential friendship with the
Bishop of Puebla, Don Domingo Pantaleon Alvarez de Abreu,
allowed

Sor

Maria

Anna

to

pursue

officially

her

own

theological interpretations in writing. With his support,
the Dominican nun evaded the Inquisition's ever vigilant eye
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and successfully published, among others, theological works
such as Devocion en honra de la purisima leche con que fue
alimentado el nino Jesus; Mar de gracias que comunico el
Altisimo a Maria Santisima, madre del verba humanado en la
leche purisima de sus virginales pechos; De los misterios
del santisimo rosario and

Medidas del alma con Crista.

As the titles of the first two works imply, Sor Maria
Anna underscores the magical powers of

Maria's virginal

breast-milk. This particularly feminine interpretation of
the Virgin's

role in nourishing mankind is the trademark of

many of her religious tracts. Although the image of the
Virgin Mary offering her breast to the Christ child formed
part of the traditional Christian iconography of the times "... la devocion a la leche virginal de Maria venia desde la
Edad Media..." (Muriel 441) - the Dominican nun's frequent
use of this theme points to the fact that she purposely
chose a "feminine" example for her theological writings,
thus portraying a woman's vital connection to mankind.
This self-taught Mexican theologian could also read and
write Latin,

thus opening the door to literary sources

normally only accessible to men: "Su conocimiento de esta
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lengua le permitio el acceso a una extraordinaria cultura
religiosa" (Muriel 449). Her

education places her in a

different category from the other two Mexican nuns of this
study, yet like Sor Coleta and Sor Sebastiana, she also
incorporates

the

time-honored

tradition

of

rhetorical

strategies into her writing style. Examples of this rhetoric
appear in all of her more formal works but are much more
frequent in her letters to her confessor, Joseph Bellido.
Unfortunately,

all

of

the

copies

of

her

original

letters have been lost and we are only left with passages
that Bellido has quoted in his biography. The existence of
such

fragments

as

a

rich

source

for

a

subsequent

hagiographic portrait of the colonial nun falls right into
the pattern of the times. According to Jean Franco:
In addition to providing raw material for
biography,

the

notes

offered

clerics

valuable

insights, placing in their hands a powerful secret
literature, which, if properly used could enhance
their own authority (Franco 14).
Obviously,

her biographer selected

sections

of her

correspondence that corroborated the image of the nun that
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he set out to portray, i.e. her utter devotion to Christ,
her willingness to suffer his pains and

of course

her

complete obedience to the patriarchal system within the
Church. Nevertheless, a detailed analysis of these passages,
especially Sor Maria Anna's astute use of the rhetorical
strategies helps reveal the Dominican nun's unique writing
style.

Her

example,

inclusion

becomes

of

even

the

more

rhetoric
poignant

strategic device when contrasted by

of
and

humility,
obvious

for

as

the fact that

a

this

Mexican nun was officially sponsored by the Bishop of Puebla
to

write

and

publish

her

theological

tracts.

Bellido's

biography provides an outline of Sor Maria Anna's life and
works, but her own words are the key to understanding the
inner psyche of this Mexican theologian.
Thus, in the first part of the chapter I will review
Sor

Maria

Anna's

life

as

is

presented

to

us

in

the

eighteenth century by her biographer Joseph Bellido, and in
this century by the historian Josefina Muriel. In this
section

I will also

include a summary

of some of

the

Dominican nun's more important works. In the second part of
the chapter I will focus my analysis on the extant fragments
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of Sor Maria Anna's letters. Like in the previous chapters,
I will analyze her use of the five rhetorical strategies set
forth at the beginning of this study.

Biographical Information

In

1758,

the

Imprenta

de

la

Bihlioteca

Mexicana

published Joseph Bellido's biography entitled Vida de la
V.M.R.M. Maria Anna Agueda de San Ignacio, primera priora
del religiosxsimo convento de dominicas recoletas de Santa
Rosa de la Puebla de los Angeles. In his detailed biography
Bellido pays homage to the noteworthy life of undoubtedly
the most educated and prolific Mexican woman writer of the
eighteenth century. Bellido, a Jesuit priest who served as
Sor

Maria

tradition of

Anna's

confessor,

hagiographic

follows

writing and

the
thus

established
attempts

to

glorify with exaggerated examples and unbelievable anecdotes
the life of his spiritual daughter. Nevertheless, like other
biographies within the

hagiographic tradition,

Bellido's
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work does assist the contemporary reader by providing a
general outline of the nun's life.
Maria Anna's parents brought up their children both in
and outside the city of Puebla, Mexico. Her father, Pedro
Aguilar de la Cruz, originally from Puerto de Santa Maria,
Spain, married Micaela Velarde in her birthplace, Puebla.
Although Maria Anna's family claimed "limpieza de sangre,"
it did not exempt them from the economic hardships of the
times, causing them to leave the City of Puebla and take up
residence

at

a

ranch

in

the

jurisdiction

of

Santiago

Thecali, owned by Dona Michaela's sister and brother-in-law
(Bellido 2-9).
On March 3, 1695 Dona Michaela gave birth to Maria Anna
and three days later had her baptized in the nearest town,
San Miguel. She was one of eight brothers and sisters,
although two of her siblings died at a very young age. Her
family lived less than a year at the ranch in Santiago
Thecali before returning to the City of Puebla. There, at
the age of three, her parents sent her to a private school
for young girls called Amigas. According to Bellido, the
future theologian learned to read in three months and then
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dedicated

the

rest

of

her

time

to

teaching

the

other

children (11-19).
From an early age Maria Anna showed definite signs of
religious devotion. The small girl modeled her life after
various women saints and nuns including the Virgin Mary,
Santa Rosa de Lima, Santa Maria Magdalena, Santa Catalina de
Siena and Sor Maria de Jesus de Agreda. First, she fervently
wanted to follow in the footsteps of Santa Rosa de Lima and
expressed her sadness that no convent in Mexico had been
named

after

the

saint.

Later, inspired

by

Santa

Maria

Magdalena de Pazzis, at the age of nine, she took a vow to
never give up her virginity. Bellido explains how Maria Anna
was so absorbed in her will to follow God's path that she
closed herself off to normal communication with the people
around

her,

causing

them

to

believe

that

she

lacked

intelligence: "Estaba tenida de todos por una tontilla, o
simplecita^^ ..." (23). Along with her sister Theresa, the
two girls began to follow seriously the path of religious
devotion and

austerity. Together they

experimented

with

According to Muriel, the contemporary equivalent to "simplecita" would be "atrasada mental" or
mentally challenged (434).
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penitential

mortifications,

incorporating

fasting,

self-

flagellation and hair-shirts into their daily routine.
During

her

adolescence,

Maria

Anna

began

to

form

relationships with various confessors for religious guidance
and according to Muriel: "tuvo la suerte de tener confesores
inteligentes que comprendieron y ayudaron a realizar el tipo
de vida que ella deseaba desde nina" (435). In particular,
her confessor. Dr. Don Juan de Torres, helped Maria Anna to
achieve her goal of

religious devotion. Because of

her

parent's poor economic situation Maria Anna could not enter
any of the convents in Puebla. Fortunately, thanks to his
influential position as the chaplain of the Beaterio de
Santa Rosa de Santa Maria of Puebla, Dr. Torres helped the
young Maria Anna enter this religious institution without a
dowry (Bellido 43-48).
On November 25, 1714 at the age of nineteen, Maria Anna
entered the Beaterio de Santa Rosa. Precisely during this
time period she found the beaterio (a community house for
lay women) surrounded in controversy. Muriel explains that
the beaterio, originally a recogimiento, was founded in 1670
by Fray Bernardo de Andia as part of the Dominican order.
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Yet, later in the century, the Bishop don Manuel Fernandez
de Santa Cruz (1677-1690) began to take interest in the
usefulness of such an institution and took it upon himself
to finish the building that took the place of the original
homes donated by the benefactor Don Miguel Raboso de la
Plaza. The Bishop's intervention caused tension with the
Dominican's jurisdiction, especially later on when various
bishops and friars attempted to turn the heaterio into a
convent (Muriel 435-436).
During her twenty-six years at the heaterio, despite
the tension between various women, Maria Anna occupied a
series of prestigious positions that would later prepare her
for her future role as the prioress of the new convent. She
first

assumed

the

job

of

secretaria

(secretary),

procuradora (accountant), enfermera (nurse), tornera,

then
and

finally madre de novicias (Mistress of Novices). Like other
hagiographers of his day, Bellido tends to exaggerate the
extreme dedication of his spiritual daughter. As a nurse,
for example, he tells how Maria Anna did not hesitate to
clean wounds with her tongue:
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La

desciitirio,

y

para

hacerlo

con

mayor

suavidad, aplico los labios, chupandole la podre,
limpiandole, y purificandole toda la asquerosidad
del lugar llagado con su lengua (82).
Bellido also pays special attention to her position as
Mistress

of

Novices.

For

seven

years

up

until

the

establishment of the convent Maria Anna taught the novices
at the beaterio. Amongst her pupils, one of them her sister,
Maria

Anna

played

an

extremely

influential

role

by

instructing the way these young women viewed religious life.
Bellido emphasizes Maria Anna's kind ways and true desire to
care for her young flock: "... las cuidaba con el mayor
carino... (90)" Although her biographer does not directly
say

it^"* ,

benefit,

she

probably also used

swaying

the

novices

to

this
her

position to

her

support

the

in

establishment of the new convent (106).
The beatas themselves were divided over the debate and
Maria Anna sided with the faction that supported turning the
beaterio into

a

nunnery. This

heated

discussion

turned

^ Bellido does mention that the &te of a religious community depends on the Mistress of Novices;
"Hizose cargo, de cpie es grande, y muy grande, el que tiene la Maestra de Novicias, porque pende todo el
bien, o mai de la comunidad, de lo que ella enseiiare a sus novicias (90).
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dangerous when Maria Anna, transformed in the leader of this
movement, asked her previous confessor,

the Jesuit Juan

Ignacio Uribe, to intervene on their behalf: "Hubo ocasion
en que

fue necesario

encerrarla

para

evitar

los

danos

fisicos que la furia de algunas beatas podia causarla"
(Muriel 437). Uribe in 1740, then the Procurador of New
Spain

before

the

Pope

and

the

King,

received

official

authorization with a Real Cedula from Felipe V and a Bula
from Clemente XII to transform the beaterio into a convent.
Muriel describes Uribe's intervention as a prime example of
"diplomacia pontificia" because the new convent was then
under

the direct control of

potential

hostilities

the Vatican, thus avoiding

between

the

Dominicans

and

the

bishop's jurisdiction (437).
Finally on July 12, 1740 after many years of debate all
of the beatas who accepted the change took their vows as
Dominican nuns in the Convento de Santa Rosa de Santa Maria.
Seven months later, on February 10, 1741, Sor Maria Anna was
elected prioress of the new convent, a position that she
would hold until her death.
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During her years as
contributed greatly

to

the

the

prioress,

many

Sor

renovations

Maria
within

Anna
the

convent. She collected funds to finish the chapel and to
renovate the offices, the nuns' cells, and the kitchen - one
of

the most

various

elaborate of

retables

its day.^^

dorados

and

She also acquired

other

paintings

that

represented different scenes from the Virgin Mary's life.
Out of all of these works of art, one in particular exalted
the Virgin's magical breast milk and seemed to have had a
profound effect on Sor Maria Anna. This painting hung in the
coro bajo and depicted Saint Joseph and the Virgin Mary
breast-feeding the Christ child (Muriel 438,439).
According to Muriel, however, Sor

Maria Anna could

never have single-handedly obtained the necessary funds to
renovate the convent without her friendship with the Bishop
of Puebla. She writes:
Todas
engrandecio

estas
al

obras

convento

materiales
durante

su

con

que

prolongada

prelacia las pudo llevar a cabo por la admiracion

" This kitchen, converted into a museum, can still be visited in Puebla
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y gran estima en que la tuvo el obispo don Domingo
Pantaleon Alvarez de Abreu (439).
The Bishop first took interest in the convent because
of all of the controversies and tension between the opposing
factions. Yet, what began as an obligatory visit, evolved
into a lasting friendship between the Bishop and Sor Maria
Anna. Through detailed accounts and testimonies, Don Domingo
knew of the extraordinary events that surrounded her life
such as visions and miracles. Because of the credibility of
these occurrences, the nun's extreme intelligence and his
subsequent contact with the prioress, the Bishop decided to
ask Sor Maria Anna to write theological tracts expressing
her own ideas and mystical experiences (Muriel 439-440).
During this period Sor Maria Anna had recently begun
her career

as

a writer

and

had

already

published

two

instructional manuals for her fellow sisters. The first, a
short

work

ohediencia,

called

Modos

mapped out

de

the

ejercitar

importance

los
of

oficios

the

de

different

positions within a religious order. This text, based on the
theologian's own experience with various tasks both in the
beaterio and the convent, circulated throughout New Spain as
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an important "how to" manual. The second text, Ejercicios de
tres dias que se ejercitan en el convento de Santa Rosa de
la Puehla de los Angeles was dedicated specifically to the
nuns of her own order, and represents the different episodes
of Christ's passion (Muriel 440).
In addition to other instructional manuals, such as
Meditaciones muy provechosas para oir misa,

the prioress

began to write theological texts, many of which contained
fragments

and

interpretations

of

her

own

mystical

experiences. To some extent all of these books exploit the
positive aspects of maternity and Marian dogma. Sor Maria
Anna obviously thought highly of women's abilities and did
not hesitate to intertwine incontestable role models, like
the Mother

of

God,

within

her

texts.

Furthermore, she

transforms otherwise mundane and even scorned female bodily
traits, such as menstruation and lactation, into vehicles
exemplified by the Virgin Mary to perpetuate the faith. Mar
de gracias que comunico el Altisimo a Maria Santisima, Madre
del verba humanado en la leche purlsima de sus virginales
pechos and Devocion en honra de la purisima leche con que
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fue alimentado el nino Jesus, are texts that rejoice in the
mystical powers of the Virgin's holy breast milk.
In the first work, Sor Maria Anna explains that it is
directly through this holy sustenance that Christians are
enabled to follow God's path: "En su leche purisiraa comunica
Maria Santisima a sus hijos fortaleza, para obrar conforme a
lo que la fe nos ensefia..." (Muriel 443). Furthermore, in
order to receive this mystical nourishment one must receive
her breastmilk like a small child: "... y el que quisiere
esta leche, aunque sea viejo, hagase nino para llegarse a
los pechos de Maria santisima..." (Muriel 445). According to
Arenal

and

Schlau,

in

these

two

texts,

the

Mexican

theologian transcends traditional patriarchal stereotypes of
women's inferiority by elevating female bodily functions:
.. . she transforms the female functions of
menstruation and lactation into the food of divine
creativity. Thus she implicitly raises the status
of women above the traditional disparagement of
their biological identity (354).
Another book, De los misterios del santlsimo rosario,
further

praises

the

miraculous

powers

of

the

Virgin's
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breasts, but also encourages rational thinking, intelligence
and prayer as vehicles to one's faith. In this respect, both
Muriel and Arenal and Schlau compare the prioress to Sor
Juana:

"She,

like

understanding, and
religious

Juana,

emphasizes

wisdom and urges clarity

devotion"

following passage

Sor

(Arenal

and

Schlau

of

354).

reason,
mind

in

In

the

the theologian combines the powers of

prayer and the Virgin's breasts as the true path to the
house of God:
... y la misericordia, impenetrandola por el
medio

mas

eficaz,

que es

la

oracion,

y

esta

aprendida y bebida de los pechos de la que es
fuente de oracion Maria santisima, casa, y asiento
de Dios, de quien dice el Senor: Domus mea domus
orationis (Muriel 448).
In other works, such as Medidas del alma con Crista and
Leyes

del

amor

divino,

Sor

Maria

Anna

continues

her

theological explorations of the true path to Christ. These
books reveal her profound knowledge and understanding of
both the old the new testaments: "... la fuente donde ella
se nutrio fue basicamente la Bihlia" (449).
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Although the prioress often refers to herself as an
ignorant woman, her carefully crafted interpretations of
scripture, in addition to her own theological suppositions
(like her emphasis on the Virgin's miraculous breast milk)
prove just the opposite. Like Sor Juana, Sor Maria Anna did
not receive the opportunity to attend university, yet both
women did not let these physical restrictions impede their
learning. After acquiring the basics in their early years at
the Amigas, both women dedicated the majority of their time
to their own intellectual advancement.
The prioress taught herself Latin, the key to many
untranslated texts, and set out to read and understand the
Bible and other important spiritual works, all of which
became the basis for her own theological interpretations. As
her works

reveal,

Sor

Maria

Anna's

lack

of

a

"formal

education" did not hinder her quest to explore more feminine
paths to Christ's glory. Her autodidactic training allowed
her to deepen

her probing of

Mary's

essential role

in

humankind's salvation, a factor that otherwise would have
been glossed over in a more formal

university setting.

According to Arenal and Schlau, through both "reason and
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visions" the Mexican theologian always reverted back to the
powerful maternal role of the Virgin Mary. Because of her
positive

images

of

a

woman's

breastmilk,

the

scholars

affirm, "She could well be considered one of those authors
who, Helene Cixous claims, write in white ink" (355).
The

Dominican

prioress,

however,

never

explicitly

defended her intellectual rights. Unlike Sor Juana, who in
La Respuesta directly exonerates women throughout history,
thus legitimizing her own intellectual endeavors, Sor Maria
Anna's tactics are much more subtle (and probably directly
aided in the acceptance and publication of her mystical
treatises).

Throughout

her

works,

in

addition

to

her

representations of the Virgin Mary, the Mexican theologian
documents

and

explores

her

own

visions.

According

to

Jennifer Eich, Sor Maria Anna viewed the documentation of
these experiences as a tool for other religious women, "...
so that they too could reach a perfect state, a union with
God" (211). Moreover, Eich propounds that by presenting her
own experiences, the prioress wanted to inspire her fellow
nuns to take a more active role in their own faith journeys,
thus

breaking

away,

"...

from

the

passive,

strictly
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receptive role assigned to women in the socio-historical and
cultural context of eighteenth-century Mexico..." (211).
Since Sor Maria Anna did not stray outside of

the

boundaries of the accepted theological discourse for her
century, her intellectual contemporaries did not question
her representation of the Virgin's physical and spiritual
attributes. They did, however, praise and support her astute
ability to communicate her own theological interpretations
of scripture. Sor Maria Anna wrote with a high degree of
mastery,

meshing

traditional

dogmatic

sources

by

Saint

Augustine, Saint Thomas Aquinas and Saint Jerome with her
own ideas

in such a way

that,

according

to Eich,

the

clerical community revered her as a saint:
... her confessor and the men who approved
and gave license for the printing of her works saw
her as another Santa Teresa or Santa Rosa de Lima:
that is, as a female writer participating in a
religious and mystic literary tradition which was
of great value and importance for everyone (Eich
213).
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Indeed, Joseph Bellido viewed his spiritual daughter's
life as flawless, and most likely hoped that his biography
would provide the necessary evidence for her canonization.
The majority of his work focuses on her exemplary lifestyle,
her mystical experiences, her close relationship with Christ
and His Holy Mother, and of course it does not fail to
expound

the

miraculous occurrences

that

surrounded

this

saintly nun. No matter how trivial they may sound to the
contemporairy ear, Bellido lists a variety of experiences
that prove her

saintly status. In chapter fifteen, for

example, he tells how her fellow nuns complained to the
prioress about some bothersome worms that had found their
way into the sacristy. Without hesitation, Sor Maria Anna
ordered the worms to leave the church which they did upon
her command: "Obedecieron prontos, sin poderse negar a quien
se

lo

mandaba"

(117).

On

various

other

occasions

the

prioress, with only the power of her voice, ordered other
pesky insects such as ants to leave the kitchen and the
nuns' quarters.
Bellido

also

relates

the

theologian's

remarkable

ability to heal or alleviate the sick: "A una con solo
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untarla con su propia mano un poco de agua ... le quito un
dolor vehemente en el corazon, a que no habian bastado
muchos medicamentos" (118). These listings of what seem to
be somewhat contrived miracles must be set in the context of
hagiographic strategies common to the eighteenth century,
so they can be fully appreciated by the modern reader. If
the

saintly

life of Sor Maria

Anna were

to

reach the

canonization process in Rome, then Bellido's biography would
be scrutinized for the necessary miracles to support her
case. Thus, as her former confessor and principal advocate,
it was in his best interest to sanctify every detail of her
life.
Her biographer continues his exaggerated style even
when describing her funeral services. Sor Maria Anna passed
away at the age of sixty-one on February 25, 1756. Four
months later on June 14, 1756, all of the most respected
members of Puebla attended the prioress' funeral:
... se componia de gran numero de senores
curas, y eclesiasticos, de religiosos de todas las
sagradas familias, con sus dignxsimos prelados: el
Senor Gobemador, alcaldes, y regidores en forma
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de ciudad; y de la nobleza mas distinguida...
(Bellido 149).
According to Bellido, soldiers had to guard the church
doors to control
attend

the

the overflowing masses

funeral.

The

Bishop

of

that wanted

Puebla^®

to

officially

presided over the service, while the canon of the cathedral
Dr. Don Vicente Ronderos sang the mass and Fray Juan de
Villasanchez preached the funeral sermon, later published in
1755 under the title: Justas y debidas honras que hicieron y
hacen sus propias obras a la M.R.M. Maria Anna Agueda de San
Ignacio... The sermon contains many of the same details
pertaining to the theologian's life subsequently used in
Bellido's biography, and also includes direct passages from
Sor Maria Anna's letters to her confessor.
An analysis of Sor Maria Anna's life and works portray
an extremely intelligent and capable woman. Nevertheless it
is through a close reading of the letters written to her
confessor and biographer, Joseph Bellido, that the reader

Before his death six years later in 1764, the Bishop of Puebia Don Domingo Pantaleon Alvarez de
Abreu sponsored the publication of her theological works in one volume entitled Maravillas del amor
divine selladas con el sella de la verdad. (Muriel 467).
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can gain true insight

into the complex

psyche of

this

eighteenth century Mexican nun.
The following analysis combs fragments of six of Sor
Maria

Anna's

letters^^ .

Unfortunately

the

original

manuscript of her correspondence has been lost over the
years, and only excerpts quoted by Joseph Bellido and Fray
Juan de

Villasanchez

(who

published

his

funeral

sermon

dedicated to the nun) remain. For a colonial scholar this
raises some pertinent questions. In their quotations of her
correspondence,

did

her

biographers

stay

true

to

the

original text? Did they edit otherwise objectionable or
unorthodox sections of the letters? Why did they choose
certain

texts

over

others?

Did

they

follow

an

agenda,

striving to become key players in the canonization of the
nun? What letters did they set aside and why did they decide
to leave them out? Although my purpose is to analyze the
rhetorical strategies within these excerpts in the hope of
coming closer to the true voice of this Mexican theologian,
I cannot deny the fact that these texts have been filtered

' Out of the numerous fragments of letters from Sor Maria Anna that Bellido includes in his biography I
have selected six. I refer to these excerpts as one through six, along with the corresponding page numbers.
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through the male clerics that ultimately controlled

the

publication

the

of

the

biographies

themselves.

Unless

original texts can be recovered, we will never know how
authentic these fragments are.

Her Letters

Captatio Benevolentiae

There are several

circumstances that set Sor

Maria

Anna's letters apart from the other two nuns in this study.
Although the Dominican prioress never received a formal
education, we do know that this colonial religious woman, by
her own training, had acquired extensive knowledge. She knew
Latin and the scriptures as well as any learned man of her
day, and she proved her ability to interpret complicated
religious themes by the publication of various mysticaltheological treatises. Sor Maria was also a prolific writer
of prayers and pedagogical texts for nuns. Thus, in an
analysis of her letters, one must take into account not only
the scholarly pursuits of Sor Maria Anna, but also her
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position

of

authority

within

her convent

as

its

first

Prioress and also her influential friendships, namely that
with Bishop Domingo Pantaleon Alvarez de Abreu.
In spite of her privileged status, this Dominican nun
found it necessary to employ all of the same types of
strategies

that

are

apparent

in

the

letters

of

other

religious women. In many ways, Sor Maria Anna's writing
style resembles that of Saint Teresa of Avila. Like Saint
Teresa, the Mexican nun still lived in a society hostile
towards educated women. Despite all of her education and
influential friendships, Sor Maria Anna could never change
her status as a mujercilla, or little woman. She lived in a
misogynist culture that still embraced the commands of St.
Paul: "Let your women keep silence in the churches: for it
is not permitted unto them to speak; but they are commanded
to be under obedience, as also saith the law" (l Cor. 14:3437)^® . Like her spiritual foremother, the Mexican theologian
most often recurred to the time-honored strategy of the
rhetoric of humility. Her excessive use of statements of

Colonial educated women knew of this injunction and how the Church used it against their learning.
Sor Juana, for example, in her &mous Respuesta a Sor Filotea directly cites the famous Latin phrase,
"Mulieres in Ecclesiis taceant, non enim permittitur eis loqui..."(80).
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exaggerated

self-deprecation

prove

theologian found it necessary to

that

the

ar;n herself

Mexican

with this

particular strategy in order to traverse the battlefield of
male-centered discourses.
Throughout many of her letters Sor Maria Anna refers to
herself with self-effacing formulas, including "yo vilisimo
gusanillo," "mi suma pequenez," "no merezco estar debajo de
sus pies," "su inutil sierva,"

"mi mucha ruindad,"

"mi

nada," "nada soy," and so on. It is interesting to note,
however, that certain letters are completely devoid of this
particular strategy, while others employ the rhetoric of
humility throughout. Letter one, for example is a perfect
illustration of her handling of repeated self-abasement, and
perhaps because of its extreme nature it makes up for the
other

excerpts

that

do

not

use

this

tactic.

In

this

manifesto of humility she professes her utter obedience to
both God Almighty and to her confessor. Bellido explains
that one day the Mexican nun became so overwhelmed with an
uncontrollable impulse of love that she cut herself near her
heart and with her own blood wrote her profession:
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Arrebatada un dia de un vehemente impulse de
amor, sin poderse contener, se hirio en el lado
del

corazon,

sangre,

con

y

recogio

la

cual

competente
escribio

porcion

la

de

siguiente

esclavitud (103).
In this letter Sor Maria's ultimate goal is for God to
accept her as his slave and perpetual servant, but at the
same time she declares her obedience to her confessor. The
theologian begins her manifesto with a series of exaggerated
statements

of

self-humility

proceeded

by

her

ultimate

declaration:
Yo vilisimo gusanillo postrada en tu divina
presencia, Senor, y Dios altisimo, deshecha en el
abismo de mi nada, y profundo conocimiento de mi
indignidad, pecados, flaqueza, y suma miseria . . .
te suplico tengas por bien de admitir mis deseos,
de ser esclava de todos tus

sacerdotes, y en

especial, del que me gobierna... (103).
Continuing this rhetoric of humility, Sor Maria Anna
laments her unworthy status and she hopes never to forget
this fact. She wishes to be forever under both God's and her
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confessor's

feet:

"... y

besandoles

los

pies,

quedarrae

debajo de ellos, y con mas particularidad hare esto con mi
amo, y senor que me gobierna" (104). She begs God to give
her the strength to carry out this promise and at the same
time she invokes the Virgin to help her. This particular
section juxtaposes Sor Marxa Anna's humble attitude next to
her audacity to invoke Christ, the Virgin and all of the
angels as her "abogados." The purposely humble theologian
then ends the letter with one more pledge to her confessor;
to allow her to take on whatever task that will lead to her
further humiliation, ending the letter by calling herself
"esclava de todas las criaturas."
In letter three Sor Maria Anna continues to reaffirm
her pledge

to her confessor. She begins

the letter by

referring to her spiritual father's disapproval of her lack
of humility "Crecio

mi

something that made her extremely fearful:

temor

humildad..."

al

(282).

olr
If

a usted,

Bellido

encargarme

actually

tanto la

reproached

the

theologian for her arrogance, what in particular was he
referring

to?

Could

her prolific

writings,

intellectual

abilities and influential friendships be of concern to the
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ecclesiastical authorities?

Whatever the answer, Sor Maria

found it necessary to repeatedly pledge her own nothingness
and her unwavering obedience to her spiritual advisor. She
writes:

"Yo

ensoberbezca."
pride

on

the

conozco

en

usted

gran

temor,

She counteracts such fears of
priest's

part

by

sympathizing

no

me

her sinful
with

his

difficult task to guide someone so lacking in merits - "tan
vacia de meritos" (282).
Once

she

has

pinpointed

and

accepted

her

own

nothingness Sor Maria Anna dedicates the rest of letter
three to a series of pledges

to view herself as the worst

of all creatures: "... y estos dias he andado aniquilandome,
y en cuanto he podido deshaciendome debajo de los pies de
todas las criaturas racionales, y aun de las irracionales"
(282). The more she recognizes herself as a failure, the
more she wants others to scorn and forget her. According to
her reasoning, this way she can truly open herself up to God
and accept Him into her life.
Despite her will to demonstrate her humility, in this
letter Sor Maria cannot help but analyze '"why" human beings
have the tendency to "ensoberbecerse," to become arrogant.
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This is a perfect example of how the theologian utilizes the
strategy of humility to allow herself to present her own
interpretations. In this case she explores the relationship
between spiritual pride and the effect of sin:
Esta facilidad de ensoberbecerse me parece
ser efecto de la culpa, porque el pecado venial
hace en los ojos del alma, lo que el polvo en los
del cuerpo; que empana la vista y no deja ver bien
(283).
In other words, the human tendency to "ensoberbecerse" stems
from sin and its effect on the soul; our ability to see and
accept God is diminished. Yet, because the nun has seen both
sides she cannot fathom how anyone would choose any other
way than Christ's true path. Only by presenting her own
nothingness does Sor Maria Anna dare reveal her own status she has chosen God's way. Despite her "inferior" gender, her
words subtly refer to the equality between men and women.
Regardless of sex, God has given humankind the ability to
make their own decision.
The theologian ends

this

letter lamenting

her own

inability to suffer, and envying those that do: "Bendito sea
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Dios dichosas las almas que padecen mucho. Yo les tengo
grande envidia, las miro como a soldados valientes; y a mi
como la misma desdicha y miseria" (284). Yet, almost as if
she finds it necessary to justify her own happiness, she
finishes the letter by affirming that her constant poor
health is some consolation: "... algo me consuela andar
siempre con la salud quebrantada" (284).
In this particular text it seems most likely that Sor
Maria Anna, a spiritual woman of high merits, is consciously
using

the

rhetoric of

humility

to

mask

her

own self-

assurance. Behind each layer of exaggerated self-effacing
statements

lurk

her

own

opinions

and

experiences.

Her

conscious decision to accept Christianity rings clear, but
she also says that in her own journey of faith she has not
really suffered, otherwise a traditional
salvation.

Furthermore,

this

is

the

prerequisite in

only

reference

to

suffering and penance in all of her letters. She finishes
this

text

with

the

statement

that

at

least

she

has

experienced her fair share of illness, and that is enough to
console her. Unlike Sor Coleta who dedicates page after to
page to convert her sicknesses into a form of penance, Sor
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Maria Anna feels confident enough to mention only once her
physical suffering (284).
Her last text, letter six, rejoices in all of the ways
that the Almighty has allowed her to accept His ultimate
truth. Of course the theologian prefaces the letter with her
own nothingness next to His greatness: "Yo soy pequefiita, y
no se hablar" (465). In particular she addressees "faith" as
one of the principal factors in her salvation: "Oh fe, fe
amable madre mia . . . solo gozo de ser hija tuya, andar en
tus brazos, y ser sustentada con tu leche regaladxsima"
(465). It is difficult not to see the correlation of "leche
regaladisima" with the main theme present in all of the
theological writings of the Mexican nun. By the use of a
metaphor for faith, Sor Maria Anna highlights the greatest
gift that the Holy Mother gave mankind and Her sacred Son,
her mystical breast-milk. Once again, with the pretext of
her

exaggerated

humility,

the

theologican

is

able

to

philosophize over the feminine role in her own salvation and
that of mankind. Furthermore, her maneuvering of captatio
benevolentiae

also allows Sor Maria Anna the luxury of

affirming that God made the heavens, the angels, the stars,
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the sun, and all of creation just for her own benefit: "...
creo todas las cosas para mi bien..." (465). The Mexican
theologian ends the letter by declaring that everyone should
know and experience His truth as revealed by the Church:
"Haced, bien infinite de mi alma, que todas las naciones,
gentes y generaciones gocen este bien de ser hijos de tu
iglesia..." (466) .

Visions

Statements such as the previous quote demonstrate Sor
Maria Anna's awareness that, like any man, she also can
praise the gifts of God and wish the same for generations to
come. They also shatter the mirage of her self-proclaimed
status

as

a

mujercilla.

contemporaries,

the

Of

Mexican

course,

unlike

theologian,

her

because

of

male
her

female gender, always walks the fine line between sanctity
and heresy. She must carefully watch every step. Thus, in
order

to

guard

her well-being

under

the

Church's

ever

vigilant eye, Sor Maria translates the description of her
visions

into

another rhetorical

strategy.

Surprisingly,
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unlike the other nuns of this study, the theologian finds
the revelations powerful enough that in some cases she does
not combine them with other strategies such as the rhetoric
of humility.
Letter

two,

for

example,

represents

an

extremely

powerful vision that unmistakably paints Sor Maria Anna in a
very positive light. In the first part of the letter she
elegantly describes a place that bears a marked resemblance
to heaven. She begins:
Vi Padre una altura, sobre los cielos, un
lugar, si asi lo puedo llamar, tan grande que los
ojos del alma no podian verlo, todo era como de
una piedra firmisima ... como un monte, y las
almas, que en el habia, estaban tan cercadas y
seguras que no les podia tocar (243).
Not only does Sor Maria Anna receive the remarkable
privilege of witnessing this celestial haven, but she sees
herself there amongst the other tranquil souls: "Alii vi a
mi alma como engastada en aquel altisimo monte. [0 quiera
Dios, que nunca de el saiga!" (243). She explains that we
all have the opportunity to experience the joy, protection
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and tranquility of this place and why would some relinquish
such security: "... nosotros mismos nos podemos bajar de
aquella alteza y seguridad, si nos apartamos de la confianza
en Dios" (243). The theologian relates that God holds the
door open to us, but we have to make our own decisions.
Clearly she has chosen to follow His path - a fact that she
makes evident to her confessor by her portrayal of this
vision. Likewise, according to her logic, if we close the
door to Christ then we are opening another door to our
enemies, a very dangerous decision; "... porque cerramos con
nuestras manos las puertas de la misericordia, les damos
armas a nuestros enemigos..." (244). Sor Maria Anna ends
this letter with a plea to Christ to help guide us all on
our faith journey, so that we will not make such a horrible
mistake.

This

enlightened

and

descriptions

of

letter

underscores

chosen
her

status.

visions,

how

the
With
could

Domincan

nun's

such

powerful

any

confessor

question Sor Maria Anna's true devotion to Christ, and His
unconditional support of her.
Letter four also depicts the Mexican theologian in
favorable terms. Differing from the previous

scene that
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highlights

only

one

carefully weaves
placed

thread

mystical

experience,

this

fragment

together various visions, each a well-

in

the

overall

design

of

her

strategic

rhetoric. First, as in the previous letter, God has united
Sor Maria Anna in the company of angels and saints in heaven
itself: "Me ha mostrado algunas veces que estoy en el cielo
en compania de los bienaventurados alabandole" (302). She
finds it difficult to explain such a vision, "No se como es
esto; porque estando aca, me veo alia.." Likewise it is even
more

difficult

because

of

her

"mucha

ruindad"

(302).

Nevertheless, both Christ and His Holy Mother have chosen to
protect her - an obvious contrast to her "ruindad," and a
direct hint to her confessor that she is protected by divine
forces. The Virgin, for example, covers the Mexican nun with
her shawl and defends her: "... la Virgen Maria me pone bajo
de su manto, y me defiende" (302). By wearing the Virgin's
shawl, Sor Maria Anna seems to adopt the persona of the Holy
Mother herself.
If the Virgen wraps Sor Maria Anna in her shawl to
emphasize her divine sponsorship, Christ takes his holy
Bride into his arms, like a passionate lover. In fact the
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rest of this letter is devoted to Sor Maria Anna's depiction
of their sacred relationship, and how He favors her in a
variety of ways. In some instances He surrounds her with His
power, an experience that the theologian cannot find words
to explain. On other occasions he infiltrates her being with
His passion: "Y toma mi alma amorosxsimamente entre sus
brazos: ya me entra en su pecho, corazon y llagas."
God loves and favors Sor Maria Anna to such a degree
that he also entrusts her soul to all of the saints, uniting
their spirits as one: "... y me suele unir consigo, que
parece reza, mira por mi boca, y ojos" (302,303). In this
section of the letter the theologian proceeds by listing the
saints

one

by

one,

with

a

brief

experience. Her impressive list of

explanation

of

each

twelve male sponsors

consists of the following: San Pablo, San Antonio de Padua,
San Jose, San Joaquin, her Santo Angel de la Guarda, San
Francisco, Santo Domingo, San Agustin, San Juan Evangelista,
San Juan Crisostomo, San Gabriel, San Rafael and San Miguel.
She lists less women than men but they are also noteworthy:
Santa Clara, Santa Gertrudis, Santa Coleta, Santa Catalina
de Siena and the Madre Santa Rosa. Why does Sor Maria Anna
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leave out Saint Teresa of Avila, especially since she played
such a major role in the lives of practically all religious
women of the New World? The fact that she does not appear in
a long list of other male and female saints leads me to the
conclusion that Sor Maria Anna consciously left out this
important foremother. One possible explanation is that she
viewed the life of the Spanish saint as too controversial
and decided not

to risk any

"questionable" sponsorships

(303).
After citing the impressive list of saints and their
particular support for the theologian, Sor Maria Anna finds
it necessary to belittle her worthiness: "Que confusion es
esta para mi, y si con tantas ayudas son tan ruines mis
procederes, que fuera de mi?" (303). Furthermore, because of
what she calls her wretched existence she directly asks her
confessor to give thanks on her behalf: "... ya que yo no se
darle gracias, se las de usted por tantas misericordias,
como usa con la mas indigna, y el desecho de todas las
criaturas" (303). On the one hand the Mexican theologian has
represented herself, through the use of this self-indulging
vision, as Christ's chosen one, but on the other hand she
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finds

it

necessary

to

pledge

her

allegiance

to

her

confessor by asking Him to directly communicate with God.
This pattern of the description of a self-supporting
vision with Christ, coupled with the rhetoric of humility
continues throughout the rest of the letter. She writes that
out of all of the countless benefits that He has provided
her, she most cherishes His promise to pardon her sins and
grant

her

a

place

in

heaven:

piadosamente buena muerte ...

"...

haberme

prometido

haberme concedido, que no

pueda perder la gracia" (303). With such a direct statement
as to her ultimate salvation, how can her confessor question
Sor Maria Anna's sanctity? Each segment of this particular
letter is like a well placed game of chess: in this case the
theologian cannot lose.
The Mexican nun finishes the letter with a series of
personal anecdotes about her intimate relationship with her
divine Lover and His power. As with the other nuns of this
study,

Christ

and

Sor

Maria

Anna

exchange

hearts.

He

breathes life into her vital organ and then passionately
nourishes her with His wounds: "Hacer que viva con su vida,
me sustente con sus llagas, y unirme a su pasion" (304).
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To add to these experiences, one afternoon while in
prayer she witnessed a wave of fire fly out of the sacristy
and

penetrate

her

soul.

Moreover,

she

basked

in

utter

tranquillity as she saw her own spirit filled with the Holy
Ghost: "En esta ocasion vi engastaba en mi alma las virtudes
a modo de estrellas, y en figuras de columnas los dones del
Espiritu Santo, banandome de gozo, y de consuelo" (304). In
other words, for a moment Sor Maria Anna possessed the same
virtues as the Holy Ghost.
Furthermore, she writes that on a separate occasion her
soul took on the form of the sky with the sun and the moon,
each of which influenced her. The theologian then saw the
sun actually

penetrate

her soul, and at

this time she

witnessed Christ resurrected holding her heart in His hands.
Sor Maria Anna finishes this letter with her final aweinspiring description of her divine Lover. He is surrounded
by flames, that matched the same color of her heart: "Dos
llamas salian de su divina cabeza, y el corazon tenia el
mismo color de las llamas, dejandome mucho consuelo, ver que
estaba en tan buena mano" (304). Without questioning Sor
Maria Anna's true mystical feelings and/or the fact that she
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would want her confessor to rejoice with her in God's love,
it seems most likely that the nun translates this powerful
image

of

her

deliberate

own

heart

rhetorical

resting

strategy.

in

God's

Moreover,

hands
this

as

a

erotic

encounter reinforces the authentic nature of their spiritual
matrimony.
This is not the only text where God supports Sor Maria
Anna in such an obvious manner. In letter five, the bride of
Christ continues to elucidate her intimate relationship with
her divine Lover. She starts off the fragment with a vision
of the Holy Trinity. All three manifestations of God visit
the

Mexican

nun,

each

one

illustrating

the

method

to

penetrate the believer's hearts and souls. First, the Father
tells her: "... yo hiero los corazones con saeta poderosa
con mi hijo unigenito" (41). Second, according to the Son
Himself, He wounds hearts and souls "... con las saetas de
todas las finezas, que ejecute por los hombres, en todos los
misterios de mi vida, pasion y muerte" (41). Lastly, the
Holy Spirit tells her that He pierces humankind with arrows
of light and fire. Finding herself wounded, lacerated and
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penetrated by these same divine arrows, she confesses her
profound joy to both God and her spiritual father:
.. . cada dia se me aumenta este conocimiento,
y no puedo menos que confesar al mismo Dios, a
todo el cielo, y tierra, y a Vuestra Merced que me
hallo toda herida, llagada, y penetrada con tan
divinas saetas, y flechas de amor (41)^^ .
Nevertheless, as in the previous sections, Sor Maria
Anna

softens

such

powerful

scenes

with

self-degrading

statements. In order to correspond such divine love she
wants to surpass the status of all angels and mankind, but
finds these wishes frivolous next to her nothingness: "nada
soy, menos que nada soy; pero solo para amaros quisiera ser
mas que todos los angeles, y hombres, y todo es nada, nada:
Sefior, c,c6mo te amare?" (41).
Sor Maria Anna continues voicing the profound affect
that His love has had on her body and spirit: "0 amor, amor,
repite las heridas mas, y mas, hasta consumir la vida, y
vuelva a vivir, para volver a morir de amor" (42). Further,

This vision resembles the mystic experience of "transverberation," the same phenomenon described by
Saint Teresa and portrayed in Bernini's f^ous statue with the Angel and the anows.
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she writes that one day after communion, absorbed by the joy
of these feelings. He came to her reaffirming once again her
chosen

status:

"...

me

dijo

amorosisimamente

mi

dulce

amador: ya no vives tu vida; porque mi vida es tu vida"
(42) . In the sentences that follow, the theologian voices
her disbelief

at Christ's sweet words. Not even in her

wildest dreams had she dared imagine such love:
... pero lo que vi, senti, y goce, no es
posible

que lo

cupiera

en

mi

diga,
deseo

ni

cabe

antes

de

en

palabras

ni

experimentarlo ;

porque ni para desearlo, lo podia llegar a pensar
(42).
Likewise, confused by her disbelief, Sor Maria Anna
asks who will give her the power to reciprocate God's divine
love? She did not have to wait long for a response, however,
because precisely at that moment, she writes that Christ
showed her His heart blazing with divine fire: "... me
mostro mi Senor su corazon divino abierto todo, hecho un
divino incendio" (42). He told her that right there (in His
heart) she would find the love that she was searching for.
Christ compares His heart to a forge and tells Sor Maria
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Anna that this is where he places all of the willing souls
to burn in his divine love. Thus, speaking from her own
experience, the theologian begs God to inspire all peoples
to hand themselves over to His eternal flame - something she
has done long before. She then ends the letter with one
final request: "... atraed dueno, y Senor, atraed todas las
almas, ardan todas en la fragua del amor" (43) .
As with the other instances

throughout

her letters

where Sor Maria Anna has employed various forms of strategic
rhetoric,

this last example proves

feminine discourse. She does not

her

begin

mastery of

this

the letter,

for

instance, with a direct request to Christ to allow all souls
to burn in His holy forge, rather she narrates a series of
poignant visions that inevitably place her in a position of
power. Only after reaching her unmistakable status as a
truly favored Bride of Christ, does she dare to ask directly
Him to draw in all souls. What exactly does her request
imply? By using the feminine word "almas" (souls) is the
theologian making a statement as to the equality of both men
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and women at least on a spiritual level®" ? Whether or not
she consciously tried to disguise a cryptic message perhaps
calling for more masculine and feminine equality, I think it
is safe to say that Sor Maria Anna, based on her previous
use of rhetorical ploys, felt confident enough to voice
directly her request at the end of this letter.

Conclusion

Sor Maria Anna Agueda's life and writings attest to the
fact that a colonial religious woman could express herself
within

the

boundaries of

a

male

dominated

androcentric

society. Her letters in particular demonstrate the ingenious
skill of a Mexican nun well versed in the art of strategic
rhetoric. Unlike the other two nuns of this study, it is
obvious

that

sophisticated

Sor

Maria

Anna

position of

departs from

power:

after all

a

much more

she

is

the

Prioress of her convent and the close friend of the Bishop
of Puebla. Perhaps it is for this reason that she decides
not to include the discursive translations of penance or

Sor Juana also made use of the nuetral or abstract qualities of the soul in her famous poem called
Primero Sueno (Pranco 32).
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fasting in her rhetorical style.

Without

access to

the

original manuscripts, however, we will never really know if
other letters existed with examples of penance and fasting
or if she purposely avoided these practices. It is simply
not

necessary. Her astute

use

of

visions

and

captatio

benevolentiae are more than enough to convince her confessor
or any other male cleric that she has been specifically
sponsored by God and his Virgin Mother. Of course, Sor Maria
Anna eloquently rounds out such bold insinuations with the
time-honored rhetoric of self-effacing statements. Drawing
from

the

rich

tradition

cultivated

by

her

spiritual

foremothers, Sor Maria Anna picks and chooses the strategic
ploys that best suit her needs. With the implementation of
these time-honored strategies the Mexican theologian can
insert, for example, her own intellectual interpretation of
humankind's

free

will

to

choose

between God's

love

or

eternal damnation. She is a perfect example of a colonial
nun who, despite the limitations imposed on her gender,
struggles for interpretative power, a struggle waged in the
margins

of

canonical

genres

-

her

spiritual

letters.
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